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WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Music 
Presents 
THE CHAMBER ORCHESTRA: 
Concerti 
William J. Steinohrt, Conductor 
SOLOIST 
Karl Sievers, Trumpet 
Tuesday, October 6, 1992 
8:00 p.m. 
Concert Hall 






Sara R. Morgan 
Ronnamarie Jensen 
Violin II 
*Beth A. Sievers 





Jo Ann Hoffman 
YWla 
*Judi R. Smith 




*Sarah K. Shifferd 
Douglas L. Eyink 






Michele R. Bird 
1992-93 Chamber Orchestra 
~ 
*Susan Eischeid 


























*Music Faculty and Faculty Associates 
CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 
CONCERTI 
Giannina e Bemardone Overture 





Pelleas et Melisande Suite, Op. 80 
Prelude-Quasi Adagio 
Andantino quasi Allegretto 














The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment, and video 
recording equipment is prohibited during a performance without the prior 
written permission of the Music Department. 
THE SOLOIST 
Mr. Karl Sievers, Assistant Professor of Music, teaches applied trumpet 
and conducts the University Jazz Ensemble. He received Bachelor and 
Master degrees in Trumpet Performance from the Indiana University 
School of Music and has completed additional DM work in Trumpet 
Performance at the Conservatory at the University of Missouri-Kansas 
City. 
Mr. Sievers comes to Dayton from Northwest Missouri State University 
where he taught the high brass studio and jazz ensembles. He has been 
active as a recitalist, in addition to a busy schedule as a featured guest 
soloist with college and high school wind ensembles throughout the 
region. 
PROGRAM NOTES 
Giannina e Bernardone Overture Domenico Cimarosa 
Domenico Cimarosa, an Italian composer, was raised in Naples, Italy 
where he was accepted to the Conservatorio di St. Maria di Loreto at the 
age of twelve. He became an able violinist, keyboardist, and singer, but 
his major talent was in composition. He became an important composer of 
early Italian Opera. He was widely known for his comic operas in 
particular, in which his style of composition reflected the comical plot of 
the operas. Giannina e Bemardone Sinfonia is an overture to the comic 
opera written in 17 81. 
Concerto for trumpet, strings, and continua Guiseppe Torelli 
Guiseppe Torelli had a profound influence on the development of the solo 
instrument concerto. The opportunities accorded him both as a composer 
and a perlonner in the San Petronio orchestra made possible his large out 
put of instrumental concertos, especially those for one or more trumpets. 
In providing the festive music for important religious feastdays observed 
at San Petronio, Torelli set a new stylistic standard in writing for a difficult 
and rather limited wind instrument. It was in circumventing the inherent 
limitations of the natural trumpet that he managed to create a novel 
thematic and harmonic structure. His use of fragmentary motifs built on 
the available harmonic series of the Baroque trumpet made possible a 
developmental treatment of his thematic material, a technique that 
distinguishes the Bolognese style, and one that was to become the 
keystone of the concerto idiom. 
Pelleas et Melisande, Suite Op. 80 Gabriel Faure 
Faure's incidental music for Maeterlinck's symbolist drama Pelleas et 
Melisande (1892) was commissioned in 1898 by the celebrated actress, 
Mrs. Patrick Cambell, to accompany her London performances. As such, 
it was the first score inspired by this influential play to be heard in public 
and the only score not composed in the wake of Debussy's epoch-making 
1902 opera. Faure made an orchestral suite from the nine different 
numbers he had composed, combining and expounding upon them to form 
the four-movement suite we know today, which Jean-Michael Nectoux has 
aptly described as Faur~s "symphonic masterpiece." 
Sinfonia VIII, D Major Felix Mendelssohn 
Born in 1809 in Hamburg, German composer, Felix Mendelssohn, 
became an accomplished poet, artist, and musician at an early age. At the 
age of twelve, Mendelssohn began composing a set of 13 Sinfonias for 
string orchestra under the direction of his teacher, Carl Friedrich Zelter. 
Sinfonia VIII is the only one which exists in a version with winds, and also 
indicates the completion of Mendelssohn's first real symphony. 
The Chamber Orchestra 
Established in 1985, this orchestra performs a wide variety of chamber 
orchestra repertoire. 
Tonight's performance is the first concert in the Chambert Orchestra's 
eighth season. The series is shared with Wright State faculty ensembles 
and soloists. 
Of special significance is the active role that the music faculty play in this 
ensemble. Many of the principal chairs in winds and strings are filled by 
the faculty who also serve as teachers and leaders of their sections. The 
orchestra membership also includes scholarship recipients, university 
students, area music teachers, community musicians, and superior high 
school students. 
The Chamber Orchestra Scholarship Pro1:ram 
The Chamber Orchestra offers four-year scholarships to exceptional 
performers through the generous support of the President's Chamber 
Orchestra Scholarships, the Clarus K. Sucher Chamber Orchestra 
Endowment, and the Paul Katz Chamber Orchestra Scholarship Fund. 
Contributions to the Paul Katz Chamber Orchestra Fund can be made to 
the Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
This important scholarship was established in honor of Dr. Paul Katz, 
founding conductor of the Dayton Philharmonic Orchestra. 
Presently, these scholarships are held by Jeanelle Braun, Melanie Clark, 
Denise Carter, Staci Cawley, Douglas Eyink, Ann Smith, Julia Stevens~ 
and RebeCca Veley. 
The Cbambect Orchestra Series 
Concert I with Karl Sievers, trumpet 
Tuesday, October 6, 1992 
Concert Il with Faculty Brass Quintet 
Tuesday, November 3, 1992 
Concert ill with Faculty String Quartet 
Tuesday, February 2, 1993 
·Concert IV with Jackson Leung, piano 
Tuesday, March 9, 1993 
Concert V with Faculty Woodwind Quintet 
Tuesday, April 27, 1993 
Concert VI with Jim Mccutcheon, guitar 
Tuesday, May 25, 1993 
DIBECTORS 
Cootrjbutions to the Paul Katz 
Chamber Orchestra Scholarship Fund 
Mrs. Paul Katz 
BENEFACTOR 
Dr. and Mrs. Perry Moore 
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel Pitner 
PATRON 
Anonymous 
Dr. Jerrie McGill 
Mrs. Charles M. Michaels 
Wayne and Anna Lee Russell 
Ralph and Marilyn Smith 
Dr. William Steinohrt 
Dr. Jeffery L. Traster 
Dr. and Mrs. J. Alan Whiston 
CONTRIBUTORS 
Caroline Burnet 
FACULTY SMORGASBORD RECITAL 
Thursday, October 8, 1992 
12:30p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University. Dayton, Ohio 
Les Chemin de L'Amour Francis Poulenc 
(1899-1963) 
As I revisit the paths where we walked in the past, I can find no traces of our joy. Paths 
of my love, I search always for you, and I remember that first day of love. 
Old Maid from 110 in the Shade (1963) Harvey Schmidt 
(b: 1929) 
This musical was based in the play, The Rainmaker, which became a sucessful motion 
picture starring Katherine Hepburn as the spunky spinster and Burt Lancaster as the 
fast-talking huckster who promises to bring rain to her drought-ridden Western farm. 
In the process he also helps Lizzie see herself as a woman who could be desired by a 
man~ 
Jazz 
Sonetto 104 del Petrarca 
Dorothy Smith, soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
James Johnson, piano 
Karl Sievers, trumpet 
Hank Dahlman, bass 
Jane Varella, drums 
Jackson Leung, piano 
Selections to be announced 
Franz Liszt 
(1811-1886) 
Sonata I, from Petites Sonates, Op. 66 
Rondement 
Joseph Bodin de Boismortier 
(1691-1755) 
Siciliene 
Gavottes I & II 
Charles Larkowski, viola da gamba 
Margaret Erin, viola da gamba 
Sonatina for Trombone and Piano (1954) 
Allegro 
Francis Laws, trombone 
Joan Forbes, piano 
With Joy the Impatient Husbandman from The Seasons 




Hank Dahlman, baritone 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Randall Paul, clarinet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Richard Linn, violin 
Judi Smith, viola 
Karl Sievers, trumpet 
Jackson Leung, piano 
A Simple Sailor, Lowly Born, from HMS Pinafore 
Mary Michenfelder, soprano 
James Tipps, piano 
Kazimierz Serocki 
(b. 1922) 










Jazz Selections to be announced 
Faculty Jazz Combo 
Jeffrey Traster, tuba 
Leland Bland, piano 
Jane Varella, drums 
Randall Paul, clarinet 
Hank Dahlman, bass 
Karl Sievers, trumpet 
A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving students. Your tax-
deductible contribution will be gratefully received by the Department of Music, Wright State University, 
Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment is prohibited during a performance without the prior written 
permission of the Music Department. 
Sonata 
Movement I 
Invention in C Major 
Invention in F Major 








Thursday, October 15, 1992 
Recital Hall 
12:30 p.m. 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
Laura Weddle, trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Veronica Jany, clarinet 
Karen Sachs, bassoon 
Rick Edwards, piccolo trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Denise J. Carter, violin 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Martin Saunders, trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Kent Kennan 
(b.1913) 








A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving students. Your tax-
deductible contribution will be gratefully received by the Department of Music, Wright State University, 
Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment, and video recording equipment is 
prohibited during a performance with out the prior written permission of the Music Department. 











St. Ita 's Vision 
STUDENT RECITAL 
October 22, 1992 
Concert Hall 
12:30 pm 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
James L. Moore 
(b.1934) 
Christopher Sidell, percussion 
Arcangelo Corelli 
(1653-1713) 
Erik Ours, trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Frederic Chopin 
(1810-1849) 
Ken Morrow, piano 
Kent Kennan 
(b.1913) 
Chris Hammiel, trumpet 





Jennifer Bruce, soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Dix Inventions 
Sonata 
I Allegro Vivace 
VI Andantino 
X Vivace 
I First Movement 
Michele Bird, flute 
Jennifer Deeken, flute 
Chris Weddle, trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 




A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving 
students. Your tax-deductible contribution will be gratefully received by the 
Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment, and video recording 
equipment is prohibited during a performance without the prior written permission of 
the Music Department. 
STUDENT RECITAL 
October 29, 1992 
Recital Hall 
12:30 p.m. 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
This Little Rose (1947) 




Gale Andrews, mezzo-soprano . 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Lasciatemi morire! from Arianna 
Rule, Britannia! from Masque of Alfred 
Lachen und Weinen 
Chris Steward, baritone 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Voi che sapete from Le N ozze di Figaro 
Sicilienne 
Carisa Holmes, soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Ann Smith, violin 
Dr. Richard Linn 
Claudio Monteverdi 
(1567-1643) 




Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
(1756-1791) 
Maria-Theresia von Paradis 
(1759-1824) 
Ah! tu non sai 
My Love Rode By (1928) 
Lara Sayer, mezzo-soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Georg Frideric Handel 
(1685-1759) 
Mary Evelene Calbreath 
A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving 
students. Your tax-deductible contribution will be gratefully received by the 
Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment, and video recording 
equipment is prohibited during a performance without the prior written permission to 
the Music Department. 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Music 
Presents 
TM 
THE CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 
Concert II 
William J. Steinohrt, Conductor 
The Faculty Brass Quintet 
Karl Sievers, Trumpet 
Chris Weddle, Trumpet 
Lisa Helm-Hancock, Horn 
Francis Laws, Trombone 
Jeffrey L. Traster, Tuba 
Tuesday, November 3, 1992 
8:00 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Creative Arts Center 






Sara R. Morgan 
Ronnamarie Jensen 
Violin II 
*Beth A. Sievers 







*Judi R. Smith 




*Sarah K. Shifferd 
Douglas L. Efink 





*Music Faculty and Faculty Associates. 
Flute 
*Laura Walter-Lakes 
Michele R. Bird 
~ 
*Susan Eischeid 
Candi Kirk Morris 
Amy Cotterman 
Clarinet 



















Canzona No. 1 
Quintet No. 1 (1965) 
I. Allegretto 
II. Allegro Mol to . 
PROGRAM 
-Brass Quintet-
III. Adagio ma non troppo 
IV. Molto vivace econ fuoco 
V. Allegro con energia e risoluzione 
The Junkman Rag 
-Intermission-
-Chamber Orchestra-
11 Signor Bruschino Overture 
Samuel Scheidt 
(1587-1654) 
Thom Ritter George 




Symphony No. 38, K. 504, D Major ("Prague") 
Adagio - Allegro Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
Andante (1756-1791) 
Finale, Presto 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment, 
and video recording equipment is prohibited during a performance 
without the prior written permission of the Music Department. 
Brass Quintet Program Notes 
Canzona No. 1 Samuel Scheidt 
Samuel Scheidt's Canzona No. 1 is generically defined as being an instrumental 
song in the polyphonic style. This type of work has become a staple of the brass 
quintet literature. 
The Scheidt Canzona No. 1 has an easily recognized motive which is stated at the 
outset by the second trumpet. In that, this type of composition relies heavily on 
imitative counterpoint, this motive is passed throughout the ensemble in literal 
reiterations and in modified forms. As is typical of works of this genre, the 
opening section is in simple duple meter, there is a middle section in simple 
triple meter, and the opening material recurs in modified form to bring the work 
to a close. 
Quintet No. 1 Thom Ritter George 
The Quintet No. 1 by Thom Ritter George was originally composed in 1965, and 
was revised by the composer in 1978. Although this piece is very different 
harmonically (and otherwise) from the Scheidt Canzona, and was composed 
approximately 300 years later, there are elements of its formal organization that 
are reminiscent of the Scheidt work. Metric scheme organization and imitation 
techniques are a throwback to the earlier era. 
This is a very challenging piece to perform, and calls on each member of the 
quintet to display a significant degree of virtuosity as his/her instrument is 
displayed in varous milieus. · 
The Junkman Rag C. Luckeyth Roberts 
The Junkman Rag is the final work to be presented by the Wright State 
University Faculty Brass Quintet this evening. As its name suggests, it is from 
the Ragtime era, and was composed by C. (Lucky) Luckeyth Roberts. Works of 
this type are fundamentally founded in the western European classical tradition 
in terms of the audiences to which they were intended to appeal, and in terms of 
the composers' attitude toward the instrumentalists' technical execution, etc .. 
However, as is evident at the outset, so-called "jazz" elements of rhythm and 
tonality are combined with more traditional elements to yield this unique result. 
Chamber Orchestra Program Notes 
11 Signor Bruschino Gioacchino Rossini 
II Signor Bruschino is perhaps the best of Rossini's early farses-comic, witty, and 
sentimental by turns. The famous sinfonia, in which the violins occasionally beat 
out rhythms with their bows against their music stands, is delightful both for its 
absurdity and for the totally natural and logical way in which the effect is woven 
into the composition. 
Symphony No. 38 in D Major Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
This symphony "without a minuet" was finished on December 6, 1786, and was 
performed for the first time, with the composer as conductor, on January 19, 
1787, in Prague, where Mozart was visiting and where his opera, The Marriage of 
Figaro, was being enthusiastically applauded in a series of performances. Written 
in the interval between Figaro and Don Giovanni, the new symphony was his 
most mature symphonic work up to this time. 
The Chamber Orchestra Scholarship Program 
The Chamber Orchestra offers four-year scholarships to exceptional 
performers through the generous support of the President's 
Chamber Orchestra Scholarships, the Clarus K. Sucher Chamber 
Orchestra Endowment, and the Paul Katz Chamber Orchestra 
Scholarship Fund. 
Contributions to the Paul Katz Chamber Orchestra Fund can be 
made to the Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton, 
Ohio 45435. This important scholarship was established in honor 
of Dr. Paul Katz, founding conductor of the Dayton Philharmonic 
Orchestra. 
Presently, these scholarships are held by Jeanelle Braun, Melanie 
Clark, Denise Carter, Staci Cawley, Douglas Eyink, Ann Smith, . 
Julia Stevens, and Rebecca Veley. 
The Faculty Brass Quintet 
The Wright State University Faculty Brass Quintet has been 
performing since 1977. During that time it has given formal recitals 
both on and off campus and provided music for numerous 
university and community events. The quintet also performs for 
elel!lentary, junior high, and high school students, providing a 
cultural and educational experience for area young people. 
The Cbamber Orchestra 
Established in 1985, this orchestra performs a wide variety of 
chamber orchestra repertoire. 
Tonight's performance is the second concert in the Chamber 
Orchestra's eighth season. The series is shared with Wright State 
faculty ensembles and soloists. 
Of special significance is the active role that the music faculty play 
in this ensemble. Many of the principal chairs in winds and strings 
are filled by the faculty who also serve as teachers and leaders of 
their sections. The orchestra membership also includes scholarship 
recipients, university students, area music teachers, community 
musicians, and superior high school students. 
The Chamber Orchestra Series 
Concert I with Karl Sievers, trumpet 
Tuesday, October 6, 1992 
Concert II with Faculty Brass Quintet 
Tuesday, November 3, 1992 
Concert III with Faculty String Quartet 
Tuesday, February 2, 1993 
Concert IV with Jackson Leung, piano 
Tuesday, March 9, 1993 
Concert V with Faculty Woodwind Quintet 
Tuesday, April 27, 1993 
Concert VI with Jim McCutcheon, guitar 
Tuesday, May 25, 1993 
DIRECTORS 
Contributions to the Paul Katz 
Chamber Orchestra Scholarship Fund 
Mrs. Paul Katz 
BENEFACTOR 
Dr. and Mrs. Perry Moore 




Dr. Jerrie McGill 
L. David Mirkin, M.D. 
Mrs. Charles M. Michaels 
Alex and Eileen Roche 
Wayne and Anna Lee Russell 
Ralph and Marilyn Smith 
Dr. William Steinohrt 
Dr. Jeffery L. Traster 
Dr. and Mrs. J. Alan Whiston 
CONTRIBUTORS 
Caroline Burnet 
Dr. SharonN elson 
Gordon and Ruth Price 
An Chloe 





Study in A, Op. 60 l\J"o: 3 
Aria con Variazone 






Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton. Ohio 
April Tranter, soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Kiin Ary, trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Chris Earl, guitar 
Jessi Hendrickson, trUinpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Ryan Holway, baritone 
Chris O'Neill, piano 












Ralph Vaughan Williains 
(1872-1958) 
Sonata 
Andante molto sostenuto 
Allegro con fuoco 
Largo 
Ave Maria from Otello 
Ah, Love, But a Day! 
Matt Hileman, trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Kristina Robertson, soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 




Mrs. H.H.A. Beach 
(1867-1944) 
A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving 
students. Your tax-deductible contribution will be gratefully received by the 
Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment, and video recording 
equipment is prohibited during a performance without the prior written permission to 
the Music Department. 
JUNIOR RECITAL 
Jennifer A. Bruce, Soprano 
November 8, 1992 
Concert Hall 
3:00 p.m. Assisted by: 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Matthew W.A. Hurley, trumpet 
Steven W. Hensley, saxophone 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
I 
Hark! The Echoing Air from The Fairy Queen 
Selve, voi che le speranze 
Woods, you preseroe my hopes for joy and happiness 
you are the rooms of pleasure 





With Verdure Clad from The Creation Franz Joseph Haydn 
(1732-1809) 
II 
Dein Blaues Auge 
Your blue eyes are so tranquil, into their depths I gaze. 
You ask me what I want to see? I'm gazing to be healed. 
I have been burnt by two ardent ei;es, the ~urt of it pains still: 
Those of yours are like a lake so clear, and like a lake so cool. 
Rastlose Liebe 
Into snow, into rain, into wind, headlong, through the gorges' fog, 
through mist, always onward! Without pause and rest! 
Rather through suffering, what I myself fight, then so many joys of life endure. 
All the inclinations from heart to heart, Ah, how strangely it creates pains! 
How shall I flee? Forest bound roam? All is in vain! 





0 wiisst ich doch den Weg zuriick 
Oh, if I only knew the road back, the dear road back to childhoods land! 
Oh, why did I search for happiness, And leave my mother's hand? 
Oh, haw I long to be at rest, not to be awakened by any stirring, 
and shut my tired eyes, gently surrounded by love! 
And nothing to search for, nothing to watch, 
and to dream only light and gentle dreams, to be once more a child! 
Oh, do show me the road back, the dear road to childhood's land 
I search for happiness in vain, ringed around by a deserted shore! 
III 
Ah! non credea mirarti from La Sonnambula 
Amina has been caught in the wrong man's bedroom 
after having innocently walked there in her sleep. 
As she again is walking in her sleep, she is singing 
to the dead flower that her true love gave her and 
she is grieving her broken engagement. 
Ah! Did I not believe to behold you, so speedily dead, 
oh flower, Yau passed away, as quickly as love that lasted only a day. 
Maybe my weeping could bring you new life, 
but my weeping cannot bring back love. 
-Intermission-
IV 
Ouvre ton coeur 
The daisy closed its flower crown, Twilight closed the eyes of day, 
My lovely one, will you keep your word? Open your heart to my love. 
Oh, young angel, to my ardor, May a dream enchant your slumber ... 
Open your heart, I want to take back my soul. 
Open your heart, Oh, young angel, to my ardor, 
Like a flower opens to the sun. 
Romance 
The soul fleeting and suffering, the gentle soul, the fragrant soul 
Of the lilies divine that I have gathered in the garden of your thoughts, 
Whither have the winds driven it that adorable soul of the lilies? 
Is there no longer a perfume that remains? Of the celestial loveliness, 
Of the days when you enveloped me in a celestial haze 









Ouvre tes yeux bleus 
He: Open your blue eyes, my darling: Here is the day. 
Already the warbler sings a song of love. 
The dawn brings forth the rose: 
Come with me to pick the daisy blossomed 
Awake! 
She: To what good to contemplate the earth and its beauty? 
Love is a more sweet mystery than a day of summer. 
In me the bird is singing his triumphant song 
And the great sun that burns us, is in my heart! 
v 
How Great Thou Art 
Jules Massenet 
(1842-1912) 
Swedish folk tune 
arr. Jennifer Bruce and Steven Hensley 
In memory of Marvin Dennis Bruce (1939-1988) 
VI 
Sl Ila's Vision from The Hermit Songs 
If God Left Only You 
Let my song fill your heart 







A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving students. Your tax-
deductible contribution will be gratefully received by the Department of Music, Wright State University, 
Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment, and video recording equipment is 
prohibited during a performance without the prior written permission to the Music Department. 







Herzllch tut mich verlangen 
Es lst ein Ros' entsprungen 
0 Welt, lch muB dich }assen 
Canzona Bergamasca 
Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring 
Quintet No. 2 
I. Allegro Risoluto 
STUDENT RECITAL 
Tuesday November 10, 1992 
Concert Hall 
12:30 p.m. 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State Universtty, Dayton, Ohio 
Chad Feller. trumpet 
Joan Forbes. piano 
Chris Adams. trumpet 
Joan Forbes. piano 
Jeff Curtin. trumpet 
Joan Forbes. piano 
Stephanie Ours. organ 
Brass Quintet 
Martin 'W. Saunders, trumpet 
Laura 'Weddle, trumpet 
'lJeitfre 'East, fiorn 
'Iecf Laws, trom6one 
Cliris 1{p6inson, tu6a 
















A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving students. Your tax-deductible 
contribution will be gratefully received by the Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment, and video recording equipment is prohibited 
during a performance without the prior written permission of the Music Department. 
STUDENT RECITAL 
Thursday November, 12, 1992 
Recital Hall 
12:30 p.m. 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
Un moto di gloja 
Jeune flllette 
Slclllenne 
Ahl, troppo e duro 
Bltte 
Veronica C. Jany. mezzo-soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Jeff Spurlock, alto saxaphone 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Sheila Thomas. soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Generose chi sol brama from Ottone 
Que I' heure est done breve 
Concerto No. 1 Op. 26 
Allegro 
Donzelle, Fugglte 
No, No, Non SI Sperl! 
Verborgenhelt 
Juchhe! 
Doug Welsh, baritone 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Kristi J. Chynoweth, clarinet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
*Janis Combs. mezzo-soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
























*<This rec.ital is pre.sen tea in partial fulfil£ment of tfie requiremtnts for a 'Bacfufm of Music 'Degree in :Music Uuc.ation. 
WRIGHT ST A TE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Music 
Presents 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 
CONCERT BAND 
Samuel D. Reynolds, Conductor 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 
SYMPHONY BAND 
Dr. Jeffrey L. Traster, Conductor 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1992 
3:00 P.M. 
CONCERT HALL 
CREATIVE ARTS CENTER 
WRIGHT ST A TE UNIVERSITY CONCERT BAND 
PROGRAM 
The Black Horse Troop - March John Philip Sousa 
(1854-1932) 
Ed. Frederick Fennell 
Scenes from "The Louvre" (1966) Norman Delio Joio 
II. Children's Gallery 
. V. Finale 
Tancredi Overture Gioacchino Antonio Rossini 
(1792-1868) 
Trans. Leonard Falcone 
Hymn For A Festival (1991) David Shaffer 
Conducted by the composer David Shaffer 
Arabesque (1987) David Shaffer 
Conducted by the composer David Shaffer 
SYMPHONY BAND 
Children's March 
On the Wings of Eagles (1988) 
Andalucia 




William J. Steinohrt 
Ernesto Lecuona 
(1896-1963) 




A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving students. Your 
tax-deductible contribution will be gratefully received by the Department of Music, Wright State 
University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment, and video recording equipment is 
prohibited during a perlormance without the prior written pennission of the Music Department. 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY CONCERT BAND 
PROGRAM NOTES 
THE BLACK HORSE TROOP was completed December 30th, 1924 at Sousa's Sands Point, Long Island 
estate. It was played for the first time about ten months later on October 17, 1925 at a concert of the 
Sousa Band in the Public Auditorium in C1eveland. The editor, Frederick Fennell was there and 
remembered that as the march was being played, Troop A rode onto the stage and stood behind the band 
to the cheering of all. Frederick Fennell will be the guest conductor of the Ohio All-State Band in 
Cincinnati in January of 1993. 
This band version of THE LOUVRE is taken from the original score of the NBC television special that 
was first broadcast nationally in 1964. In 1965, the composer received an Emmy Award for this score as 
the most outstanding music written for television in the season of 1964-65. The Concert Band will 
perform Movement II, Children's Gallery and Movement V, Finale. 
Gioacchino Rossini was one of the most prolific composers of his time. In addition to a multitude of 
cantatas, sacred pieces, miscellaneous vocal and instrumental music, he wrote over thirty operas. His 
better known operas are Barber of Seville, William Tell, The /Ja/ian in Algiers, and Tancredi. However, 
with the exception of the Barber of Seville, most of his operas are remembered only by their overtures. 
The death of composer Claude T. Smith in 1987 was a tremendous loss to the world of music. At the time 
Mr. Smith was working on a project for the Shenandoah Valley Composer's Festival. When Mr. Shaffer 
was contacted to complete the project, he focused on writing a composition as a personal dedication to 
Mr. Smith. 
ARABESQUE was written for the Stevenson High School Band, Sterling Heights, Michigan, and is 
dedicated to the memory of William Peper. It is intended to be a festival piece, a composition that 
represents the celebration of life. 
Our guest conductor and composer, David Shaffer was born in Columbus, Ohio. He has taught in the 
school systems of Hamilton, Northridge and Wyoming, Ohio. Mr. Shaffer has numerous published 
compositions to his credit. Many have been used at music clinics and festivals throughout the United 
States. Recently the Japanese Band Directors Association selected his PRINCETON VARIATIONS for 
inclusion on their required music list. 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY BAND 
PROGRAM NOTES 
Percy Grainger was a remarkable musical innovator, using irregular rhythms before Stravinsky, 
pioneering in folk music collection at the same time as Bartok, writing random music in 1905, and 
predating Varese in experimentation with electronic music. Furthennore, Grainger was an advocate for 
the band as a serious and expressive musical medium, having written and arranged more than thirty 
pieces for wind instruments and percussion. CHILDREN'S MARCH, cast in a sunny, care-free mood, 
typifies Grainger's creativity in scoring and arranging resulting in music that is wistful, witty, and full 
of surprises, a caricature of children after whom the march is titled. The march was first performed by the 
Goldman Band in 1919 and was recorded by the same band with the composer at the piano. 
William Steinohrt's ON THE WINGS OF EAGLES was commissioned in 1987 by the Fairmont High 
School Band, Clair Miller, director, in memory of band student Jonathan Robert Dittmar who died in an 
automobile accident. The work was premiered by the Fairmont Band in May, 1988. The first movement 
of the piece, called "Flight," is intended to be reflective of Dittmar's life. The second movement, 
entitled "Reflections," involves memories people may have of the young man's life. The last movement 
is called "March-Finale" and is intended to show that the living process goes on - "We learn from what 
passes by us," Steinohrt said. Dittmar was an Eagle Scout, hence the eagle and flight images which 
Steinohrt said have "nice symbolism". The young man was also an athlete, a scholar, a junior 
astronomer who dreamed of being an astronaut, and a musician (horn, trumpet, and percussion). 
Steinohrt relates, ''I hope ON THE WINGS OF EAGLES is somewhat reflective of (Jonathan Dittmar) but 
not a portrait of him. I wouldn't want to limit Jon by the piece. This is a shadow of what he meant to 
people and to the world -- how they viewed him and how they view life because they knew him." 
ANDALUCIA is the title tune from a Spanish suite by Ernesto Lecuona. A Cuban by birth, Lecuona 
toured the United States as leader of a dance band in the 1920's and 30's. ANDALUCIA became a popular 
melody under the title 1HE BREEZE AND I. 
PRELUDE IN THE DORIAN MODE by Antonio de Cabezon was arranged for band by Percy Grainger. 
Grainger's passion for musical expression extended beyond his own compositions. His interest in early 
music began to flourish in the 1930s when he became associated with specialists Gustave Reese and 
Arnold Dolmetsch. Grainger's first arrangements of early music were created in 1932. Subsequently, 
from 1937-44, a period corresponding with his summer teaching at Interlachen, Grainger developed his 
CHOSEN GEMS FOR WINDS; PRELUDE IN TIIE DORIAN MODE is one of these "gems.'' Antonio de 
Cabezon was one of the16th century's greatest keyboard performers and composers. His tientos, such as 
this work, are instrumental fantasies built upon the opening motive which repeats at irregular intervals 
throughout the main body of the work, forming a basis for the four-part polyphony which evolves 
around it. 
Dmitri Shostakovich, like many twentieth-century Soviet composers, constantly found himself under 
pressure from restrictions imposed by the Soviet government with its concern for the moral and social 
rather than the purely aesthetic aspects of music. Consequently, his output contains works of 
conventional simplicity which were easily accepted by those in political power. FOLK DANCES is 
filled with the joy and exuberance of the Russian people. Several folk melodies are combined in a string 
so that musical energy abounds and the spirit of folk dances can easily be imagined. The first version of 
· this work was instrumented by M .V akhutinsky for Russian bands. 
WRIGHT ST ATE UNIVERSITY 
CONCERT BAND PERSONNEL 
Names are listed alphabetically in each section 
to emphasize each member's contribution to the ensemble. 
FLUTE/PICCOLO 
Michele Bird - New Carlisle 
Regina Crawford - Fairborn 
Rachel Lambert -Middletown 
Lisa McCabe - Centerville 
Belinda Mc.Kinney - Kettering 
Christina McNeal - Kettering 
Kiersten Surber - Tipp City 
Michele Vance - Xenia 
Sandra Waddell - Moraine 
CLARINET 
Shay Beesley - Centerville 
Kristin Benson - Cincinnati 
Phyllis Combs - Huber Heights 
Melissa Elliott - Tipp City 
Stacy Ludington - Beavercreek 
Cynthia McElroy - Miamisburg 
Lee Reichel - Kettering 
Cheryl Tyson - Centerville 
Kim Walls - Wilmington 
BASS CLARINET 
Veronica Jany - Huber Heights 
Jill Smith - Dayton 
ALTO SAXOPHONE 
Tom Harding - Yellow Springs 
Jeff Hay - West Jefferson 
Aaron Houser - Xenia 
TENOR SAXOPHONE 
Helen Newkold - Beavercreek 
William Quinn - Willard 
BARITONE SAXOPHONE 
Mikael Geese - Beavercreek 
FRENCH HORN 
Korbet Finley - Dayton 
Bill Sanders - Cincinnati 
Melissa Witte - Medway 
TRUMPET 
Nathaniel E. Bauerle - Dayton 
Jeff Curtin - Kettering 
Chad Feller - Dayton 
Christopher Houser - Xenia 
Carl Johnson - New Carlisle 
Mike Kepler - Dayton 
Scott Miller - Cincinnati 
Michelle Mitchell - Columbus 
Steve Prickett - Springfield 
Michelle Ringer - Batavia 
Charles Wentling - Dayton 
Beverly Wheeler - Centerville 
James Wittmann - Miamisburg 
EUPHONIUM 
Valerie Johnson - New Carlisle 
Vicki Reed - Youngstown 
TROMBONE 
Joelle Becher - Uniontown 
Holly Boyd - Cincinnati 
Ronda Delaet - Celina 
I.llJlA 
Ahearn Murphy - Fairborn 
Doug Probasco - Kettering 
Steven Reed - Dayton 
Chris Robinson - Englewood 
PERCUSSION 
Connie Bensman - Versailes 
Randall A. Grogean - Lewisburg 
Mike Neuler - Dayton 
Todd Weatherbie - Willard 
LIBRARIAN 
Phyllis Combs - Huber Heights 
FLUTE/PICCOLO 
Michele R. Bird 
Jennifer L. Deeken 






Kristi J. Chynoweth 
CLARINET 
Joelle Becher 
Kristi J. Chynoweth 
Phyllis A. Combs 
Larry Earick 
Pamela S. Miller 
Shane Anderson 
Belinda L. Getman 
Kerri K. Schofield 
BASS CLARINET 
Robyn L. Hapner 
SAXOPHONE 
David M. Sapp 
Jeffrey A. Spurlock 
Christopher T. Centers 
Gary L. May 
PIANO 
Christopher O'Neill 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 
SYMPHONY BAND - FALL 1992 
TRUMPET 
Laura L. Weddle 
Richard C. Edwards 
Christopher C. Weddle 
Christopher M. Harnmiel 
John Matthew Hileman 
ErikD. Ours 
Kimberly D. Ary 




Matthew W.A. Hurley 




Douglas E. Battson 
Edward A. Miller 
EUPHONIUM 
Brian M. Cooke 
Edward A. Miller 
Dan Bentley 
IlLllA 
Christopher T. Robinson 
Doug Probasco 







WRIGHT STATE UNNERSITY 
Department of Music 
Presents 
University /Community Orchestra 
Dr. Richard G. Linn, Conductor 




Beethoven wrote four overtures to his opera "Fidelio" or "Leonore" 
as he preferred to call it. Three of these are in C major since his 
earlier versions of the opera (1805 and 1806) opened with an aria 
in C major and minor. While retaining much of the same thematic 
material as Overture No.2, Overture No.3 has the added grandeur 
of the off-stage trumpet calls. Eventually, Beethoven discarded 
this overture and wrote a fourth overture which was light enough 
to blend properly with his opera. 
It is hard to imagine how a stone-deaf musician could possibly 
write a work as complicated and beautiful as The Moldau. Yet 
Smetana, like Beethoven, spent the five years it took to write this 
work, in total quiet. The Moldau is the second of a set of six 
symphonic poems named My Fatherland. (Ma Vlast). The 
triumphant success of its premiere performance in April 1876 was 
not enough to revive the ailing Smetana, who Like Robert 
Schumann, gradually lost his mind and eventually died in an 
insane asylum. 
Symphony No. 4 is actually the second of four symphonies written 
by Robert Schumann. Written the same year as Symphony No. 1 
(1841) and one year after his marriage to Clara Wieck, this work is 
a new experiment in form; Schumann used much of the same 
thematic material throughout the movements as well as connected 
the movements without the conventional breaks. The work was 
revised extensively and was finally premiered ten years after its 
inception. 
PROGRAM 
Leonore Overture No. 3 in C Major, Op. 72b 
Moldau (Vltava) 
INTERMISSION 
Symphony No. 4 ind minor, Op.120 
Ziemlich langsam 
Romanze 
Scherzo and Finale 






A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving 
students. Your tax-deductible contribution will be gratefully received by the 
Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment, and video recording 
equipment is prohibited during a performance without the prior written permission to 
the Music Department. 
1992-93 University /Community Orchestra 
Violin I VioUnU Trombone 
J tnniftr 'Jlo{k. 'Denise Carttr 'Dan AfcCfure 
~nSmitli Julia Stevens 'Lf 9&/i,r 
'.Betfi. :Fowftr Mtlattit~ Ju/U 'l(ppfan. 
'l({ltliy Jofmston '.Bar6ara 911Ut6rant 
Cfiris 'TtfJ!Jts Cliarfque qcmfon S~e~er 
'.Darfcu Szlu&rek. Jtatulk '.Braun .fifnn. Smitfi 
'Marj~ ?tfartin 'Marij~ Sfiafftr 
:Fran.as 'E,4tfy Oiris '.Bfttzinger Librarian 
~vaSFtaffir Jenni.fer %den Julias tevens 
%Stewart 'WalterPodzing 
Viola Cello 
9(ristiru 'Mi:Danit{ 'Doug 'Eyink. 
Staci Cawfty 'Tttn 'Wood' 
Jane~ Caro{yn ScliwartzKppf 
!IUJ.t/i '.Bcnvsfitr (jrayion 'Barz 
(jforia '.Mi&ads 
!R.Joeaa 'Veley Bass 
Sfianrwn 'IJonna[{y (jemPummd 
Jutli.Smi.tli Joe 1(flstcr 
Flute Clarinet 
'Diant Louglilin JanaAfofir 
Marsfia 'Tom.fjns Jeanette 'Dotson 
Piccolo Bassoon 




1<sm<[a 'Def..aa 9'fatt 9flkman 
Oiris J1Uams 
Hom 
'Tom Osfiom Tuba 
Cana 'I1iomas Mtfusa '111ttt 
'Mary Jo Lan[Jgutli 
Steve 1{{1mty Percussion 
Stanley !Homyal 
C1iris SUfe[[ 
St dent Recital 
November 17, 1992 
Concert Hall 
12:30 p.m. 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
Sonata IV 
Allegro 
Divertimento No. 1 
Andante 
Allegro 
Christopher Sidell, marimba 
John Rippen, piano 
Woodwind Trio 
XJisty Cynowetli, flute 
'.BJmda 'Defate, o6oe 
XJisti SfjatTWT't Cliynowetli, clarinet 
Five Bagatelles for Clarinet and Piano (1945) 
Prelude 
Robyn L. Hapner, clarinet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Scaramouche Suite for Saxophone and Plano (1939) 
Vif 
Suite for Tuba (1966) 
Allegro maestoso 
Andante expressivo 




Che faro senza Euridlce from Orfeo 
Sonata for Clarinet and Plano (1894) 
Allegro amabile 
David Sapp, alto saxophone 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Chris Robinson, tuba 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Shane Anderson, clarinet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Laura Stone, mezzo-soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Joelle Becher, clarinet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
George Frederic Handel 
( 1 785-1 759) 










( 1659-1 725) 




Jl music sdiofarslii.p forul fia.s 6un e.stafiGsfutl to provitft: assistance to le.serving stuients. ')'our tOJ(;tfuluctibu wntribution wif£ 6epaiefo{[y recei.vei 6y tlie 'Department uf 'M.usic, ~lit State 'llnivei 
'Dayton, Oliio 45435. 
'I1ie use ef pliotosrapliic. equipment, awfw recarrlirig equipmmt, ani Wfw rucmWig equipment is profiihitei tfuring a performance witliout tlie prior written permission to tlie 'M.usic 'Department. 
If Ever I Would Leave You 
That's A Plenty• 
Le Jazz Bot• 
Bluer Than Blue 
Juke Box Saturday Night 




VOCAL JAZZ ENSEMBLE 
AND 
FINESSE 
November 18, 1992 
8:00 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Presented by the Department of Music 
VOCAL JAZZ ENSEMBLE 
Directed by: Mary Michenfelder 
Accompanied by: Dr. James Tipps 






Cliris S tewara 
(jregg :Moore 
Joay 'Wfiite 
* 5lssistea 6y: 1(jm Os6um, 'IromEone 
~[('Edwards, 'Trumpet 
FINESSE 
Directed by: Martin Saunders 
Numbers To Be Announced 
Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
Arr. Kirby Shaw 
Lee Pollack 
Arr. Mac Huff 
Herny Mancini 
Arr. Kirby Shaw 
Ken Kraintz 
Paul McGrane 
Arr. Anita Kerr 
Isham Jones 




Jeff 1(.irk.i_ .9lfto S(l;{oplione 
'lJan :A{f,'U!port, Piano 
Sean~ '13ass 
:Myron 'D. 'Davis, 'Drums 
Martin W. Saunders, 'Trumpet, ~{uge[ 
A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving students. Your tax-deductible contribution will be gratefully received by the Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment, and video recording equipment is prohibited during a performance without the prior written permission to the Music Department. 
Student Recital 
November 19, 1992 
Concert Hall 12:30 p.m. 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
French Suite No. l5 ln G major, BWV 816 
Allemende 
Courante 
Caroline Salido, piano 
Arla 
Jeny Caddell, trumet 
Allegro from Quintet for Clarinet and String Quartet, K. 581 
Sounds from the Hudson (1904) 
Song For Euphonium (1976) 
So Soft the Sliver Sound and Clear 
Veronica Jany, clarinet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
J aines Wittmann, trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Ed Miller, euphonium 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Matt Hurley, trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Sonata, Op. 13, "Grande Sonate Pathetlque" 
Grave-Allegro di molto econ brio 
John Wright, piano 
Chorale #213 
Negev 
Christmas in Brass 
Brass Choir 




Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
(1756-1791) 





Ludwig van Beethoven 
(1770-1827) 
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· .. Blues In Hoss Flat 
• . ,. . , ... •' ~ 
I 
11 
.:.UNIVERSITY JAZZ ENSEMBLE 
1(ar{ Sievers, 'Director 
..... ;.. Friday, Nove111ber 20, 1992 
8:00 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
Foster /Basie • 
i .. -
Take The 'A' Train 
Sweet Georgia Brown 










The WSU Jazz Combo 
Billy Strayhorn 
arr. Dave Barduhn --
arr. Sammy Nestico -
Bob Mintzer 
Oliver Nelson 
Ira/ George Gershwin 
A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving 
students. Your tax-deductible contribution will be gratefully received by the 
Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
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Jeff Xirki .9lfto SQ;\,oplione 
']Jan 'l{f,wport, Piano 
Sean ;J{]f[, 'Bass 






The WSU Jazz Combo 





I ,.. ~ 
I ......... ' 
,. Myron 'lJ. 'lJavis, 'lJrums 
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WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Music 
Presents 
THE JUST WRIGHT FLUTES 
Laura 'Wa{ter·Lak.#, 'Director 
and 
VOICES IN BRONZE 
'Ilonna Co{e, 'Director 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1992 
8:00 P.M. 
CONCERT HALL 
CREATIVE ARTS CENTER 
..... ·····~ ·· ... · ··. . ·+· 
JUST WRIGHT FLUTES 
Laura 'Walter·La/(rs, 'Director 
!Afsistu{ 6y: Cliris !R,sJ6inson, 'Tuha ana !H'rlfary Xpogfer, 'Drums 
Exultate Deo 
Es ist nichts Gesundes an meinen Leibe 
Suite No. 2 (1988) 
I. Calmly; With Spirit 
II. Expressively; Excitedly 
III. Vigorously; Calmly 
Pink Panther Theme 
-Intermission-
VOICES IN BRONZE 
'Vanna Cok, '1Jirector 
Ballade in c minor 
Memory from the musical Cats 
A Cohan Celebration 
Happy Thoughts 
Arloso 
Laura 'Walter-LaK.f-5, ffute 
Selections from !PfiantOllJ ef tie Opera 
Outbursts of Joy 




Johann Sebastian Bach 
(1685-1750) 




Mary G. McCleary 
Andrew Lloyd Weber 
arr. Douglas E. Wagner 
George M. Cohan 
arr. Douglas E. Wagner 
Sally Lloyd 
Albert Zabel 
Andrew Lloyd Weber 
arr. Douglas E. Wagner 
Cynthia Dobrinski 
Leo Delibes 
arr. William H. Grtffin 
VONNA COLE has been directing handbell choirs since 1978 and more recently 
as a leader of handbell workshops. She earned a Bachelor of Science degree in 
Education with a minor in Music from Wright State University. She has served 
as chairperson of the Greater Dayton Area Handbell Festival, and has directed 
the massed ringing at Clark/Champaign Spring Rings. In 1990 she directed an 
All Ohio State Handbell choir at the Ohio State Fair. Vonna is presently serving 
as Ohio State Chair for the Amdrican Guild of English Handbell Ringers. 
PROGRAM NOTES 
Pterluigi Giovanni da Palestrina wrote the motet Exultate Deo based on Psalm 80: 1-3: 
"Sing joyfully to God our Helper; take up a pleasant psalm with drum and lyre; blow the 
trumpet at the beginning of the new moon on the notable day of your solemn feasl" 
The aria from Bach's Contata BWV 25, "There ls no reason for my sorrow", ls originally 
for soprano and a small chamber group. Here, the melodic soprano line is taken by one 
or two piccolos. 
Kathleen Mayne composes in southern California, where she has studied dramatic 
composition and conducting with Academy Award winning film composer Ernest Gold. 
This suite, one of her many flute choir compositions, won the 1990 National Flute Choir 

























'Mary Jo Wtf{ 
1{µ,tfi. Spencer 
Peggy 'Bafkntine 
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HISTORY OF HANDBELLS 
In 12th Century. England, people began casting large bells which they hun, in bell 
towers. Ringers pull d ropes to make these large bells ound and they learned intricate 
patterns of ringing called "change rlngtng" whi h became very important to the churches 
with tower bells. Each church wanted to ring the longest "peal". A peal could last only 
until all possible changes had been rung or until a ringer made a mistake. 
If a mistake was made, the peal had to be started all over again from the very beginning. 
Because the churches were so competitive with their change ringing. ringers had to 
practice long and hard in order to be perfect. The practicing was done in the cold bell 
towers -- often late at night, keeping the neighbors awake. 
In the 17th Century someone invented the English handbell so the ringers could practice 
in a nice warm house and let the neighbors get some sleep. Then someone discovered 
that handbells could be rung quicker than the large tower bells so tune-ringing groups 
began to form. 
In the 1840's, P.T. Barnum brought English handbells to America. He brought a group 
from England and called them "Swiss Bell Ringers". They dressed in Swiss costumes and 
rang at Chatauqua meetings. 
In 1923, Mrs. Margaret Shurcliff of Boston organized the Beacon Hill Ringers, a group 
which still exists. In 1954, THE AMERICAN GUILD OF ENGLISH HANDBELL RINGERS 
was formed with Mrs. Shurcliff as its first president. 
Today, there are thousands of ringers and many handbell choirs in America and in other 
countries around the world. Handbells are now manufactured in America (as well as in 
England and Holland) and they are still called English Handbells. 
The National Headquarters for the A.G.E.H.R. ls in Dayton. One of the greatest 
influences on handbells in this country has been composer, Ellen Jane Lorenz Porter, a 
resident of Dayton. 
Handbells are made of 80% copper and 20% tin, the same alloy that was used for Big Ben 
and for our Liberty Bell because it produces such a clear tone. 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Music 
Presents 
THE UNIVERSITY CHAMBER SINGERS 
!}{ant 'Dafdman, Conductor 
Joan ~or6es, Piano 
and 
THE UNIVERSITY CHORUS 
Jlant'lJafi{man anti J atTUS 'Iipps, Conductors 
Joan ~or6es Piano 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1992 
8:00 P.M. 
CONCERT HALL 
CREATIVE ARTS CENTER 
PROGRAM 
The University Chorus 
Cry Out and Shout (1956) 
Come, Ye Sons of Art from Birthday Ode to Queen Marv 
Smifa 'llwmas, Mezzo-Soprano 
Cfiarfes LarksnvsK,i *, Organ 
$.icfiara c. '£awards, 'Trumpet 





Selections from Zil(eunerlleder (Gypsy Songs), Op. 103 Johannes Brahms 
( 1833-1897) 
Dark Eyed Lad 
Dearest, Dost Thou Ever Call 
Roses Grow All in a Row 
Shenandoah(l971) 
Neighbors' Chorus from La Jolie Parfumeuse 
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The University Chamber Singers 
Hark All Ye Lovely Saints Thomas Weelkes 
(c.1575-1623) 
Ave Marla Tomas Luis de Victoria 
(c.1549-1611) 
Cliristopfier Steward, I ncipit 
Psalllte Michael Praetortus 
(1571-1621) 
Magnlflcat Giovanni-Battista Pergolesi 
(1710-1736) 
1. Magnificat anima mea 
2. Et misericordia 
.9lmanda 'Bogan, Soprano 
Lara Sayer, Mezzo-Soprano 
3. Deposuit potentes de sede 
4. Suscepit Israel 
5. Sicut locutus est 
Maurice :Harris, 'Tenor 
Jim 'BrO'Wn, 'Bass 
6. Sicut erat in principio 
Joan 'for6es, !Jfarpsicliord 












Blow, Blow, Thou Winter Wind (1975) 







The Combined Choirs 
Raise a Ruckus arr. Robert DeCormier 
1qjan :Jfo{way, 'Baritone 
'DougCas 'Eyin~ 'Banjo 
1\p,ren Poston, (juitar 
Jennifer 'llo{~ 'Bass 










The University Chamber Singers 
Joan j'orhes, .!JLccompanist 
Cliristopfier O '~ifl J'lssistant kcompanist 
Janis Comhs, 'R.f,fiearsaf ~sistant 







'Veronica C. Jany 
Sliaron Jenkjns 
JI.my Ortli. 



















































Suzanne S tepliens 
'BetliStrome 



















































S te'lJe Meier 
Sean 'WelSli 
Jody 'Ulliite 
Aficfiae{ (j. 'Wif{iams 
Jolin 'Wriglit 




















by Dr. Charles Lukowski 
Come, Ye Sons of Art Henry Purcell 
Henry Purcell's greatest talent as a composer was perhaps his ability to sel a lext to music. He 
seemed destined to compose opera. but opera was unpopular in England in the later 
seventeenth century. Instead, Purcell composed songs and scenes for spoken plays, and a 
considerable amount of occasional music for the royal court. The Stuarts had been restored to 
the English throne in 1660, having spent their years of exile in France. Naturally. they 
brought French tastes back with them. "Come, Ye Sons of Art" is the frrst movement of an ode 
for the Queen's birthday. and save for the English words, it could have come straight from a 
ballet written to be performed for Louis XIV at Versailles. The instruments play a stately but 
festive tune in minuet rhythm, the tune is repeated as a vocal solo, and then repeated again by 
the entire ensemble. 
Selections from Ztgeunerlieder (Gypsy Songs) Op. 103 Johannes Brahms 
Gypsy music had been part of popular musical culture since the eighteenth century. especially 
in Vienna, and evocations of gypsy style can be found in the works of Haydn, Schubert. and 
countless others down through the nineteenth century. Before settling in Vienna, Brahms had 
toured as pianist for the Hungarian violinist, Ede Remenyi, and had gained considerable 
familiarity with a body of Hungarian folk music. The Zigeunerlieder were published as vocal 
quartets, but immediately became popular with German choral societies; Brahms also 
arranged eight of them as solo songs. Although Brahms was capable of the utmost complexity 
and sophistication in his music, the spirit of folksong was also dear to him. and throughout 
his career he frequently turned from concertos, symphonies, and chamber music to music like 
this--popular in insipiration and immediately appealing. 
Ave Maria Tomas Luis de Victoria 
The music of Tomas Luis de Victoria brings the Renaissance in Spain to a glorious 
culmination. Having studied and worked in Italy. Victoria mastered the intricacies of 
counterpoint. but his music also has a personal character and a Spanish flavor. In the "Ave 
Maria" the sopranos sing a paraphrase of the Gregorian melody which would have been 
familiar to Victoria's listeners, while the other voices provide a graceful and subtle 
harmonization. This is the style of the late Renaissance at its best: melody, harmony. and text 
are perfectly, delicately combined. 
Magnificat Giovanni-Battista Pergolesi 
Giovanni-Battista Pergolesi occupies a unique place in music history. His life was quite short. 
and durtng it his fame was limited, but after his death a few works (notably the short comic 
opera La Serva Padrona) were widely popular and exerted considerable influence on younger 
composers. Pergolesi's reputation so soared that unscrupulous publishers issued literally 
hundreds of works under Pergolesi's name, and musicologists are still examining the evidence 
to determine which works are authentic. The Magnificat in B-flat may ln fact be one of the 
spurious works, but regardless of who composed it, it is a delightful example of its time. In the 
earlier eighteenth century the weighty grandeur and learned counterpoint of the Baroque style 
were giving way to a lighter style, characterized by energetic. bustling rhythms, clearly 
punctuated phrases, and frequent repetition of short melodic ideas. Elements of both styles 
seem to cheerfully coexist in this work. To Pergolesl's listeners the first and last movements 
would perhaps have seemed most traditional: one of the centuries-old chant tunes for the 
Magnificat serves as a recurring motto and returns at the words "as it was in the beginning". 
TRANSLATIONS 
Ave Marta by Tomas Luis de Victoria 
Ave Maria, gratla plena, Dominus 
tecum. 
Benedicta tu in mulieribus, 
et benedictus fructs ventrts tui, Jesus 
Christ us. 
Sancta Maria, Mater Del 
Ora pro nobis peccatoribus, 
Nunc, et in hora mortis. Amen. 
Hail Mary, full of grace, the Lord is with 
thee. 
Blessed are you among women, 
and blessed is the fruit of your womb, 
Jesus Christ. 
Holy Mary, Mother of God 
Pray for us sinners, 
Now, and in the hour of our death. 
Amen. 
Psallite by Michael Praetorius 
Psallitel Unigenito Christo Del Filio! 
Redemptori Domino puerulo iacenti in 
praesepio. 
Ein feines Kindelein liegt in dem 
Krtppelein, 
Aile lieben Engelein dienen den 
Kindelein 
singen ihm gar feint 
Singt und Klingt! Jesu Gottes Kind 
und Marien SOhnelein. 
Unserm lieben Jesulein tm Krtppelein 
Beim 6chslein und helm Eselein 
Sing praise to the only begotten Christ, 
Son of God! 
Redeemer Lord, born in a manager. 
A fme Baby lies in the little crib. 
All the beloved angels serve the Baby, 
and sing to Him so well! 
Sing and ring! Jesus, God's Son 
and Mary's baby boy. 
Our beloved little Jesus in a manager 
By the little oxen and donkey. 
Ma~nificat by Giovanni-Battista Pergolesi 
Magnificat anima mea Dominium. 
Et exultavit spiritus meus in Deo 
salutari meo. 
Quia respexit humilitatem ancillae suae: 
ecce enim ex hoc beatam me dicent 
omnes generationes. 
Quia fecit mihi magna qui potens est: et 
sanctum nomen ejus. 
Et misericordia ejus a progenie in 
progenies timentibus eum. 
Fecit potentiam in brachio suo: dispersit 
superbos mente cordis sui. 
Desposuit potentes de sede, et exaltavit 
humiles. 
My soul magnifies the Lord. 
And my spirit rejoices in God my Savior. 
For he has regarded the low estate of his 
handmaiden: for behold, henceforth all 
generations will call me blessed. 
For he who is mighty has done great 
things for me: and holy is his name. 
And his mercy is on those who fear him 
from generation to generation. 
He has shown strength with his arm, he 
has scattered the proud in the 
imaginations of their hearts. 
He has put down the mighty from their 
thrones, and exalted those of low degree. 
Esurtentes lmplevtt bonls: et dlvttes 
dlmlslt inanes. 
Susceptt Israel puerum suum, 
recordatus mis rtcordtae suae. 
Stcut locutus est ad patres nostros, 
Abraham et semint ejus ln saecula. 
Gloria Patrt, et Fillo, et Splrltul Sancto. 
Stcut erat ln prtnclpto, et nunc, et 
semper, et ln saecula saeculorum, 
Amen. 
Special Thanks To: 
Peny 'Moore, 'lJean, Coffege of Li6eral Ylrts 









He has filled the hungry with good 
things, and the mighty he has sent 
empty away. 
He has h lped his seivant Israel, ln 
rememberance of hl mercy. 
As h spoke to our fathers, to Abraham, 
and to his posterity forever. 
l 
Glory be to the Father, and to the Son, ( l 
and to the Holy Splrll 
As lt was in the beginning ls now and 
ever shall be; world without end. Amen. 
Faculty Smorgasbord Recital 
Thursday, January 14, 1993 
Concert Hall 
12:30 p.m. 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
Pieces de Claveen, Book I 
Allemande 
La Boucon (courante) 
La Milletina 
Atlantic Zephyrs 
Jouers de Flute, Op. 27 
Pan 
Ti tyre 
Marilyn Smith, Harpsichord 
Francis Laws, Euphonium 
Joan Forbes, Piano 
Laura Walter-Lakes, Flute 







A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving students. 
Your tax-deductible contribution will be gratefully received by the Department of Music, 
Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment, and video recording 
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'Wriglit State 'University 
'Department of Music 
Concert :J{a{{ 
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'Dr. James rripps, Logistics 
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·.i ·' ~ ·L-..J • • • Kevin Wilson. Butler 
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~ • • •. , • Daniel Price, Dayton Christian 
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Malana Turner, Miamisburg 
Elaine Horner, Northeastern 
Carol Todd. Shawnee 
Sarah Porretta, Southeastern 
Elaine Gassaway. Springfield South 
Kenneth Hamed, Stebbins 
Julie Grusenmeyer. Tecumseh 
Gene Braden, Trotwood-Madison 
-... - Basil Fett, Wayne 
District XU Band Directors 
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Marty Spitzer. Barb Siler, Bellbrook 
Kirby Cain. Brookville 
Don Donnett. Butler 
Loyd Stigers, Cedarville 
Wayne Markworth. Centerville 
Tom Bailey, Chaminade-Julienne 
Suzanne K. Skinner, Colonel White 
John Mohler. Dayton Christian 
David Canaday. Greenen 
Robert Gray. Kenton Ridge • 
Jeffrey A Kniess. Meadowdale 
Don Davis, Miamisburg 
Victoria Perks. N ortheastem 
Jim Yeazel. Northwestern 
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Don Riley, Shawnee 
Pete Rauch. Springfield North 
Russ Hoagland. Springfield South 
Jerome Rodenfels. Stebbins 
Dan Dodds, Tecumseh 
Darrell Izor, Valley View 
Keith Kline, West Carrollton 
John Harner, Xenia 
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PROGRAM 
DISTRICT XII HONOR CHOIR 
Dr. Edward Maclary. Conductor 
Joan Forbes, Accompanist 
Hallelujah, Amen from Judas Maccabaeus J .. 
- I I 
Ave Marla 
- I ·. .. -
From Five Hymns in Popular Style. Op. 54 (1964) "" 
I ""I 
1
• - 3. Nearer. my God. to thee 
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Georg Frideric Handel --
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Daniel, Daniel, Servant of the Lord (1953) 1 • - I I , Arr. Undine Smith Morre 
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( 1905-1992) I I 
I - • 
George Edge, Conductor 
- • I 
r Program to be selected from 
Robert Smith 
-... -. I I .. Robert Jager 
• I • - I - J arnes Swearingen 
- 'Prospect • • Pierre La Plante 
Symphony I: The Lord of the Rings Johan de Meij 
5. Hobbits 
Trombone King KarlKihg 
Edward Maclary was appointed in 1992 to the position of Director of Choral Studies at the Oberlin 
College Conservatoiy of Music. Prior to this he served for six years as the Director of Choral Activities at 
the University of Akron School of Music. He was also the Director of the Akron Symphony Chorus from 
1990 to 1992 and the Director of the Canton Symphony Chorus from 1989 to 1992. He also conducted 
both of those orchestras in subscription concerts. 
Edward Maclary received his Doctor of Music degree in conducting from Indiana University in 1985. He 
also holds degrees in musicology. voice performance, and music education. He has studied conducting 
with Robert Shaw, Helmuth Rilling, Robert Page and Margaret Hillis. 
Choral ensembles under Edward Maclary's direction have toured extensively throughout the United 
States and Canada and he is in great demand as a guest conductor and clinician. 
George Edge is the director of bands at Grove City High School. This is his fourteenth year of teaching 
instrumental music. He received his Bachelor of Music Education degree from Bowling Green State 
University and his Masters of Music Education degree from the Ohio State University. Mr. Edge was the 
national winner of the Stanbuiy Award in 1986, given to one director in the nation who has taught 
between five and ten years for outstanding achievement. In 1985 his concert band won the ASBDA 
National Concert Band Contest and in 1987 the Festivals of Music Contest in Orlando, Florida. In 
addition, his concert bands have received superior rating at the OMEA state contest for the past thirteen 
years. His marching bands have won many grand champion awards and distinctive honors including a 
1990 performance at the Tournament of Roses Parade in Pasadena, California. Mr. Edge is the 
conductor of the Symphonic Band, Concert Band I, Jazz Band I, and the Marching Band at Grove City 
High School. He has served as a judge of OMEA in both marching and concert seasons at the distrtct as 























Lori Anderson. Dayton Christian c • 1 
Bonnie Arneson. Wayne 
Beth Ash. Shawnee 
• • ,:q1: 
Jackie Barcus, Trotwood-Madison 
Leann Bennett, Tecumseh 
Julia Berkhoffer. Southeastern 
Lynn Broch, Brookville 
Elyse Brown, Beavercreek 
Kristen Busarow, Shawnee 
Alysa Cannon, Alter 
Lara Cartwright-Smith, Fairborn 
Heather Courtney. Dayton C~Uan 
Elyse Gottschang, Northeastern 
Felicia Hall. Beavercreek 
Heather Hanenkratt, Miamisburg 
Jessica Horton. Brookville 
Cami Hull, Brookville 
Nikki Johnson, Trotwood-Madison 
Maggie Jones, Southeastern 
Dana Jones. Springfield South 
Karen Kroeker, Butler 
Hannah Lakes. Cedarville 
Kim Lee. Northeastern 
Heidi Miese. Tecumseh 










Ali Nemetz. Wayne 't .~' • . .'", 
Tonya Reynolds. Greenon .'• . ~·~ .. ;,,; ..., --;·.~ ~.• 
}.1!~~ :~~!~~~~;~ South 
1 
~ > ~' . ~~~ 
Jennifer Ridgway. Fairborn • . .,, _ - ·. . •• It 
Amy Rutherforrd, Shawnee · • .• = ,.:"1 ;,C ,. ·, • 1 ~ ... ~• :"!I"". _ 
Valerie Silvernagel, Fairborn ... ' ._ .. "'' .·.} ':c: ~_. 
Magan Stanley. Stebbins f"'!!i~ " 1" • ., -,. , .•• 
La Creshea Starks, Meadowdale . ~~~ 
Erin Wallace. Stebbins 
Bthany Webb, Greenon 
Tiffany Weese. Stebbins 
Stacy Worley. Miamisburg 
ALTO 
Karen Allison, Greenview 
Alana Back, Stebbins 
Erin Barnett, Southeastern 
Amber Boesel. Dayton Christian 
Sarah Brown. Ceadarville 
Denica Canty, Meadowdale 
Connie Corlew, Springfield South 
Jeanne DeWitt, Shawnee 
Julie Demmy. Greenon 
Rachel Dobbs, Trotwood-Madison 
Deborah Elson. Butler 
Amy Foulkes, Greenon 
Nikki Frisby, Southeastern 
Lynn Garner. Miamisburg 
Nancy Glenn. Stebbins . "" 
., ... 
Sarah Goldston, Wayne ~ 
Aimee Hastings. Fairborn 
Katy Hollenbaugh. Beavercreek 
Beverly lssenmann, Miamisburg 
Amy Kracus, Brookville 
Katie Landis. Stebbins 
Tranisha Martin , Meadowdale 
Vanessa McCarty, Northeastern 
Kristi Mitchell, Greeneview 
Amanda Moore, Tecwnseh 
Karen Novellino. Wayne 
Larissa Orlowski, Beavercreek 
Asia Owens, Shawnee 
Tangee Pelfrey. Northeastern 
Amber Ryman. Shawnee 
Brenda Sanders, Brookville 
Jennifer Shoemaker, Tecwnseh 
Jennifer Stover, Dayton Christian 
Shana Taylor. Fairborn 
Cherilyn Townsley. Stebbins -. 
Tracy Watson. Fairborn 
Jessica Yarnell. Butler 
' -.· 
I ,. , I' .,..: 
• I 
TENOR 
Aaron Bonsell. Southeastern 
Jeb Buffmgton, Tecumseh 
Ben Calahan, Butler 
Mike Cosgrove, Shawnee 
Darren Couch. Stebbins 
John Fidder, Tecumseh 
Iii· -.. 
Chuck Garrett. Trotwood-Madison 
Steve Gilbert. Miamisburg 
Bill Hans. Miamisburg 
John Harney. Beavercreek 
Mary Helton, Northeastern 
Jude Higoon. Fairborn 
Jason Hipp, Stebbins 
Bobby Hoblit. Brooh.'"Vi.lle 
Jason Jackson. Wayne 
Roger Mackie, Southeastern 
Ben McDuffie, Wayne 
Virgil McWhorter. Springfield South 
Chris Miller, Brookville 
Geoff Moss. Shawnee 
Donnie Mote, Greenon 
Joey Police, Dayton Christian 
Steve Prable. Shawnee 
Philip Pruitt. Northeastern 
Bart Rice, Springfield South 
Jason Richardson. Trotwood-Madision 
Denny Russell, Fairborn 
Jeremy Storost. Dayton Christian 
Steve Townshend, Greenon 
Jim Vermilya. Butler 









Tim Bench, Brookville 
Charles Botts, Tecumseh 
Jason Bauser, Greenan 
Mark Buffington, Tecumseh 
Nathan Burdsal, Stebbins 
Ken Coon. Southeastern 
Nick Craycraft, Greenon 
Matt Daniels, Beavercreek 
Marc Dewitt. Meadowdale 
Joe Dombrauckas, Miamisburg 
Sean Flowers. Fairborn 
Kris Green, Northeastern 
Jon Hawkins. Meadowdale 
Steve Johnson. Trotwood-Madison 
Raymond Jones, Springfield South 
Larry Lange, Shawnee 
Eric Lowe, Brookville 
Eric Mowell. Shawnee 
Andy Nelson. Northeastern 
Matt Owens. Stebbins 
Chris Pope, Butler 
David Portis, Springfield South 
David Posson. Wayne 
Arie Raus. Butler 
Craig Richardson, Wayne 
Dan Ruggles, Shawnee 
Jason Specht. Miamisburg 
Eric Thobaben, Beavercreek 
Chris Wade, Fairborn 
JaJme Watkins. Southeastern 
1993 OMEA District XIl Honor Band 
FLUTE 
Linda Lavender. Colonel White 
Becky Lakes, Cedarville 
Marlene Metz, Springfield North 
Kristi Buxton, West Carrollton 
Mindy Gilmore. Bellbrook 
Charissa Roseberry. Dayton Christian 
Sharon Caraway, Vandalia Butler 
Maria Carranza, Chaminade-Julienne 
Kelly Draper, Shawnee 
Becky Wallace, Xenia 
Jennifer Dudley, Meadowdale 
Karen Brown. Meadowdale 
Cheryl Roberts, Springfield South 
OBOE 
Carolyn Stickney. Springfield North 
Amy Jo McClain, Stebbins 
John Edinger, Xenia 
Angie Pogue, Valley View 
CLARINET 
Jennifer Thompson, Centerville 
Sarah Vandegrift, Stebbins 
Julie Malec, Colonel White 
Desiree Dyer, Centerville 
Nicole Bussey. Bellbrook 
Erin Stevens. Chaminade-Julienne 
Megan Whitacre, Springfield North 
Tracy McMillan, Dayton Christian 
Carina Dalton, Valley View 
Charles Baker, Tecumseh 
Michelle Lookabaugh, Greenon 
Molly Foster. Springfield North 
Andrea Young. Springfield South 
Tammi Green, Springfield South 
BASS CLARINET 
Elvin Sterling. Colonel White 
Kris Kropff. Chaminade-Julienne 
Kory Lambert. Bellbrook 
Christa Parks. Greenan 
BASSOON 
Evan Lewis. Xenia 
Valerie Winkler. Centerville 
Melanie Hodges. West Carrollton 
Jason Schuler. Bellbrook 
ALTO SAXOPHONE 
Jennifer Mazziotti, Centerville 
Eric Hertz, Northwestern 
Heather Bird, Tecumseh 
Loren Shaw. Xenia 
Aaron Sorrell. Valley View 
TENOR SAXOPHONE 
Kelley Krug. Kenton Ridge 
Julius Jennings, Colonel White 
BARITONE SAXOPHONE 
Jason Bacher, Chamlnade-Julienne 
TRUI\1PET 
Melinda Stephan, Centerville 
Tim Lang, Vandalia Butler 
Randall Haynes, Miamisburg 
Marty Magart, Northwestern 
Robert Walker, Colonel White 
Gail Campbell, Cedarville 
Matthew Forsythe. Dayton Christian 
Sage Mccloskey. Valley View 
Holly Cox, West Carrollton 
Sheryl Stevens, Northeastern 
Jeff Smith. West Carrollton 
Mylia Smith, Tecumseh 
Monique Duverglas. Shawnee 
Shannon Reichardt, Bellbrook 
Joy Leach. Northeastern 
Jim Peacher. Meadowdale 
Angela White, Springfield South 
HORN 
Ben Pryor. Centerville 
Matt Boblett Shawnee 
Valerie Wentling, Stebbins 
Emlly Saba, Shawnee 
Andy Kline. Miamisburg 
Jennifer Shoemaker, Tecumseh 
Todd Hulsman, Vandalia Butler 
TROMBONE 
Nick Aultz, Miamisburg 'f . 
Peter Chamberlain, Dayton Chfi.Stian 
Mike Donahue, Bellbrook 
Brian Garber, Brookville 
Gabe Gudorf, Vandalia Butler ~ ,, 
Brett Boblitt. Northeastern :r"•,· ... 
Zachary Pierson, Northeastern . .-. · 
Mark Eckell. Greenan ~ ~ t :.· • 
Tonya Minge, Stebbins 
Teena Harbaugh. Springfield North 
EUPHONIUM 
Nathan Sprtnghart. Brookville 
Brian Robinson, Stebbins 















Kevin Ball, West Carrollton 
Amy Pennington, Stebbins 
Ryan Halter, Miamisburg 
Larry Minnich, Tecumseh 
Paul McDowell, Dayton Christian 
Zach Rahbek. Vandalia Butler 
PERCUSSION 
Sam McCoy, Xenia 
Scott Anderson. Vandalia Butler 
Elliot Hetzer, Springfield North 
Doug Anderson, Stebbins 
Laura Fent. Kenton Ridge 
Ben Abes, Bellbrook r , 
Bill Clifton, Valley View 1 F~it 
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Solo de Concours 
Waltz in B minor, Op. 69, No. 2 
Etude 
Concerto for Bassoon, Op. 75 
II. Adagio 
m. Rondo 
Per la glorla d'adorarvl (Griselda) 
Deep River 
Tableaux De Provence (1960) 
I. Farandoulo Di Chatouno 
II. Cansoun Per Ma Mio 
m. La Boumiano 
Sonata in F Major 
1. Preludio 
2. Allemanda 
Blow the Man Down (1959) 
Student Recital 
January 21, 1993 
Concert Hall 
12:30 PM 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University. Dayton, Ohio 
Phyllis Combs. clarinet 
Dan Newport, piano 
Karen Sachs, bassoon 
Veronica C. Jany. piano 
Rusty Meyers, tenor 
Joan Forbes. piano 
David Sapp, alto saxophone 
Joan Forbes, piano 
'Faculty Smorgasbord Reprise" 
Jeffrey L. Traster. tuba 
















Harold L. Walters 
arr. Traster 
A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving students. Your tax-deductible contribution will be gratefully received by the Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment, and video recording equipment is prohibited during a performance without the prior written permission to the Music Department. 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Music 
Presents 
TM 
THE CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 
Concert III 
'Wi£liam J. S teinolirt, Conauctor 
The Faculty String Quartet 
!BJcfiara <;;. Linn 
'Betli Sievers 
Juai ~ Smitli 
Sarali Sliiffertf 
Tuesday, February 2, 1993 
8:00 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Creative Arts Center 






Sara R. Morgan 
Ronnamarte Jensen 
Violin II 







*Judi R. Smith 




*Sarah K. Shifferd 










Candi Kirk Morris 
Amy Cotterman 
Clarinet 























String Quartet No. 2 in a minor. Op. 51. No.2 
Allegro non troppo 
Andante moderato 
Quasi minuetto-moderato 
Finale-Allegro TWn assai 
-Intermission-
Chamber Orchestra 
L'Itallana in Algerl Overture 








( 1 792-1868) 
Georges Bizet 
( 1838-1875) 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment and video 
recording equipment ts prohibited during a performance without the prior 
written pennisston of the Music Department. 
Strln& Quartet Pro&ram Notes 
Brahms completed the two string quartets of Opus 51 while visiting the 
Stamberger See during the summer of 1873. While not his first attempts in the 
genre, they were the first which the forty year old master deemed fit to publish 
and he dedicated them to his friend, Dr. Theodor Billroth. Brahms had great 
difficulty in their composition, and at times the music seems to strain against 
the limitations of just four instruments. Yet any discomfort the composer may 
have felt is transformed into sheer excitement in performance; one never feels as 
if something is missing, nor out of place. 
The four movements are in strict Classical Forms, with the requisite touch of 
19th Century lyricism typical of the Romantic Era. The work opens with an 
expansive Allegro non troppo in an almost retrospective mood, which is 
lightened by the dance-like second theme. Both melodies undergo dramatic 
mood changes before the magical re-emergence of the original theme. The slow 
movement contrasts a salon-like beauty with an empassioned dialogue between 
1st Violin and Cello. A Mendelssohnian lightness characterizes the Minuetto 
and its Trio, and the quartet concludes with an almost frightening Hungarian 
Rondo. 
Chamber Orchestra Proeram Notes 
L'Itallana in Algerl Overture Gioacchino Rossini 
L'Italiana in Algert, one of three operas produced by Rossini in 1813, quickly 
became a perennial favorite in Venice. The opera was first performed at the 
Teatro San Benedetto in Venice on May 22, 1813. L'Italiana. inAlgert is an opera 
buffa that moves easily among the sentimental, the grossly farcical, the patriotic, 
and the sheer lunatic. 
Symphony No. 1 in C Major Georges Bizet 
In the autum of 1855, seventeen-year old Georges Bizet wrote the Symphony in 
C. Although, this piece is now quite familiar, it had never been performed until 
1935, sixty years after the composers death. In quality and craftsmanship it has 
few rivals and perhaps no superior in the work of any composer of such youth. 
In the Symphony in C, Bizet makes no attempt to enlarge the mold of the 
Viennese tradition. He does, however, provide freshness of attack, spontanaeity 
of invention and technical ingenuity. The work is scored for the usual classical 
orchestra without trombones. Bizet handles these forces with an instinctive 
understanding of the potentialities of each instrument that proclaims him 
already a master of orchestration at such an early age. The symphony stands 
on its own feet as a work of precocious genius. 
The Chamber Orchestra Scholarship Proeram 
The Chamber Orchestra offers four-year scholarships to exceptional performers 
through the generous support of the President's Chamber Orchestra 
Scholarships, the Clarus K. Sucher Chamber Orchestra Endowment, and the 
Paul Katz Chamber Orchestra Scholarship Fund. 
Contributions to the Paul Katz Chamber Orchestra Fund can be made to the 
Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. This 
important scholarship was established in honor of Dr. Paul Katz, founding 
conductor of the Dayton Philharmonic Orchestra. 
Presently, these scholarships are held by Jeanelle Braun, Melanie Clark, Denise 
Carter, Staci Cawley, Douglas Eyink, Ann Smith, Julia Stevens, and Rebecca 
Veley. 
The Strine Quartet 
Richard G. Linn received his B.S. in Music Education from West Chester 
University and a Master of Music in Performance from the University of 
Massachusetts. He holds a D.M.A. in Performance and Pedagogy from the 
University of Iowa. He has had extensive performing and conducting experience, 
and has taught in the Pennsylvania public schools. As Assistant Professor of 
Music at Wright State, his responsibilities include instruction in violin, string 
methods, performing with the Faculty String Quartet, the University Chamber 
Orchestra and conducting the University /Community Orchestra. 
Beth Sievers received her Bachelor of Music in violin performance from the 
Indiana University School of Music, and recently completed her Master of Music 
in Violin Performance at the University of Missouri Conservatory in Kansas City. 
Her principal teachers have been Tiberius Klausner and Franco Gulli. Ms. 
Sievers has been active as a professional performer for many years, having been 
a member of the Charlotte Symphony (NC), and having been the solo violinist in 
a touring production of Stravinsky's L'Histoire du Soldat. In addition, her album 
credits are extensive, having participated in the production of many 
contemporary Christian recordings. 
Judi R. Smith joined the Wright State University Faculty in 1991 as the 
Faculty Associate in Viola. She received her Bachelor of Music Education degree 
and her Master's degree in Viola Performance from the Ohio State University. 
Ms. Smith's teaching experiences include serv ng as Strings Specialist for both 
the Columbus Symphony's Cadet Orchestra and Junior String Orchestra. and as 
music instructor for the French Woods Festival of the Performing Arts in 
Hancock, New York. Ms. Smith has played in several orchestras throughout 
Ohio, including the Springfield Symphony, We >terville Civic Symphony, the Pro 
Musica Chamber Orchestra of Columbus, and Opera Columbus. 
Sarah Shifferd comes to Wright State Univ !rsity from Cincinnati, where she 
is currently completing her studies at the U1 liversity of Cincinnati's College-
Conservatory of Music. She has studied wi h Janet Horvath, at CCM with 
Yehuda Hanani and Lee Fiser, and most recently spent a year studying in 
London with the eminent pedagogue William Pleeth. She has played recitals and 
chamber music concerts throughout the Midwest, and participated in the Aspen, 
and Hampden-Sydney Music Festivals. An av;d chamber musician, she is also 
active in authentic performance practice. 
Th<~ Chamber Orchestra 
Established in 1985. this orchestra performs a wide variety of chamber 
orchestra repertoire. 
Tonight's performance is th third concert in the Chamber Orchestra's eighth 
season. The series ts shared With Wright State faculty ensembles and soloists. 
Of special significance ts the active role that the music faculty play in this 
ensemble. Many of the principal chairs in winds and strings are filled by the 
faculty who also serve as teachers and leaders of their sections. The orchestra 
membership also includes scholarship recipients, university students, area 
music teachers, community musicians, and superior high school students. 
The Chamber Orchestra Serles 
Concert I with Karl Sievers, trumpet 
Tuesday, October fl, 1992 
Concert II with Faculty f.rass Quintet 
Tuesday, November 3, 1992 
Concert III with Faculty ~.trtng Quartet 
Tuesday, February 2, 1993 
Concert N with Jackson Leung, piano 
Tuesday, March 9. 1993 
Concert V with Faculty Wo )dwind Quintet 
Tuesday,Aprtl27 1993 
Concert VI with Jim McCt!tcheon, guitar 
Tuesday, May 25, 1993 
DIRECTORS 
Contributions to the Paul Katz 
Chamber Orchestra Scholarship Fund 
Mrs. Paul Katz 
BENEFACTOR 
Dr. and Mrs. Perry Moore 




Dr. Jerrie McGill 
L. David Mirkin, M.D. 
Mrs. Charles M. Michaels 
Alex and Eileen Roche 
Wayne and Anna Lee Russell 
Ralph and Marilyn Smith 
Dr. William Steinohrt 
Dr. Jeffrey L. Traster 
Dr. And Mrs. J. Alan Whiston 
CONTRIBUTORS 
Caroline Burnet 
Dr. Sharon Nelson 
Gordon and Ruth Price 
STUDENT RECITAL 
Thursday, February 4, 1993 
12:30 PM 
Concert Hall 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
Concertlno for Trumpet &: Orchestra 
I. Un Poco Vivaldi 
Program 
J. Matt Hileman, trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Sonata In E-flat Major, Op. 120 No. 2 
I. Allegro 
Pam Miller, clarinet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Pl~ce 
Fantasle - Impromptu, Op. 66 
Fantasle - Caprice 
Concerto 
III. Vivace 
Jennifer Deeken, flute 
Christopher O'Neill. piano 
Kristi J. Chynoweth. clarinet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Martin Saunders, trumpet 













A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving students. Your tax-deductible contributiDn will be gratefully received by the Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton, OhiD 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment, and video recording equipment is prohibited during a peiformance without the prior written permission of the Music Department. 
STUDENT RECITAL 
Thursday February 11, 1993 
12:30 p.m. 
Recital Hall 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State Universtty, Dayton, Ohio 
Das Vellchen 
Laurie's Song from The Tender Land (1954) 
0 belllssme capelll 
Recit: Nulla temer 
Suzanne Stephens, soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Arla: .Generoso chi sol brama from Scipione 
Morgengruss 
Der Gleichsinn 
*Doug Welsh, baritone 
Joan Forbes, piano 











( 1 732-1809) 
'This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for a Bachelor 
of Music Degree in Music Education. 
A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving students. 
Your tax-deductible contribution will be gratefully received by the Department of Music, 
Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use of photogrtaphic equipment, audio recording equipment, and video recording 




Ftiday, February 12, 1993 
8:00 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Hillary Koogler - Percussion 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
PROGRAM 
Toccata from Tocccata and Fuiue in D minor 
Six Unaccompanied Solos for Snare Drum (1957) 
Lentemente 
Frogs (1978) 





Three Settings for Timpani (1981) 
Johann Sebastian Bach 
( 1685-1 750) 





A music scholarship has been established to provide assistance to deserving 
students. Your tax-deductible contribution will be gratefully received by the 
Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment, and video recording 
equipment is prohibited during a performance without the prior written permission of 
the Music Department. 
FACULTY RECITAL 
IAURA WALTER-I.AKES, FLUTE 
JOAN FORBES, PIANO 
WITH GUEST ARfIST: 
EIAINE HUMPHREYS COOK, HARP 
Sunday, February 14, 1993 
8:00 o'clock p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State Universtfy. Dayton, Ohio 





Introduction and Allergro (1905) 
Elaine Humphreys Cook, Harp 
Randall Paul, Clarinet 
Richard Linn, Violin 
Beth Sievers, Violin 
Judi R. Smith, Viola 
Sara Shifferd, Cello 
INTERMISSION 
















A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving 
students. Your tax-deductible contribution will be gratefully received by the 
Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment, and video 
recording equipment is prohibited during a performance without the prior written 
permission of the Music Department. 
12:00 noon 
Monday, February 15, 1993 
Concert Hall - Creative Arts Center 
Presented by the Wright State University College of 
Business and the Department of Music 
Dayton Opera Artists in Residence 
A Recital of Arias 
Selections to be Announced 
Performers 
SUZANNE BALAES, SOPRANO 
REBECCA WATTS, MEZZO-SOPRANO 
GILBERTO DE LA FUENTE, TENOR 
PAUL KOCH, BARITONE 
JEFFREY POWELL, PIANO 
A Reception will follow in the Commons. 
Sarabande and Gigue 
Impromptu, op. 90, no. 3 
Studies Op. 35 
Allegretto 
Andante 
Concert Etude, op.49 
Sonata in C minor, K. 457 
Molto Allegro 
STUDENT RECITAL 
Tuesday, February 16, 1993 
12:30 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
Matt Hurley, trumpet 
Joan Forbes. piano 
Connie Anderson, piano 
David W. Cousino, guitar 
Erik Ours, trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 











Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
(1756-1792) 
A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving students. 
Your tax-deductible contribution will be gratefully recieved by the Department of Music, 
Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment, and video recording 
1 equipment is prohibited during a performance without the prior written permission of the 
Music Department. 
STUDENT RECITAL 
Thursday, February 18, 1993 
12:30 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
Concert Etude, Op. 49 






Concerto in ub Major 
III. Poco presto 
Erik Ours, trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Glenda Hoop, piano 
Carl Johnson, trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Shane T. Anderson, clarinet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Quatre Variations Sur Un Th~me De Domenico Scarlatti 
Theme Allegro 
Var. I Piu vivo 
Var. II Piu vivo 
Var. Ill Andante 
Var. IV Allegro vivo 
Kim Ary, trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Prelude in D major, S. 850 (W.T.C., Bk. I) 
Allegro Barbaro ( 1911) 














A music sc1wlarship fund has been established to provill;e assistance to deserving students. Your tax-deductible contribution will be gratefully received by the Department of Music. Wright State University, Dayton. Ohio 45435. 
The use of p1wtographic equipment, audio recording equipment, and video recording equipment is prohibited during a peiformance witlwut the prior written permission of the Music Department 
SOPHOMORE RECITAL 
CHR.ISTOPHER M. HAMMIEL, 
trumpets and fiiigelhom 
DAVID M. SAPP, 
alto saxophone 
ASSISTED BY: JOAN FORBES, 
piano 
SA1URDAY, FEBRUARY20, 1993 
B:OOp.m 
CONCERT HAIL 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
Solo de Concours, Op. 10 (1901) Henri Rabaud 






David Sapp, alto saxophone 
Christopher HammieL C-trumpet 
David Sapp, alto saxophone 
-Intermission-




Nightsongs ( 1973) Richard Peaslee 
Cfuistopher HammieL Bh trumpet and flugelhom 
Tableaux de Provence (1960) Paule Maurice 
I. Farandoulo Di Chatouno 
II. Cansoun Per Ma Mio 
III. La Boumiano 
David Sapp, alto saxophone 
fil®©®~©m ~®cQJ.fim~@IlJr ft@fill~ fuID Mli~~o 
A special thanks to Tim Hogan's Carpet Outlets for the use of the oriental rugs on stage. 
A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving students. Your tax-
deductible contribution will be gratefully received by the Department of Music, Wright State 
University, Dayton. Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio equipment. and video recording equipment is prohibited 
during a performance without prior written permission of the Music Department. 
A Touch of Tuba ( 1959) 
STUDENT RECITAL 
Tuesday, February 23. 1993 
12:30 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
David Douglas Probasco, tuba 
John Wright. piano 
Art Dedrtck 
Suite No. 1 for Hom, Tuba and Piano Alec Wilder 
(1907-1980) 
Contest Piece, Op. 57 




Selections to be announced 
Carla Thomas, horn 
Christopher T. Robinson, tuba 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Chad Feller, trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Chris Earl. guitar 
Jessi Hendrickson, trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Jules G. Alary 
( 1814-1891) 
Johann Sebastian Bach 
(1685-1750) 
Jean Baptiste Loeillet 
(1680-1730) 
Daniel Price, baritone 
Joan Forbes, piano 
A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving students. Your tax-deductible contribution will be gratefully received by the Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton. Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment, and video recording equipment is prohibited dwing a performance without the prior written permission of the Music Department. 
Sebben, crudele 
You Ring Upon My Finger 
Quella fiamme 
Crucifixion ( 1939) 
Pur dicesti, o bocca bella 
Sigh No More, Ladies 
Se tu m'ami, se sospirl 
Sonata (1962) 
STUDENT RECITAL 
Thursday, February 25, 1993 
12:30 p.m. 
Recital Hall 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University. Dayton, Ohio 
Marie Latendresse, soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Damond Duke, baritone 
Joan Forbes, piano 
JenniferFftle, soprano 







arr. John Payne 
Antonio Lotti 
(1667-1740) 




I. Allegro Tristamante 
Francis Paulene 
(1899-1963) 
Veronica Jany, clarinet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Se tu m'ami, se sospirl 
I Attempt From Love's Sickness To Fly 
Kristen Borgerding, soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Non posso disperar from Eraclea 
The Lass from the Low Country 
I Love All Graceful Things 
An die Muslk. 
Amy Orth, mezzo-soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Carisa Holmes, soprano 







John Jacob Niles 
(1892-1980) 




A TTU1Sic scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving 
students. Your tax-deductible contribution will be gratefully received by the 
Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayto~ Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment, and video recording 
equipment is prohibited during a performance wtthoti.t the prior written permission of 
the Music Department. 
Faculty Recital 
Dr. Richard Linn, violin 
Assisted by: Dr. Charles La.rkowski, 
piano and harpsichord 
February 27, 1993 
8:00 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University. Dayton, Ohio 




Sonato No. XV in C Major 
Sonata 
Aria (with variations) 
Canzone 
Sarabande 
Fratres ( 1980) 




Romanza Andaluza, op. 22, no. 1 
Guitarre,op.45,no.2 
PROGRAM 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
(1756-1791) 










Special thanks to The Loft Violin Shop of Columbus 
for the loan of the Baroque Violin and Bow used in the Biber Sonata. 
Mozart spent the winter of 1777 -1778 in the city of Mannheim, hoping to be hired by 
Elector Carl Theodor, one of Europe's most lavish patrons of music. During his stay 
he wrote at least seven sonatas for violin and keyboard, six of which were published 
as a set the following spring. The C major sonata, K 296, was not published until 
1781, and was probably Wiitten for the daughter of Mozart's Mannheim landlord. 
Mozart had composed violin sonatas earlier, but they were essentially keyboard 
sonatas with optional, or at least subordinate, violin parts. In the Mannheim sonatas 
there is considerably greater equality between the instruments, achieved in the C 
major sonata chiefly through simple swapping of melody and accompaniment, but 
occasionally there is a contrapuntal texture rare in violin sonatas of the time. 
Heinrich Biber cultivated a virtuosic style which rivaled that of the Italians, who had 
invented violin playing. The present sonata is from the set known as the "Mystery 
Sonatas," written as meditations on the fifteen mysteries of the Rosary. Biber was 
employed by the Archbishop of Salzburg, and in Salzburg Rosary devotions were 
emphasized each Fall immediately before Advent. Sonata XV is intended as a 
meditation on the last mystery of the Blessed Virgin, her Coronation. In order to 
accomodate multiple stops which would be difficult or even impossible ordinarily, 
Biber calls for scordatura (deliberate mis-tuning of all or some strings): in this 
sonata, the upper three strings are tuned a whole step lower than normal (G CG D), 
facilitating· certain chords useful in the key of C major. 
Arvo Part was born in Estonia, and emigrated to Berlin in the 1970's. Early works 
featured serial techniques, but in the 1960's Part stopped composing for several 
years and devoted himself to an intense study of medieval and renaissance music. 
He eventually resumed composing, having developed a highly personal style which is 
minimalist in its simplicity and use of repetitive patterns. but at the same time 
intensely expressive, often on religious texts and themes. Fratres began as a work 
for a Latvian early-music ensemble. was later re-composed for twelve cellos and 
tympani, and fmally appeared as this set of variations for violin and piano. The title, 
"brothers" in Latin, is from a poem by Ranier Maria Rilke which describes the burial 
crypt in a Russian monastery. In the poem, Rilke speaks of the folded hands of the 
effigies on the caskets, which are eternally still and yet imperceptibly opening toward 
heaven; it is this ineffable motion-in-stillness which Part's music strives to capture. 
Were it not for Edvard Grieg, Christian Sinding would likely be regarded as Norway's 
greatest composer. Sinding began his career as · a violinist, and works for violin 
constitue a major portion of his ouvre. The Suite, op. 10, also exists in a version for 
violin and orchestra, and can be considered a sort of mini-concerto, although the 
perpetual-motion first movement is of a type more usually found in finales, and the 
finale with its virtuosic cadenza is somewhat like a traditional first movement. 
Pablo de Sarasate was the last of the great romantic virtuosos, known more for the 
elegance and clarity of his playing than for fiery brilliance. Sarasate's compositions 
are mostly shorter character pieces, and many are imbued with the character of 
Sarasate's native Spain. 
Moszkowski was of Polish descent but was born and trained in Germany. "Guitarre" 
is a transcription from his most popular work, the Spanish Dances, originally for 
piano duet. 
A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving students. Your tax-deductible contribution 
will be gratefully received by the Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic eqUipment, audio recording eqUipment. and video recording equipment is prohibited during a 
performance without the prior written permission of the Music Department. 
CLINIC/CONCERT TOUR 1993 
Wednesday. February 24 
3:00 p.m. Colonel White High School (WSU campus) 
Dayton, OH 
Thursday. February 25 
10:15 a.m. Washington Court House High School 
Washington Court House, OH 
7:30 p.m. Lancaster High School 
Lancaster, Ohio 
Friday. February 26 
10:30 a.m.Watkins Memorial High School 
Pataskala, OH 
2:30 p.m.Whitehall High School 
Whitehall, OH 
Sunday. February 28, 1993 
3:00 p.m. Wright State University 
Dayton, OH 
Hands Across the Sea 
Incantations 
Jubilate 
The Light Eternal 
Songs of the West 
Uruted Nations March 
SYMPHONY BAND CLINIC REPERTOIRE 
FUTURE WSU BAND CONCERT DATES 
Creative Arts Center Concert Hall 
SYMPHONY BAND 
Dr. Jeffrey L. Traster. conduct.or 
Swiday. February 28, 1993 - 3:00 p.m. ''Tour Concert" 
John Philip Sousa 
Robert W. Smith 
J aines Curnow 
J runes Swearingen 
Gustav Holst 
Karl L. King 
Tuesday, April 20, 1993 - 8:00 p.m. with guests The Miami Valley British Brass Band 
Swiday, June 6, 1993 - 3:00 p.m. "Band in the Park: A Sousa-style Concert" 
CONCERT BAND 
Sam Reynolds, conductor 
Sunday, March 7, 1993 - 3:00 p.m. 
Wednesday. May 26. 1993 - 8:00 p.m. 
JAZZ BAND 
Karl Sievers, director 
Sunday. February 28. 1993 - 3:00 p.m. "Tour Concert" 
Frid~y. March 12, 1993 - 7:00 p.m. 
Friday, June 4, 1993 - 7:00 p.m. 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 
Wright State University. located on the northeast side of Dayton, is converuent to the downtown 
area. Its 557-acre main campus is also within commuting distance of many other surrounding 
communities and easily accessible by interstate 675. On-campus housing is available for 2200 
students, and several apartment complexes are located adjacent to the main cainpus. Since 
opening its doors in 1964, Wright State has grown to include more than 17 ,000 students and 
approximately 700 full-time and over 300 part-time faculty members. Wright State offers more than 
100 undergraduate majors, 38 master's degree programs, and programs of study for the M.D., Psy. D .. 
Ed.S .. and Ph.D. degrees, as well as certification programs. 
DEPARTMENT Of MUSIC 
The Wnght State University Department of Music, a member of the National Association of Schools 
of Music. is located in the modem Creative Arts Center. The Center houses large choral and 
instrumental rehearsal rooms; the Concert Hall; a smaller and moreintimate Recital Hall; a Listening 
Laboratory with sophisticated audio and taping equipment; the Music Library containing a 
substantial collection of compact disks, records. tapes, and scores; an electric piano laboratory; an 
electronic music studio, offices, studios, and practice rooms. 
INSTRUMENTAL APPLIED MUSIC FACULTY 
Flute - Laura Walter-Lakes 
Oboe - Susan Eischeid 
Clarinet - Randall Paul 
Bassoon - Jackie Henderson 
Saxophone - Randall Paul 
Trumpet - Karl Sievers 
Horn - Lisa Helm-Hancock 
Trombone - Francis Laws 
Euphonium - Francis Laws 
Tuba - Jeffrey Traster 
Percussion - Jane Varella 
For additional Information, 
write or telephone: 
Dr. J. Alan Whiston. Chair 
Department of Music 
Creative Arts Center 
Wright State University 
Dayton, Ohio 45435 
513/873-2346 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY BAND 
Dr. Jeffrey L. Traster, conductor 
PROGRAM 
To Be Selected from the Following: 
Eternal Father, Strong to Save (1975) 
Old Home Days Suite 
1. Waltz 
2. The Opera House 
Old Home Day 
3. The Collection 
4. Slow March 
5. London Bridge is Fallen Down! 
La Procession du Rocio 
1. Trtana en Fete 
2. La Procession 
Valdres 
Bogoroditsye Devo, Raduisya from VESPERS, op. 37 
Folk Dances 




arr. Jonathan Elkus 
Joaquin Turtna 
(1882-1949) 





trans. Jeffrey L.Traster 
Dmitri Shostakovich 
(1906-1975) 
ed. H. Robert Reynolds 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY JAZZ BAND 
Karl Sievers, director 
Splanky (1958) 
Skylark (1941) 
In mgh Gear (1986) 
Fun Time (1968) 
Don't Git Sassy (1970) 
PROGRAM 
To Be Selected from the Following: 
Neal Hefti 
arr. Dave Barduhn 
Hoagy Carmichael and Johnny Mercer 
arr. Bob Brookmeyer 




WSU SYMPHONY BAND 
Names are listed alphabetically in each section to emphastu each 
members contribution t.o the group. Asterisk denotes section leader. 
FLJJTE/PICCOLO 
Michele Bird,• New Carlisle 
Jennifer Deeken, Fairborn 
Kelley Hively. Springfleld 
Holly Ann Keadle, Xenia 
Amy Pickenpaugh. Fairborn 
OBOE 
Ronda Delaet. Fairborn 
CLARINET 
Shane Anderson. Richwood 
Joelle Becher.• Dayton 
Kristi J. Chynoweth. Sprtngfteld 
Phyllis A Combs. Huber Heights 
Pamela S. Miller. Dayton 
John K. Oblak, Vandalia 
BASS CLARINET 
Robyn L. Hapner. Springfield 
Julia L. Stevens. Centerville 
SAXOPHONE 
Christopher T. Centers, Springboro 
Gary L. May, Bellbrook 
David M. Sapp,• Dayton 
Jeffrey A Spurlock, Dayton 
TRUMPET 
Christopher Adams, Kettering 
Kimberly D. Ary. Springboro 
Jeffrey C. Curtin, Kettering 
Richard C. Edwards, Fairborn 
Chad Feller. Dayton 
Christopher M. Hammiel, Dayton 
Jessica M. Hendrickson, Lebanon 
Martin Saunders. Fairborn 
Christopher C. Weddle, Fairborn 
Laura Lynn Weddle,• Fairborn 
SAXOPHONE 
Jeff Kirk. Fairborn 
Brian NoWicki, Clayton 
Jeffrey A Spurlock, Dayton 
Christopher T. Centers. Springboro 
David M. Sapp. Dayton 
TRUMPET 
Richard C. Edwards, Fairborn 
Martin Saunders, Fairborn 
Christopher C. Weddle, Fairborn 
Christopher M. Hammiel, Dayton 
Christopher Adams, Kettering 
HORN 
Kimberly Fox, Fairborn 
Carla A Thomas.• Enon 
TROMBONE 
Douglas E. Battson. Tipp City 
Douglas Bland,• Centerville 
Kimberly Osburn. Wilmington 
EUPHONIUM · 
Dan Bentley. Dayton 
Brian M. Cooke. Kettering 
Edward A Miller. Kettering 
TUBA 
Eric Kinser,* Dayton 
Doug Probasco. Kettering 
Christopher T. Robinson, Englewood 
Melissa Witte. Dayton 
PERCUSSION 
David Atha, Oakwood 
Hillary Koogler.• Centerville 
Timothy Parker. Middletown 
LmRARIAN 
Phyllis A Combs 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 
Christopher C. Weddle 
Martin Saunders 
Kimberly Osburn 
WSU JAZZ BAND 
HORN 
Carla A. Thomas, Enon 
TROMBONE 
Ted Laws, Springfleld 
Doug Battson, Tipp City 
Kimberly Osburn, Wilmington 
Tim Olt, Kettering 
RHYTHM 
Myron Davis, Cleveland Heights 
Mark Platzer, New Carlisle 
Hillary Koogler, Centeiville 
Sean Hill, Cincinnati 





Thursday, March 4, 1993 
12:30 p.m. , .. 
Concert Hall 
. -
I - - I .• --. Concerto for Cello and Oichestra Adagio -. · 
auvre tes yeux bleus 
- -
.. 
Daniel Bentley, euphonium 
Joan Forbes, piano 
·-
. v;o~e dl".Donna from··La Gioconda 
·Atabesques ( 1926) 
• L l 
,-• '1 
Veronica Jany, mezzo-soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
r • ~I 
- l 
Phyllis Combs, clarinet -
Joan Forbes, piano , .. . . . : . . 




"' '·--~~2· ltl~ .. ~ 
,~ - •, r..,.~. 






' '.0.1!11 II• ,- 1l;r '; 
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Franz Joseph Haydn 
(1732-1809) 
ed. Herny Charles Smith 
Jules Massenet 
(1842-1912) 
·, Amilcare Ponchielli 









'•. - ~ 
J.K.J. Nervada 
( 1 706-1 780) 
I 
I I •.,.• ... - • • J 
..: i-=, • 
Sectionf 
"' R.ecit: Ahime! dove trascorsl ' . 
J11. I] 
Arla: Che far6 senza Eilrldice from Orfeo 
.... ,!I 
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Edward Miller, euphonium 
·Joan Forbes, piano 
- · __ Eugene J. Ulrich 
(b.1921) 
Jean Baptiste Lully 
(1632-1687) 
. 
I Vlllilnelle des Petits Canard$ Emmanuel Chabrier 
(1841-1894) . •' 
Billy Boy (1953) American sailor's chanty 
arr. John Edmunds 
(b. 1913) 
The Lord Reigns (1969) 
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*Janis Combs, mezzo-soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
:1hts recUal is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for a Bachelor of Music Degree in Music Education. 
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WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 
BRASS CHOIR 
Karl Sievers. Conductor 
SUNDAY, MARCH 7, 1993 
3:00 P.M. 
CONCERr HALL 
CREATIVE ARTS CENTER 
Wright State University Concert Band 
Program Notes 
Durtng the season of 1868-1870, the director of the Imperial Theatres in St. Petersburg conceived the 
idea of staging an elaborate "Opera-Ballet" based on a subject taken from Slavonic mythology. For this 
work. which was to be known as Ml.ADA. he commissioned music from Cui. Borodin, Moussorgsky 
and Rimsky-Korsakov. the leading representatives of the new Russian School. The project never 
materialized and most of the music written for the occasion by these four masters found its way 
eventually into one or another of their own later productions. It was twenty years later that Rimsky-
Korsakov made it the basis of an opera-ballet of his own. Sometime after the production, he arranged 
a suite of five numbers from its music. The last number was PROCESSION OF NOBLES. 
W. Francis McBeth was born in 1933 in Lubbock. Texas. He has written extensively in the areas of 
orchestral. band. and chamber music. Listed among the many awards that he has received are the 
Howard Hanson Prize and five consecutive ASCAP awards. His formal training was at Hardin-
Simmons University, the University of Texas and the Eastman School of Music. DIVERGENTS was 
commissioned in 1969 by the Lambda Chapter. Kappa Kappa Psi and the Psi Chapter, Tau Beta Sigma 
of the University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas. Today, the Concert Band will perform 
Movements I and IV and will be conducted by Graduate Assistant. Martin Saunders. 
The arranger of PHANTOM OF THE OPERA is Warren Barker. Mr. Barker has arranged many show 
tunes for symphonic bands over the past two decades. This dramatic music is from the theater and 
stage production of Andrew Lloyd Webber, and contains most of the tunes that to theater and music 
lovers have become so familiar. 
I.A BELLE HELENE (The Beautiful Helen) was a satlrtcal operetta from the pen of Jacques Offenbach, 
the famous creator and leading exponent of comic opera. Offenbach was born in Cologne. Germany on 
June 20, 1819. His I.A BELLE HELENE was written as a spoof on the Greek myth of Helen of Troy. It 
can also be construed as a satire on the age of Napoleon III. The first performance was given in Parts 
In 1864. This overture is one of the favorites in modem orchestral programming. 
The rhythmic drive and excitement of this Russell Alexander march reveal the circus band experience 
of the composer and for good reason. In 1897 the composer was twenty years old and he signed a 
contract with the Barnum and Bailey Circus Band for its projected five-year long tour of Europe and 
Great Britain. During that time he played with the band, arranged all of the music and still found 
time to compose many marches. It was near the end of the tour that Alexander wrote the COLOSSUS 
OF COLUMBIA MARCH dedicating it to the Continental Congress at Washington. 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY CONCERT BAND 
PROGRAM 
Procession of Nobles &om "Mlada" 
Divergent& (1970) 
1. First Movement 
2. Fourth Movement 
Nicholas Rimsky-Korsakov 
(1844-1908) 
Arranged for the Goldman Band 
by Erik W. G. Leidzen 
W. Francis McBeth 
Conducted by Martin Saunders, Graduate Assistant 
Selections from THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA (1988) 
La Belle Helene - Overture 
Colossus of Columbia - March (1901) 
Andrew Lloyd Webber 
arr. Warren Barker 
Jacques Offenbach 
(1819-1880) 
Arranged by Lawerence Odom 
Russell Alexander 
(1877-1915) 
Arranged by Glenn Cliffe Bainum 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY BRASS CHOIR 
PROGRAM 
Chorale No. 213 
Fanfare For the Common Man ( 1942) 
The Arrival of the Queen of Sheba 
Aubade ( 1985) 
Sonata Octavt Toni ( 1597) 
Symphony for Brass (1967) 
Another Cat: Kraken ( 1980) 




Georg Frideric Handel 
( 1685-1759) 






A music scholarship fund has been established to prouede assistance to deserotng students. Your tax-dedw::tible conbibutton wtU be gratefully 
received by the Department of Mustc. Wright St.ate Untverstty. Dayton. Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment. audio equipment. and video recording equipment ts prohtbfted during a performance without prl.or written 
permission of the Music Departmen.t. 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY CONCERT BAND PERSONNEL 
Names are listed alphabetically 1n each section to emphasize each member's contribution to the ensemble. 
fLUIE/PICCOLO 
Michelle Bird - New Carlisle 
Usa McCabe - Centerville 
Belinda McKinney- Kettering 
Christina McNeal - Ketterlng 
Michele Vance - Xenia 
Sandra Waddell - Moraine 
C{J\RINET 
Elizabeth Alley - Lebanon 
Shay Beesley - Centerville 
Kristin Benson - Cincinnati 
Phyllis Combs - Huber Heights 
Belinda Getman - Fairborn 
Caroline Hoadley - Centerville 
Melissa Lucas - Centerville 
Stacy Ludington - Beavercreek 
Cynthia McElroy- Miamisburg 
Jennifer Pflle - Grafton 
Kim Walls - Wllmtngton 
BASS CLARINET 
Chris Centers - Sprlngboro 
Melissa Elliot - Tipp City 
Veronica C. Jany - Huber Heights 
ALTO SAXOPHONE 
Jeff Hay - West Jefferson 
Aaron Houser - Xenia 
Emily Winks - Lebanon 
TENOR SAXOPHONE 
Tracey Reed - Springfield 
BARITQNESAXOPHONE 
Mikael Geese - Beavercreek 
FRENCH HORN 
Korbet Finley - Dayton 
Lori Richmond - Springfield 
Bill Sanders - Cincinnati 
Melissa Witte - Medway 
ORGAN 
David M. Sapp - Dayton 
IBUMPET 
Nathaniel E. Bauerle - Dayton 
Chad Feller - Dayton 
Christopher Houser - Xenia 
Carl Johnson - New Carlisle 
Mike Kepler - Dayton 
Scott Miller - Cincinnati 
Michelle Mitchell - Columbus 
Erik Ours - Xenia 
Michelle Ringer - Batavia 
Martin Saunders - Gastonia. N.C. 
Greg Stelz - West Jefferson 
Charles Wentltng - Dayton 
James Wittmann - Miamisburg 
EUPHONIUM 
Valerie Johnson - New Carlisle 
Ted Laws - Springfield 
Vicki Reed -Youngstown 
TROMBONE 
Joelle Becher - Uniontown 
Holly Boyd - Cincinnati 
Brian Cooke - Cincinnati 
Leandra Febo - Washlngton C.H. 
Jason Jensvold - Anna 
Ed M1ller - Kettering 
:rn.aa 
Ahearn Murphy - FaJrbom 
Eric Kinser - Huber Heights 
Doug Probasco - Kettering 
PERCUSSION 
Connie Bensman - Versailles 
Jon Carroll - Vandalia 
Randall A Grogean - Lewisburg 
Matthew W. A Hurley - Dayton 
Mike Neuler - Dayton 
Mark R. Platzer - New Carlisle 
Aaron Upthegrove - Cincinnati 
LIBRARIAN 
Phyllis Combs - Huber Heights 
GRADUATE ASSISTANT 
Martin Saunders. Gastonia. N.C. 


























Nocturne et Allegro Scherzando 
Suite 
I. Gaio 
II. Lento Religioso 
III. Presto 
Affanni del pensler 
Te souvlens - tu? 
Concerto Opus 8 
Allegro Moderato 
Pass'e Mezzo No. 6 
Allegretto 
Fugue in E minor 
STUDENT RECITAL 
Tuesday, March 9. 1993 
12:30 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
Kelley Hively, flute 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Trio: 
Ronda Delart, oboe 
Staci Cawley, viola 
Joelle Becher, clarinet 
Lora Stone, mezzo-soprano 
Joan Forbes. piano 
Kimberly Elizabeth Fox, horn 



















( 1 778-1839) 
Nikolay Miaskovsky 
(1881-1950) 
AlleluJa from Exsultate. jubilate 
OVos Omnes 
Adagio from Symphony No. 3 







Jennifer Bruce. soprano 
Joan Forbes. piano 
University Tuba Ensemble 
Francis H. Laws. conductor 




Tomas Luis de Victoria 
(1535-1611) 
tr. Jam es Self 
Camille Saint-Saens 
(1835-1921) 




A music sc1wlarship fimd has been established to provide assistance to deserving students. Your tax-deductible 
contribution will be gratefully received by the Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use ofp1wt.ographic equipment, audio recording equipment, and video recording equipment is prohibited during a 
performance without the prior written permission of the Music Department. 
WRIGHT ST A TE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Music 
Presents 
TM 
THE CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 
Concert IV 
William J. Steinohrt, Conductor 
SOLOIST 
Jackson Leung, Piano 
Tuesday, March 9, 1993 
8:00 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Creative Arts Center 
Chamber Orchestra Program Notes 
Praeludium Armas Jarnefelt 
A Swedish conductor and composer, Edward Armas Jarnefelt studied with 
Busoni and Massenet, among others, and his first major conducting post was 
with the Viipuri Municipal Orchestra. He also conducted the Royal Opera of 
Stockholm, the Finnish National Opera and the Helsinki Philharmonic Orchestra. 
His compositions are all in a romantic style and are often nationalistic. 
Praeludium is for small orchestra and became the most popular among his works 
for that medium. 
Concerto for Piano and Orchestra in A Minor Robert Schumann 
The premiere of Schumann's Piano Concerto took place in 1845 with Clara 
Schumann as piano soloist. 
The first movement of the work was written in 1841 and titled Fantasie in A Minor 
for Piano and Orchestra. It was never published. Schumann later added the two 
other movements and thus became his only completed piano concerto and one of 
the most popular in the repertoire. 
Symphony No. 40 in G Minor, KVSSO Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
The G Minor Symphony was highly regarded from its earliest performances. For 
today's liste11ers, the work's appeal is as great as ever. It is one of the most 
"Romantic" pieces written by classical composers, and begins with one of 
classical music's best known and most often borrowed melodies. 
The Chamber Orchestra Scholarship Prog.ram 
The Chamber Orchestra offers four-year scholarships to exceptional performers 
through the generous support of the President's Chamber Orchestra 
Scholarships, the Clams K Sucher Chamber Orchestra Endowment, and the Paul 
Katz Chamber Orchestra Scholarship Fund. 
Contributions to the Paul Katz Chamber Orchestra Fund can be made to the 
Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. This 
important scholarship was established in honor of Dr. Paul Katz, founding 
conductor of the Dayton Philharmonic Orchestra. 
Presently, these scholarships are held by Jeanelle Braun, Melanie Clark, Denise 





Concerto for Piano and Orchestra 
in A Minor, Op. 54 
Allegro affettuoso 
Intermezzo - Andante grazioso 
Allegro vivace 






Symphony No. 40 in G Minor (KV550) 
Molto Allegro 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
(1756-1791) 
Andante 
Minuetto and Trio - Allegretto 
Allegro assai 
About the Soloist 
DR. JACKSON LEUNG was appointed Assistant Professor of Music a year ago. 
He brings a rich background to this appointment. A native of Hong Kong, he 
received his Diploma in Piano Performance from Hong Kong Baptist College in 
June 1981 with highest honors in performance and scholastic achlevements. He 
received his mster of Music degree in performnce from Temple University and 
his D.M.A. in piano performance with a cognate field in choral conducting from 
the University of Cincinnati College Conservatory of Music. He studied piano 
there with Eugene and Elizabeth Pridonoff and Santos Ojeda. He has also served 
as a accompanist and studied chamber music with Eugene and Elizbeth 
Pridonoff and Santos Ojeda. He has also served as a accompanist and studied 
chamber music with Kenneth Griffiths, Sandra Rivers, and the La Salle Quartet. 
Dr. Leung has had extensive performing experience in Hong Kong, North 
Carolina, Texas, Philadelphia, and Cincinnati. He was the second prize winner 
in the prestigious Young Keyboard Artists Association International Piano 
Competition in Ann Arbor, Michigan, in 1988 and grand prize winner in the 
Missouri Southern International Piano competition, Joplin, Missouri, in 1988. He 
has also earned a L.R.S.M. Performer's diploma from the Royal Schools of Music, 
London, in 1979. 
At Wright State, Dr. Leung is responsible for undergraduate and graduate piano 
instruction. 
The Chamber Orchestra 
Established in 1985, this orchestra performs a wide variety of chamber orchestra 
repertoire. 
Tonight's performance is the fourth concert in the Chamber Orchestra's eighth 
season. The series is shared with Wright State faculty ensembles and soloists. 
Of special significance is the active role that the music faculty play in this 
ensemble. Many of the principal chairs in winds and strings are filled by the 
faculty who also serve as teachers and leaders of their sections. The orchestra 
membership also includes scholarship recipients, university students, area music 
teachers, community musicians, and superior high school students. 
The Chamber Orchestra Series 
Concert I with Karl Sievers, trumpet 
Tuesday, October 6, 1992 
Concert II with Faculty Brass Quintet 
Tuesday, November 3, 1992 
Concert III with Faculty String Quartet 
Tuesday, February 2, 1993 
Concert IV with Jackson Leung, piano 
Tuesday, March 9, 1993 
Concert V with Faculty Woodwind Quintet 
Tuesday, April 27, 1993 
Concert VI with Jim McCutcheon, guitar 






Sara R. Morgan 
Ronnamarie Jensen 
Violin II 







*Judi R. Smith 




*Sarah K. Shifferd 






1992-93 Chamber Orchestra 






Candi Kirk Morris 
Amy Cotterman 
Clarinet 


















Contributions to the Paul Katz 
Chamber Orchestra Scholarship Fund 
Mrs. Paul Katz 
BENEFACTOR 
Dr. and Mrs. Perry Moore 




Dr. Jerrie McGill 
L. David Mirkin, M.D. 
Mrs. Charles M. Michaels 
Alex and Eileen Roche 
Wayne and Anna Lee Russell 
Ralph and Marilyn Smith 
Dr. William Steinohrt 
Dr. Jeffery L. Traster 




Gordon and Ruth Price 
And All That Jazz 
from Chicago 
Java Jive 
VOCAL JAZZ ENSEMBLE AND UNIVERSITY JAZZ BAND 
Thursday. March 11, 1993 
8:00 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Mary Michenf elder, Vocal Jazz Ensemble Director 
Karl Sievers, University Jazz Band Director 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
I. 
Peter Ellis, tenor 
Emily Rust. alto 
Shellie Jacobs. alto 
John Kander 
arr. Kirby Shaw 
Ben Oakland 
arr. Ed Lojeski 
Have You See My Man? Jack Kunz 
arr. Jack Kunz 
My Funny Valentine 
Love Is Here To Stay 
Georgia On My Mind 
Blues Back to Back 
Marie Latendresse, soprano 
Jennifer Pille.soprano 
Jeff Ricks. tenor 
Shellie Jacobs. alto 
Marie Latendresse. soprano 
Chiis Hammiel, trumpet 
I Gotta Right To Sing The Blues 
The Birth of The Blues 
Richard Rodgers 
arr. Martin Saunders 
George Gershwin 
Heagy Carmichael 
arr. Jene Puertng 










And All That Jazz from Chicaa;o 
My Funny Valentine 
Sweet Georgia Brown 














John Wright. accompanist 
INTERMISSION 
n. 
With Vocal Combo 
With Vocal Solo 










arr. Martin Saunders 
Bernie /Pinkard/ Casey 
arr. Sammy Nestico 
Foster /Basie 
arr. Mark Taylor 
George and Ira Gershwin 
arr. Sammy Nestico 
SAXOPHONE 
Jeff Kirk - alto 
Brian Nowicki - alto 
Jeff Spurlock - tenor 
Chris Centers - tenor 




Myron Davis - drum set 
Hillary Koogler - drum set 
Mark Platzer - percussion 
Sean Hill - bass 
Dan Newport - piano 
Splanky 
Big Mama Cass 
Summer of '42 
In High Gear 
Fun Time 
Chicken Feathers 














UNIVERSITY JAZZ BAND 
Karl Sievers, Conductor 
Friday, March 12, 1993 
7:00 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 




arr. Neil Slater 
Lennie Niehaus 
WSU Jazz Combo "Ftnnesse" - Martin Saunders, director 
(Selections to be announced) 
featurtng Jeff Kirk. alto saxophone 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY JAZZ BAND 
SAXOPHONE 
Jeff Kirk - Alto 
Brtan Nowicki - Alto 
Jeff Sprulock - Tenor 
Chris Centers - Tenor 





arr. Bob Brookmeyer 
Sammy Nestico 
HORN 
Carla A Thomas 
RHYTHM 
Myron DaVis - Drum Set 
Hillary Koogler - Drum Set 
Mark Platzer - Percussion 
Sean Hill - Bass 
Dan Newport - piano 
A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving students. Your tax-deductible 
contribution wlll be gratefully received by the Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment. audio recording equipment, and video recording equipment is prohibited during a 
peiformance without the prior written permission of the Music Department. 
WRIGHT STATE UNNERSI1Y 
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC 
PRESENTS 
FRIENDS OF MUSIC 
APPRECIATION CONCERT 
UNIVERSITY CHORUS 
James Tipps, Conductor 
UNIVERSITY MADRIGAL SINGERS 
:J{an/('1Jafi£man, Conauctor 
and the 
UNIVERSITY CHAMBER SINGERS 
!Han/('1Jafi£man, Conductor 
Saturday, March 13, 1993 
8:00 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
St. Paul ( 1836) 
Part I 
Fair Phyllis I Saw Sitting 
April is in My Mistress' Face 




Janu.s 'lipps, Coruluctor 
Joan !Jor6es, Jiluampanist 
Jttutifer'Brua, Soprano 
Xristina !1<96trtson, Soprano 
Xjm Osfum, Afto 
I.Awrmu Carfty, 'Tenor 
!JQJan :Holway, 1Jaritmu 
-Intermission-
II. 
University Madrigal Singers 
~'Dalilman, Conauctor 
Carofuu Sali.tf<h !RJ.[uarsal f4.aompanist 
Mon coeur se recommande a vous 
From Six Chansons 
La Biche 
Puisque tout passe 
Ave verum corpus 
Special Presentation 
Dr. J. Alan Whiston, Chair 
Department of Music 
m. 
University Chamber Singers 
~'Daliiman, Contluctor 
Joan !}or6es, .J{ccompanist 
Geistliches Lied: Lass dich nur nichtS nicht dauren. Op. 30 
I Love My Love, Op 36, No. 5 
Psalm 117 (1979) 
Sfiaron ~(son,,• Oryan 
Cindy ( 1989) 
Joan !f or6es ant! Caroline SalU!o, Piano 



















arr. Mack Wilberg 
Text to St. Paul 
Chorus 
Lord. Thou alone art God. and thine are the heaven, the earth. the mighty waters. The heathen 
furtously rage. Lord. against Thee and Thy Chrtst. Now behold. lest our foes prevail. and grant 
to Thy servants all strength and joyfulness that they may preach Thy word. 
Chorale 
To God on high be thanks and praise 
Who deigns our bonds to sever: 
His cares our drooping souls upraise 
And hann shall reach us never. 
On Him we rest. with faith assured. 
Of all that ltve the mighty Lord 
Forever and forever. 
Recitattve (Soprano) 
And the many that believed were of one heart and of one soul. And Stephen. full of faith and full 
of power. did great wonders among the people. And they of the Synagogue were not able to resist 
the wisdom and the spirit by which he spake. Then they persuaded men who were false 
witnesses. which said: 
Chorus 
We vertly have heard. we have heard him blaspheme against these holy places. and against the 
law. 
Recitattve (Soprano) 
And they stirred up the people and the elders. and came upon him. and caught hold of him. and 
brought him to the council and spake: 
Chorus 
Now this man ceaseth not to utter profane words against the law of Moses. and also God. Did 
we not enjoin and straitly command you that you should not teach in the name ye follow? And 
lo. ye have filled Jerusalem with your unlawful doctrtne! He hath said and our ears have heard 
him. Jesus of Nazareth, He shall destroy all these our holy places and change all the customs 
which Moses delivered us. 
Recitative (Soprano) 
And all that sat in the council looked steadfastly on him. and saw his face as it had been the 
face of an angel. Then said the high priest: Are these things so? And Stephen said: 
Recitative (Tenor) 
Men. brethren. and fathers. hearken to me. The God of glory appeared unto our fathers. 
delivered the people out of their afilictions. and gave them favor. But they understood it not. 
He sent Moses into Egypt. for He saw their afilictions and heard their groarung. But they 
refused Him and would not obey His word. but thrust Him from them and sac:rillced to 
senseless idols. Solomon built Him an house. although the most high God dwelleth not in 
temples which are made with hands, for heaven is His throne and earth is but H1s footstool. 
Hath not His hand made all these things? Ye hard of heart, ye always do resist the Holy Ghost. 
As did your fathers. so now do ye. Which of the Prophets have not your fathers persecuted? 
And they have slain them which showed before the coming of Him. the just One. with whose 
murder ye have here been stained. Ye have received the law. received it by the disposition of 
angels. and ye have not obeyed it. 
Chorus 
Take him away! For now the Name of God he hath blasphemed and who blasphemes Him. he 
shall perish! 
Recitative (Tenor) 
Lo! I see the heavens opened, and the Son of Man standing at the right hand of God! 
Air (Soprano) 
Jerusalem, Jerusalem! Thou that killest the prophets, thou that stonest them which are sent 
unto thee. How often would I have gathered unto Me thy children. and ye would not! 
Jerusalem! 
Recitative (Tenor) 
Then they ran upon him with one accord. and cast him out of the city. and stoned him. and 
cried aloud: 
Chorus 
Stone him to death! He blasphemes God, and who does so shall surely perish. 
Recitative (Tenor) 
And they stoned him. and he kneeled down and cried aloud: Lord lay not this sin to their 
charge. Lord Jesus. receive my spirit. And when he had said this. he fell asleep. 
Chorale 
To Thee, 0 Lord I yield my spirit 
Who breakst in love. this mortal chain. 
My lJf e I but from Thee inherit 
And death becomes my chiefest gain. 
In Thee I llve, in Thee I die 
Content. for Thou art ever nigh. 
Recitative (Soprano) 
And the witnesses had laid down their clothes at the feet of a young man whose name was Saul. 
who was consenting unto his death. And devout men took Stephen, and carried him to his 
burial, and made great lamentation over him 
Chorus 
Happy and blest are they who have endured. For though the body dies, the soul shall live for 
ever. 
Recitative (Tenor) 
And Saul made havoc of the church; and breathing out threatening and slaughter against the 
disciples. he spake of them much evil, and said: 
Aria (Baritone) 
Consume them all. Lord Sabaoth. consume all these Thine enemies. Behold. they will not know 
Thee. that Thou our great Jehovah art the Lord alone, the highest over all the world. Pour out 
Thine indignation and let them feel Thy power. 
Recitative and Arioso (Alto) 
And he journeyed with companions towards Damascus, and had authority and command from 
the high priest that he should bring them bound, men and women. unto Jerusalem. But the 
Lord is mindful of His own; He remembers His children. Bow down before Him, ye mighty, for 
the Lord is near us. 
Chorus and Recitative (Tenor and Baritone) 
And as he journeyed he came near unto Damascus; when suddenly there shone around him a 
light from heaven: and he fell to the earth; and he heard a voice saying unto him: Saul, Saul, 
why dost thou persecute me? And he said. Lord. who art Thou? And the Lord said to him: I am 
Jesus of Nazareth, whom thou persecutest. And he said. trembling and astonished: Lord, what 
wilt Thou have me do? The Lord said to him: Arise and go into the city; and there thou shalt be 
told what thou must do. 
Chorale 
Sleepers. wake. a voice is calling 
It is the watchman on the walls 
Thou city of Jerusalem. 
For lo, the Bridegroom comes! 
Arise and take your lamps. Hallelujah! 
Awake! His kingdom is at hand. 
Go forth, go forth to meet your Lord. 
Recitative (Soprano) 
And his companions which journeyed with him stood. and they were afraid. hearing a voice but 
seeing no man. And Saul arose from the earth and when his eyes were opened, he saw no man: 
but they led him by the hand, and brought him into Damascus, and he was three days without 
sight. and did neither eat nor drink. 
Recitative (Tenor) 
And there was a disciple at Damascus. named Ananias; to him said the Lord: 
Recitative (Soprano) 
Ananias. arise. and inquire thou for Saul of Tarsus; for behold. he prayeth. He is a chosen 
vessel unto Me. the Lord; and I will shew unto him how great things he must suffer for My 
Name's sake. And Ananias went his way. and entered into the house. and laying his hands 
upon him. said: 
Recitative (Tenor) 
Hear thou brother Sault The Lord hath sent me hither. even Jesus. that appeared unto thee as 
thou earnest. that thou mightst receive thy sight. and be likewise filled with the Holy Ghost. 
Recitative (Soprano) 
And then, lo! It seemed that scales fell from off his blind eyes. And Saul received his sight 
forthwith. then arose and soon was baptized! He began to preach of Jesus in the temple. and 
proclaimed to all that Christ is the Son of God! 
Chorus . 
0 great is the depth of the riches of wisdom and knowledge of the Father! How deep and 
unerring is He in His judgements! His ways are past our understanding. 0 great is the depth of 
the riches of wisdom and knowledge of our God! Sing His glory forevermore. Amen. 
Translations: 
Tritt auf den Riegel von der Tilr 
He: 
Unlatch the lock from the door! 
How happy I'll be. for then you'll have to let me in! 
She. 
I won't let you inside. You can creep way on tiny footsteps! 
He: 
Frau, I can creep just like the moonshine. 
Get up! Get up and let me in so that I can have you! 
Sweet lovely Fraulein, get up and let me in! 
Mon coeur se recommande a vous 
My heart begs that you not forget. all my sorrow and my dying. 
At least, in spite of jealous eyes. I can powerfully bid you adieu. 
My lips, which once smiled and spoke graceful words. 
Now curse those who banish me from your eyes. 
My heart begs that you not forget ... 
LaBiche 
O. the doe! Who sees well the ancient forest with full eyes. 
How much confidence is combined with fear! 
It is all borne by the lovely slenderness of your bounds. 
Why nothing ever comes to change the innocent ignorance of your face. 
Puisque tout passe 
Since all is passing. keep the melodies that pass by; 
That which quenches us is reason enough. 
Sing we freely with our love and art; 
Ere it can grieve us, let us quickly depart. 
Ave verum corpus 
Hail true Body, born of the Virgin Mary: 
That which truly suffered in anguish upon the cross for mankind, 
From whose pierced side flowed water and blood: 
Be our hope and consolation as we see death. 
0 sweet! 0 pity! 0 Jes us Christ, Son of Mary. 
Have mercy upon us. 
Geistliches Lied (Spiritual Song} 
Let nothing ever grieve you with distress. 
Be still, for it is as God leads, so lmows my soul. 
Why do you wish to weep today, for tomorrow the One who remainS for all 
Will give also to you His grace. 
Be now in all things without fear, 
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Mendelssohn's st. Paul was to some extent a product of the Baroque revival which profoundly influenced German music in the early nineteenth centwy. As a boy, Mendelssohn had studied works of Bach and Handel. but performances of their larger choral works (except of Messiah) were nonextstant. Mendelssohn himself helped to change all that when, in 1829, he conducted Bach's St. Matthew Passion in what was probably the first performance of that work since Bach's lifetime. Then in the early l 830's, while 
employed by the city of DOsseldorf, Mendelssohn edited and conducted several Handel oratorios, including 
Israel in Egypt, Judas Maccabaeus, and Solomon. 
That Mendelssohn learned much from Bach and Handel is eVident of every page of St. Paul In the first chorus, the orchestra's dotted rhythms and the choir's block-chords are immediately reminiscent of Handel. as ts the fluidity with which the textures change from chordal to contrapuntal and back. "Stone 
him to death," with its relentlessly repeating rhythm. calls to mind the Bach Passions with their crowds' shouts of "Crucify hi.ml" Mendelssohn also follows Bach in inserting chorales in simple (but expert and wonderfully expressive) harmonizations to serve as contemplative breaks from the dramatic action of the 
Biblical story. 
It is perhaps in the solo movements that Mendelssohn owes least to his illustrious predecessors. The recitative is anything but dry reciting of narrative. It is marvelously sensitive to every nuance fo the text. ranging flexibly from powerful declamation to warm, expressive arioso. And the arias pour forth an abundance of pure melody, for which Mendelssohn seemed to have an effortless gift. 
Fair Phyllis/April is in My Mistress' Face 
The English madrigal of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries is one of the glories of the 
history of vocal music, and Farmer and Morley were two highly skilled practitioners. "Fair Phyllis" is a gem of its type. Phyllis and her flock are clearly characterized at the beginning, a one voice is answered by the 
full ensemble; no less vivid are the lover's search for Phyllis and their final passionate meeting. Morley's text provides fewer opportunities for such tone-painting, but his setting is nonetheless wonderfully 
sensitive to the subtleties of the short poem. 
Tritt auf den Riegel/Mon coeur se recommande a vous 
Lassus was an international superstar in the sixteenth century. Born in France, he spent much of his youth in Italy and gained widespread fame as a singer. He eventually spent most of his adult life in Munich in the employ of Duke Albrecht V of Bavaria. At Albrecht's court French was commonly spoken, 
and Lassus's witty and unpredictable French chansons are evidence of the cosmopolitan atmosphere of the Duke's household, whereas Lassus's German settings tend toward a simpler folklike manner. 
La Biche/Puisque tout passe 
Paul Hindemith's Six Chansons are carefree, uncomplicated works which belie the circumstances in which 
they were created. In 1937 Hindemith had been forced by the Nazis to resign his teaching position in Berlin. and he went into exile in Switzerland. The Chansons were written in 1939, at a time when Hindemith was barely eking out a living. A few months later, with a little borrowed money, he sailed for 
New York. and eventually a teaching position at Yale. 
Ave verum corpus 
William Byrd was unquestionably the greatest composer of England's "golden age", an artist who excelled 
in all genres of music, both vocal and instrumental. In his earlier motets Byrd had written in a typically English style, highly melismatic with lengthy points of imitation and extensive text-repetition. The "Ave verum corpus" shows, however, that the older Byrd could write as convincingly in an intense, concise style. The final passage, in particular, is a masterpiece of fervent. expressive harmony. 
Geistliches Ued 
In the 1850's Brahms directed a women's chorus in Hamburg and at the same time subjected himself to a thorough study of counterpoint, having decided that his mastery of compositional technique was incomplete. These two activities eventually produced a number of choral works which show that Brahms 
quickly had mastered even the most forbidding of compositional intricacies. The Geistl.iches lied of 1856, for example, is a double canon at the ninth: the sopranos begin and are imitated by the tenors an octave and a step lower; then the altos enter with their melodic line, and are in turn imitated by the basses an octave and a step lower. Brahms seems to have conceived this extremely rigid structure as a sort of musical symbol of the sentiment of the text: concentment in the subordination of oneself to DiVine will 
I Love My Love 
Gustav Holst. along with Ralph Vaughan Williams, Cecil Sharp. and others, was part of a generation of 
English musicians who devoted considerable effort to the preservation of England's folksong heritage. But 
Holst's interests were wide-ranging; for example, he taught himself Sanskrit and wrote a chamber opera based on Hindu legends. "I Love my Love" is from a set of Six Choral Folk Songs written in 1916. 
- Dr. Charles Larkowski -
Psalm 117 
Psalm 117. written in 1974. was commissioned by the Southern Ohio Episcopal Diocesan Choral Festival 
in memory of Parvin W. Titus. 
The piece ts written in a quartal and quintal hannolc medium. The baste ternary form of the allegro ts 
encased In a slower. more dramatic introduction and coda. Beneath the changing meters and rhythms of 
the faster sections as well as the middle fugal section appears a transposing basso ostinato in the organ 
pedals which serve as the introduction at the very opening of the composition. 
- Dr. William Stetnohrt -
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BANDS - Creative Arts Center 
STAGE I - Festival Playhouse 
Stebbins Concert Band - C 
Miamisburg Freshmen - C 
Springfield North - C 
Greeneview - C 
6:30-7:15 DINNER BREAK 
Beavercreek Concert Band - A 
Kettering-Fairmont Silver -A 
CoL White Wind Ens. - AA 










BANDS - Creative Arts Center 
STAGE Il - Concert Hall 
Xenia H, S, Band - B 
Centerville Concert Band - B 
Trotwood-Madison C,B, - B 
CoL White Symph, Band- B 
6:30-7:15 DINNER BREAK 
Oakwood Concert Band - B 
Valley View Concert Band-B 
Miamisburg Concert Band-B 
Bellbrook Concert Band - B 
















BANDS - Creative Arts Center 
STAGE I - Festival Playhouse 
Belmont H,S,Concert Band - C 
Chamlnade-Jullenne Symphonic Band - C 
Carroll H, S, Concert Band - C 
Cedarville H,S, Concert Band- C 
Brookville H, S, Concert Band- C 
Trt-Village H, S. Concert Band- C 
Northmont Concert Band - C 
Fairborn Concert Band - C 
12:30-1:15 LUNCH BREAK 
West Carrollton Concert Band- B 
Stebbins Symphonic Band - B 
Alter H, S, Wind Ensemble - B 
Dixie Symphonic Band- B 
Fairborn Symphonic Band-AA 



































STAGE III-University Center 
Chaminade-Julienne - D 
Miamisburg Mixed - C 
Brookville Chorus - C 
Bellbrook Mixed - C 
Stebbins Symph, Choir- C 
Kettering-Fairmont Mixed-B 
Centerville Mixed - A 
6:50-7:35 DINNER BREAK 
Centerville SA - B 
Miamisburg SA - A 
Northmont Concert Choir - A 
Fairborn A'Cappella - AA 
CHOIRS 
STAGE ill-University Center 
Greeneview Concert Ch, - C 
Tri-Village - C 
Fairborn Fresh. MiXed - C 
W, Carrollton Treble - C 
Greeneview Women - C 
Dixie Treble - B 
Fairborn Concert Ch, - B 
Oakwood Choir - B 
W, Carrollton Con, Ch, - B 
Dixie Concert Choir - B 
Xenia Treble Choir - C 
12:10 -12:55 LUNCH BREAK 
Xenia T,8, Choir - C 
Kettering-Fairmont Men - B 
Patterson Chorale - B 
Xenia Mixed - B 
Beavercreek Con, Choir - A 
Col. White Mixed - A 
Kettering-Fairmont Women-A 
Wayne Varsity Choir -A 

























FRIDAY, MARCH 19, 1993 
STAGE I (BANDS)-CAC Festival Playhouse 
4:30 p.m. 
Stebbins Concert Band 
Matthew S. Henry, Director 
Class: C Participants: 27 Enrollment: 689 
United Nations ........................................................................................................... King/Swearingen 
Covington Square ................................................................................................................ Swearingen 
Kentucky - 1800 ................................................................................................................... Grundman 
5:00p.m. 
Miamisburg Freshman Band 
Don Davis, Director 
Class: C Participants: 45 Enrollment: 778 
March of the Irish Guard .................................................................................................... arr. Ployhar 
Cascade River Overture ................................................................................................................. Akey 
Blue Ridge Overture ................................................................................................................ Erickson 
5:30p.m. 
Springfield North High School Band 
Peter Rauch. Director 
Class: C Participants: 60 Enrollment l, l 00 
Them Basses ............................................................................................................................. Huffine 
Nathan Hale 'frilogy ................................................................................................................. Curnow 
Toccata for Band ..................................................................................................................... Erickson 
6:00p.m. 
Greeneview Concert Band 
Fran Kick, Director 
Class: C Participants: 45 Enrollment 350 
Bandalier ........................................................................................................................ Eric Oster ling 
Co'Vington Square ..................................................................................................... James Swearingen 
Heafueiwood Portrait ...................................................................................................... James Barnes 
6:30 - 7:15 DINNER BREAK 
7:15 p.m. 
Beavercreek Concert Band 
Douglas McCullough, Director 
Class: A Participants: 82 Enrollment: 1,600 
Tua.Ilks Be To Thee ..................................................................................................................... Handel 
Tancredi Overture ..................................................................................................................... Rossini 
Incidental Suite ........................................................................................................... Claude T. Smith 
7:50p.m. 
Kettering-Fairmont Silver Concert Band 
Chris Haines, Direct.or 
Class: A Participants: 90 Enrollment 1,400 
Strategic Air Command March ..................................................................................... Clifton Williams 
Intre>cluction and Fantasia .................................................................................................. Rex Mitchell 
Italian in Algiers ............................................................................................................ Rosslni/Cailliet 
8:25p.m. 
Colonel White Wind Ensemble 
Suzanne K. Skinner, Direct.or 
Class: AA Participants: 46 Enrollment: 600 
Variants on a Mediaeval Tune .............................................. .' ................................... Norman Dello Joio 
Songs of the West .............................................................................................................. Gustav Holst 
Alnericans We March .................................................................................................... Henxy F'il.lmore 
9:00p.m. 
Centerville Symphonic Band 
Wayne Markworth, Director 
Class: AA Participants: 65 Enrollment 1,500 
Colonel Bogey ............................................................................................................ Kenneth J. Alford 
I..a. Procession du Rocio .................................................................................................. Joaquin Turina 

























FRIDAY, MARCH 19, 1993 
STAGE U (BANDS)-CAC Concert Hall 
4:30p.m. 
Xenia Concert Band 
John Hamer, Director 
Class: B Participants: 55 Enrollment 600 
Coat of Arms ................................................................................................................... George Kenny 
The Light Eternal ..................................................................................................... James Swearingen 
JubUoso ............................................................................................................................. Ed Huckeby 
5:00p.m. 
Centerville Concert Band 
Wayne Markworth. Director . 
Class: B Participants: 53 Enrollment: 1. 500 
Black Watch ................................................................................................................ Claude T. SIIlith 
Prelude and Rondo ....................................................................................................... David Holsinger 
Toccata for Band ........................................................................................................... F'rank Ertckson 
5:30p.m. 
Trotwood-Madison Concert Band 
Bradley C. Neavin, Director 
Class: B Participants: 65 Enrollment: 461 
Allied Honor ............................................................................................................... King/SWeartngen 
Caprtccio Concertant ............................................................................................... W. F'rancis McBeth 
1'rail of Tears ................................................................................................................... Jam es Barnes 
6:00p.m. 
Colonel White Symphonic Band 
Suzanne K. Skinner, Director 
Class: B Participants: 50 Enrollment 600 
The Pearl Fishers Overture ............................................................................................... Georges Bizet 
The Light Eternal ..................................................................................................... Ja.Illes Swearingen 
Washington Post March ............................................................................................ John Phillip Sousa 
6:30 - 7:15 DINNER BREAK 
7:15p.m. 
Oakwood High School Band 
Susan Gerhard Hanley, Director 
Class: B Participants: 52 Enrollment 350 
The Standard of St. George ......................................................................................... Kenneth J. Alford 
The Ltgh t Eternal ..................................................................................................... J a.Illes Swearingen 
Hebrtdes Suite ........................................................................................................... Clare Grundman 
7:45p.m. 
Valley View Concert Band 
Darrell E. Iwr, Director 
Class: B Participants: 54 Enrollment 335 
The Fairest of tlle Fair ............................................................................................... John Philip Sousa 
The Light Eternal ..................................................................................................... James Swearingen 
Bravada Esprit .......................................................................................................................... Shaffer 
8:15p.m. 
Miamisburg Symphonic Band 
Don Davis, Director 
Class: B Participants: 65 Enrollment: 778 
Stategic Air Command .................................................................................................. Clifton Williams 
Prelude and Rondo ................................................................................................. ; ............... Holsinger 
Pageant of Light ........................................................................................................................ Shaffer 
8:45p.m. 
Bellbrook Symphonic Band 
David Spitzer and Barbara Siler, Directors 
Class: B Participants: 90 Enrollment: 390 
Block M ..................................................................................................................................... J. Billk 
Ught Eternal ............................................................................................................ James SWearingen 




























FRIDAY, MARCH 19, 1993 
STAGE m (CHOIRS)-Unlversity Center Dance Studio 
4:30p.m. 
Chaminade-Jullenne Chorus 
Usa Beringer, Director 
Class: D Participants: 49 Enrollment: 639 
Unexpected Song .............................................................................................................. Lloyd Webber 
Joshua Fit The Battle of Jertcho ............................................................................................. Pat Willet 
All Things Blight and Beautiful ................................................................................................... Rutter 
4:50 P.M. 
Miamisburg Mb:ed Choir 
Malana Turner, Director 
Class: C Participants: 70 Enrollment: 778 
River Song ........................................................................................................................ Cynthia Gray 
Sing Out a Song ........................................................................................................................... Besig 
A New DaWil .................................................................................................................................. :Lanz 
5:10 p.m. 
BrookvWe Chorus 
Barry Canan, Director 
Class: C Participants: 40 Enrollment: 265 
A New DaWil ......................................................................... , .............................................. Dunn/Reid 
Psallite .................................................................................................................................. Praetorius 
Somebocly's Knockin' At Your Door .......................................................................... arr. Michael I.ark.in 
5:30 p.m. 
Bellbrook "Legacy'' Chorus 
Monica Orban, Directnr 
Class: C Participants: 25 Enrollment: 386 
Lord, Listen To Your Children .................................................................................. arr. Jack Schrader 
The Clouds ....................................................................................................................... Cynthia Gray 
Like An Eagle ................................................................................................................ Carl Strommen 
5:50p.m. 
Stebbins Symphonic Choir 
Kenneth A. Hamed. Director 
Class: C Participants: 50 Enrollment: 900 
Gentle Annie ...................................................................................................................... Foster /Eliot 
Psallite .................................................................................................................................. Praetorius 
Praising Song ................................................................................. ............................................. Curtis 
8:10 p.m. 
Kettering-Fairmont Chorale 
Rodney L. Gradel, Director 
Class: B Participants: 76 Enrollment: 1,465 
IfYou Love Me .............................................................................................................. John Ness Bedk 
To Everything There is a Season ............................................................................................ Ed Harris 
Ticket To The Kingdom ......................................................................................................... Don Moore 
6:30 p.m. 
Centerville "Ellrtonians" Chorus 
Kathy Clark, Director 
Class: A Participants: 33 Enrollment: 1, 700 
Hallelujah, Amen ........................................................................................................................ Handel 
Chlng-A-Ring Chaw .................................................................................................................. Copland 
The Gift To Be Simple ......................................................................................................... arr. Chilcott 
6:50 - 7:35 DINNER BREAK 
7:35p.m. 
Centerville Glee Club 
Kathy Clark, Director 
Class: B Participants: 22 Enrollment: 1, 700 
Little Wheel ............................................................................................................................... Artman 
Johnny Has Gone For A Soldier ........................................................................................ arr. Churchill 











Miamisburg Girl's Choir 
Malana Turner, Director 
Class: A Participants: 16 Enrollment: 778 
wtiither Must I Wander .......................................................................................... R. Vaughn Williams 
.Agnus Dei .................................................................................................................................. Leavitt 
Go and Tell John .................................................................. ~ .... ..................................... Lloyd pfautsch 
8:15 p.m. 
Northmont Concert Choir 
Mark R. Barnhill, Director 
Class: A Participants: 94 Enrollment: 1.275 
Et In Terra Pax from "Gloria" ......................................... ............................................................. Vivaldi 
l.ord Have Mercy Upon Us .................................................................................................... Beethoven 
Gloria ..................................... ................................................. ................................................... Leavitt 
8:35p.m. 
Fairborn A'C&ppella Choir 
Paul E. Jackson, Sr., Director 
Class: AA Participants: 70 Enrollment 1,200 
Cruclftxus .................................................................................................................................... Bach 
Breath Of GOO ........................................................................................................................... Sateren 

























SATURDAY, MARCH 20, 1993 
STAGE I (BANDS)-CAC Festival Playhouse 
8:30 a.m. 
Belmont Concert Band 
Norbert P. Reyrwlds, Director 
Class: C Participants: 40 Enrolhnent: 635 
Heatll.eIWooci Portrait ...................................................................................................... James Barnes 
Covtngton Square ..................................................................................................... James Swearingen 
King Cotton ....................................................................................... John Philip Sousa/Bill Holcombe 
9:00a.m. 
Chaminade-Jullenne Symphonic Band 
Thomas Bailey, Director 
Class: C Participants: 56 Enrollment: 639 
Campbell River Sketches ......................................................................................................... Williams 
Covtngton Square ..................................................................................................... James Swearingen 
March Lamar ......................................................................... • ....................................... Clifton Williams 
9:30a.m. 
Carroll Concert Band 
Kyle L Harrop, Director 
Class: C Participants: 50 Enrollment: 600 
Jackson I..ake Overture ................................................................................................... Mark Willlams 
Covtngton Square ..................................................................................................... James Swearingen 
March of the Combat Patrol .......................................................................................... David Holsinger 
lO:OOa.m. 
Ceclarrille Concert Band 
Loyd F. Stigers, Director 
Class: C Participants: 45 Enrollment: 140 
March for Freedom ........................................................................................................... Steve Hoclges 
Symphonic Festival ..................................................................................................... Robert W. Smith 
Montage .................................................................................................................... John Tatgenhorst 
10:30a.m. 
Brookville Concert Band 
Kirby S. Cain. Director 
Class: C Participants: 48 Enrollment 269 
United Nations ............................................................................................. Karl King/arr. Swearingen 
Cascade River Overture .................................................................................................... Douglas Akey 
Seagate Overture ...................................................................................................... James Swearingen 
11:00 a.m. 
Tri-Vlllage Concert Band 
J. Erle Flora, Director 
Class: C Participants: 64 Enrollment 145 
Coast Guards March ..................................................................................................................... King 
Nathan Hale 1'rilogy ................................................................................................................. Curnow 
Silver Jubilee Overture ....................................................................................................... Edmondson 
11:30 a.m. 
Northmont Concert Band 
Mark R. Barnhill, Director 
Class: C Participants: 86 Enrollment: 1,275 
Raging Thunder ............................................................................................................. David Schaffer 
Covtngton Square ..................................................................................................... James Swearingen 
K1mberly Overture ............................................................................................................ Jared Spears 
12:00 p.m. 
Fairborn Concert Band 
William Caroer,Director 
Class: C Participants: 69 Enrollment: l, 154 
Espirit ................................................................................................................................................. . 
Nathan Hill 'frilogy ........................................................................................................ James Curnow 
Toccata For Band .......................................................................................................... Frank Erickson 




















West Carrollton Concert Band 
Keith Kline, Director 
Class: B Participants: 90 Enrollment: 795 
l'roml:>one King .............................................................................................................................. King 
l'rail of Tears .............................................................................................................................. Barnes 
With. l'rumpets and Drums ............................................................................................................ Reed 
1:45 p.m. 
Stebbins Symphonic Band 
Jerome F. Rodenfels, Director 
Class: B Participants: 47 Enrollment 689 
The Circus Bee March ................................................................................................... Henry Fillmore 
The Light Eternal ..................................................................................................... James Swearingen 
Fanfare and Toccata ........................................................................................................... Ed Huckeby 
2:15 p.m. 
Alter Wind Ensemble 
George Koenig, Director 
Class: B Participants: 43 Enrollment: 500 
Black Watch ................................................................................................................ Claude T. Smifu 
The Eternal Light ..................................................................................................... James Swearingen 
Den bridge Way ......................................................................................................... James Swearingen 
2:45p.m. 
Dine Symphonic Band 
David L. Keener, Director 
Class: B Participants: 55 Enrollment 220 
Daughters of Texas ................................................................................................... John Philip Sousa 
l'rall ofTears ................................................................................................................... James Barnes 
Faces of Kum Ba Yah .................................................................................................. John P. Zdech.Uk 
3:15 p.m. 
Fairborn Symphonic Band 
Robert C. Bass, Director 
Class: AA Participants: 64 Enrollment: 1.159 
Children's March "Over the Hills and Far Away" ............................................... Percy Aldridge Grainger 
Hymn Variants .................................................................................................................... Alfred Reed 
Mornirlg Alleluias for the Winter Solstice ............................................................................. Ron Wilson 
3:45 p.m. 
Northmont Symphonic Band 
Reginald L. Richwine, Director 
Class: AA Participants: 85 Enrollment 1.275 
Children's March ...................................................................................................... Grainger /Erickson 
Hymn Vairants .................................................................................................................... Alfred Reed 

























SATURDAY, MARCH 20, 1993 
STAGE m (CHOIRS)-Universlty Center Dance Stud.lo 
8:SOa.m. 
Greenevlew Concert Choir 
Michael D. Law, Director 
Class: C Participants: 25 Enrollment 270 
Danny Boy ............................................................................................................................. Spevacek 
Sing Out A Song .................................................................................................................. Besig/Price 
He Shall Feed His Flock ............................................................................................... arr. F'rackenpohl 
8:50 a.m. 
Tri-Village Chorus 
Carol Flora. Director 
Class: C Participants: 45 Enrollment: 145 
Danny Boy ............................................................................................................................. Spevacek 
A Parting Blessing ...................................................................................................................... L.eavitt 
Shenandoah .............................................................................................................................. Wagner 
9:10 a.m. 
Falrbom Freshman Choir 
Paul E. Jackson. Sr .• Director 
Class: C Participants: 50 Enrollment: 1,200 
Song of tlle Sea .................................................................................................................... Hannisian 
A Parting Blessing ................................................................................................................... Williams 
Gentle Annie ............................................................................................................................... Foster 
9:30 a.m. 
West Carrollton Sophomore Treble Chorus 
Pat Carson. Director 
Class: C Participants: 22 Enrollment 800 
Pretty Uttle Shoes .............................................................................................................. John Carter 
Ticket to tlle Kingdom .......................................................................................................... Don Moore 
All tlle Pretty Little Horses ....................................................................................... Douglas E. Wagner 
9:50 a.m. 
Greeneview Girl's Ensemble 
Michael D. Law, Director , 
Class: C Participants: 25 Enrollment 270 
Psalm 67 ......................................................................................................................... Julie Knowles 
Ticket to tlle Kingdom .......................................................................................................... Don Moore 
The Riddle Song .................................................................................................................... Eddleman 
10:10 a.m. 
DI.de Treble Choir 
David L Keener, Director 
Class: B Participants: 25 Enrollment 220 
Vere Ianguores Nostros ...................................................................................................... Antonio Lotti 
Gloria .............................................................................................................................. Jospeh Haydn 
Hunting Song .................................................................................................................. Eugene Butler 
10:30 a.m. 
Falrbom Concert Choir 
Paul E. Jackson. Sr., Director 
Class: B Participants: 29 Enrollment 1,200 
Sanctus ...................................................................................................................................... Faure 
How Merrily We Live ....................................................................................................................... Este 
On The Beach At Night Alone ...................................................................................................... Butler 
10:50 a.m. 
Oakwood High School Choir 
Nell W. Zimmerman, Director 
Class: B Participants: 78 Enrollment: 344 
Kittecy ....................................................................................................................................... Billings 
To Everything There Is A Season ........................................................................................... Ed Harris 


























West Carrollton Concert Choir 
Pat Carson. Director 
Class: B Participants: 55 Enrollment: 800 
The Turtle Dove ................................................................................................... Linda Steen Spevacek 
To Everything There Is A Season ........................................................................................... Ed Harris 
0 Sing Allelut ...................................................................................................... Linda Steen Spevacek 
11:30 a.m. 
Dlzie Symphonic Choir 
David L. Keener. Director 
Class: B Participants: 40 Enrollment: 220 
Qui Dort lcl? .............................................................................................................. Orlando di Lasso 
Oh Maxy, Don't You Weep ............................................................................................... Donald Moore 
Lel:>enslust .................................................................................................................... Frariz Schul:>ert 
11:50 a.m. 
Xenia High School Treble Choir 
Mark Manley. Director 
Class: C Participants: 70 Enrollment: 850 
Kyrie .......................................................................................................................................... Leavitt 
Ticket To The Kingdom ......................................................... ; ...................................................... Moore 
Sing Alleluia, Sing .................................................................................................................... Knowles 
12:10 - 12:55 LUNCH BREAK 
12:55 p.m. 
Xenia High School Treble-Bass Choir 
Mark Manley. Director 
Class: C Participants: 24 Enrollment: 850 
Old Dan Tucker ..................................................................................................................... arr. Willet 
Come All Ye Fair An' Tender Ladies ...................................................................................... arr. Martin 
My Hearts in the Highlands ................................................................................................... Porterfield 
1:15 p.m. 
Kettering-Fairmont Men's Chorus 
Rodney L. Gradel, Director 
Class: B Participants: 20 Enrollment: 1,465 
Movln' On ........................................................................................................................ R Hannisian 
The Pasture ...................................................................................................................... R Thompson 
Bound For Jubilee .................................................................................................................... J. Eilers 
1:35 p.m. 
Patterson Career Center Chorale 
Euna M. Thompson, Director 
Class: B Participants: 35 Enrollment: l, 100 
Russian Picnic ........................................................................................................................... Enders 
Danny Boy .............................................................................................................. Douglas E. Wagner 
Ride The Chariot ............................................................................................ arr. Williain Heniy Smith 
1:55 p.m. 
Xenia High School Vocal Ensemble 
Mark Manley, Director 
Class: B Participants: 26 Enrollment: 850 
Jubilate Deo ............................................................................................................................ Althouse 
O Macy, Don't You Weep ............................................................................................................. Moore 
I'm Goin' Up A Yonder ............................................................................................................. arr. Reed 
2:15 p.m. 
Beavercreek Concert Choir 
Sharon L. Busch. Director 
Class: A Participants: 35 Enrollment: 1,600 
Jenny Rebecca .......................................................................................................... Clair T. McElfresh 
Set Me As A Seal ............................................................................................................. Rene Clausen 














Colonel White Select Chorus 
T. Doug Toles, Director 
Class: A Participants: 28 Enrolhnent: 600 
Shenandoah .................................................................................................................. arr. Jatnes Erb 
Set Me As A Seal ............................................................................................................. Rene Clausen 
In Bright Mansions ......................................................................................................... Roland Carter 
2:55 p.m. 
Kettering-Fairmont Women's Chorus 
RcxJ.ney L. Gradel, Director 
Class: A Participants: 40 Enrollment: 1,465 
Gloria in Excelsis ................................................................................................................... A Vivaldi 
Bright Is The Ring of Words .................................................................................... R. Vaughn Williams 
Go and Tell John ..................................................................................................................... Pfautsch 
3:15 p.m. 
Wayne Vanity Choir 
Basa Fett, Director 
Class: A Participants: 60 Enrollment: 1,850 
Shennandoah ....................................................................................................................... James Erb 
Set Me As A Seal ............................................................................................................. Rene Clausen 
Die Mit 'fra.nen SAen ..................................................................................................... Herman Schein 
3:25 p.m. 
Beavercreek A'Cappella Choir 
Sharon L. Busch. Director 
Class: AA Participants: 60 Enrollment: 1,600 
Gloria ........................................................................................................................... John Ness Beck 
Breath Of Goel ............................................................................................................... Leland Sateren 
Ave Maria ............................................................................................................................ F'ranz Biehl 
STUDENT RECITAL 
Thursday, April 1, 1993 
12:30 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
Solo de Concert 
Chris Adams, trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Stizzoso, mio stizzoso from La Serva Padrona 
Quelle aventure 
Je Te veux 
Sonata No. 3 
Allegro 
Danza Allegre 
Sonata inf-minor Op. 120 No. 1 (1894) 
Andante un poco Adagio 
Allegretto grazioso 
*Ardith Bonham. soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Tom Harding, saxophone 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Jeff Curtin. trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Pam Miller. clarinet 










George Frideric Handel 
(1865-1 759) 
arr. Sigurd Rasher 




-This recital is presented in partial.fulfillment of the requirements for a Bachleor of Music degree in Music Education. 
A music scholarship.fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving students. Your tax-deductible 
contribution will be grate.fully received by the Department of Music, Wright State University. Dayton. Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment. and video recording equipment is prohibited during a 
performn.nce without the prior written permission of the Music Department. 
Chi vuol la zlngarella 
Wlllst du dein Herz m1r schenken 
Lora Sayer, mezzo-soprano 




(17 .. -1782) 
A music sclwlarshipfund has been established. t.o provtde assistance to deserving students. Your tax-deductible contribution will. be gratefully received by the Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton. Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, au.d.iD recording equipment. and video recording equipment is prohibtt.ed during a performance without the prior written permission of the Music Department. 
SENIOR RECITAL 
Monday, April 12, 1993 
7:00 p.m. 
Recital Hall 
Ronda Delaet, oboe 
assisted by Joan Forbes, piano 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 





Sonate for Oboe ( 1938) 
I. Munter 
II. Sehr langsam-Lebhaft 
PROGRAM 
INTERMISSION 
Suite for Oboe, Clarinet, and Viola (1941) 
I. Gaio 
II. Adagio assai 
III.Allegro 
IV. Lento religioso 
V. Grave-Allegretto 
Ronda DeLaet, oboe 
Joelle Becher, clarinet 
Staci Cawley, viola 
Arcangelo Corelli 
(1653-1713) 





You are invited to attend a reception following the peeformance in room Ml 52. 
A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance t.o deserving students. Your tax-
deductible contrtbutiDn will be gratefully received by the Department of Music, Wright State University, 
Dayton., Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equtpment, and video recording equipment is 
prohibited during a performance without the prior written permission of the Music Department. 
STUDENT RECITAL 
Thursday, April 15, 1993 
12:30 p.m. 
Recital Hall 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
La Zingara 
I Love All Graceful Things 
Grand Duo Concertante Op. 48 
I. Allegro con fuoco 
Menuet and Dalio 
Das Miidchen sprlcht 
Sweet Chance, that led my steps abroad 
Carisa Holmes, soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Chad Fourman, clarinet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Jeny Caddell, trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
April Tranter, soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Andante and Allegro for Su:ophone and Piano 
Mandollne 
Early in the Morning ( 1958) 
Jeff Spurlock, saxophone 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Amanda Bogan, soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Gaetano Donizetti 
(1797-1848) 
Eric H. Thiman 
( 1900-1975) 














A mu.sic scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving students. Your tax-deductible contribution will be gratefully received by the Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton. Ohio 45435. 
The use Qf photographic equipment. audio recording equipment. and video recording equipment is prohibited during a performance 
wU:hout the prior written permission of the Mu.sic Department 
STUDENT RECITAL 
Tuesday, Aprtl 20, 1993 
12:30 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton. Ohio 
Kennst du das Land 
Heiss mlch nlcht reden 
In quelle trine morblde from Manon Lescaut 
The Whlstlln' Thief 
Che flero costume 
Requiem 
Concerto in Eb 
Largo 
Vivace 
0 Kiihler wald 
Si, tra l ceppl from Berenice 
•Ardith Bonham, soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Chris Steward, baritone 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Rick Edwards. trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Ryan Holway, baritone 
















Georg Frideric Handel 
(1685-1759) 
-Th.ts recital is presented in partial fal.fillment of the requirements for a Bachelor of Music degree in Music Education. 
A TTU.LSic sc.holarshtpjund has been established to provide assistance to d.eservtng students. Your tax-deducttble contrtbutton will be grateju1ly recef.ved by the Department of Music, Wright State University. Dayton. Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment. audio recording equipment. and Wieo recording equipment is prohibited dwing a performance without the prior written permission of the Music Department. 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Music 
Presents 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY BAND 
Dr. Jeffrey L. Traster, Conductor 
Christopher C. Weddle, Guest Conductor 
OHIO VALLEY BRITISH BRASS BAND 
Ed Nicko~ Conductor 
Tuesday, Aprll 20, 1993 
8:00 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Creative Arts Center 
Wright State University 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY BAND 




The Marriage of Figaro (Overture) Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
1 (1756-1791) arr. Earl Slocum 
Christopher C. Weddle. conductor 
Come. Sweet Death Johann Sebastian Bach I 
Christopher C. Weddle. conductor 
( 1685-1750) 
trans. Alfred Reed J 




Golden Light (1992) 
Jubilate (1991) 




Carntval of Venice 
The Poet and Peasant 
March "Power and Glory" 
omo VALLEY BRITISH BRASS BAND 
Ed Nickol. conductor 
PROGRAM 
Mr. Francis Laws. euphonium 






J .J. Richards 




Franz von Suppe 
John Philip Sottsa 
A music scholarshipfa.nd has been established t.o provide assistance t.o deseroing students. Your tax-deductible contribution will 
be gratefully received by the Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayt.on. Ohio 45435. 
The use of phot.ographfc equipment. audio recording equipment. and video recording equipment ls prrohibited during a perfonnance 







The Ohio Valley British Brass Band was organized in February 1992. Its members include 
professional musicians. students. teachers. and amateur musicians from around the Ohio Valley. The 
instrumentation of the band follows that of the brass bands of England. This includes E flat soprano 
cornet. repiano cornet. B flat soprano cornets, B flat flugelhorn, E flat alto horns, English bore 
baritone euphonium. tenor and bass trombone, E flat & B flat tubas and percussion. The band has 
performed at several events since its inception including the opening of the Packard Museum and the 
tree lighting ceremonies of the Dayton Holiday Festival. The band rehearses on Thursday evening 
each week and is under the sponsorship of Hauer Music House. 
Francis H. Laws. Associate Professor of Music, joined the Wright State University faculty in 1972. He 
teaches applied music (trombone and euphonium) and music education courses. performs in the 
Faculty Brass Quintet and serves as Assistant Chair of the Music Department. 
A clinician for Willson euphoniums. Mr. Laws has performed as soloist and with various ensembles in 
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Tennessee, Colorado, Minnesota, Maine, Texas, and the District of Columbia. 
Locally. he has also performed as bass trombonist. tenor trombonist and tenor tu bist with the Dayton 
Philharmonic Orchestra, as well as trombonist and tenor tubist with the Springfield Symphony. He 
has presented numerous perlormances, master classes. workshops and clinics at public schools. 
universities, and state and national conferences. A former public school band director in the state of 
Texas. he maintains close ties with instrumental music teachers in the Ohio schools. 
Mr. Laws has premiered new compositions as well as arrangements for solo euphonium. His editions 
of solo works with band accompaniments arranged by Raymond J. Baumgardt are published by 
Arrangements Unlimited. Several of his arrangements for tuba quartet. published by OVTQ Press are 
currently on the Ohio Music Education Association solo and ensemble contest list. 
His former students are employed in various areas of the music industry in addition to those who are 
music educators and perlormers in military bands and professional symphony orchestras throughout 
the United States. 
A native of Texas, he holds graduate and undergraduate degrees from Texas A & I University and the 
University of Houston. He has been a graduate assistant with the Indiana University Bands and a 
trombone and euphonium student of Keith Brown and Henry Charles Smith. 
Karl Sievers grew up in Louisville, KY, and began to study the trumpet at age nine. His principal 
teachers in Louisville were Delbert Hoon and Leon Rapier, both members of the Louisville Orchestra. 
Mr. Sievers received his BM and MM degrees in Trumpet Perlormance from the Indiana University 
School of Music, where his principal teacher was William Adam. After a short stint in the Buddy Rich 
band, Mr. Sievers became the lead trumpet player and assistant conductor on the PTL Television Show 
in Charlotte, NC. While in North Carolina, he was very busy as a chamber musician and with the 
Charlotte Symphony, in addition to his work at the PTL studios. 
Mr. Sievers comes to Dayton from having taught at Northwest Missouri State University. While there, 
he was a member of the Trilogy Big Band in Kansas City, which is in the process of releasing it first 
compact disk. 
Mr. Sievers is pursuing completion of his DMA Trumpet Perlormance at the University of Missouri 
Conservatory in Kansas City. He presently teaches studio trumpet, jazz band, and brass choir at 
Wright State University, in addition to playing in the WSU Faculty Brass Quintet. 
Mr. Sievers' wife, Beth, is an accomplished violinist, holding performance degrees from Indiana 
University and the University of Missouri Conservatory. They have two daughters, Lauren and Emily, 
and an English Springer Spaniel named Louis Armstrong. 
PROGRAM NOTES 
The opera, The Marria~e of Fi2aro, was written by Mozart in 1786. Since its first production on May 
first of 1786, it has been transcribed and arranged by several composers. This particular overture was 
arranged by Earl Slocum in 1958. Most early classical overtures were in three sections: Fast, Slow. 
Fast. This type of overture is called a da capo or reprise overture. Mozart's The Marna,ge of Figaro 
overture is in one tempo throughout, but retains the da capo form. 
Come. Sweet Death was written as a chorale prelude, a composition based on a protestant chorale 
melody and intended to serve as an introduction to the singing of the chorale. Alfred Reed transcribed 
this work in 1976 for concert band or wind ensemble from Bach's chorale prelude for organ. Reed is 
one of the many celebrated band composers of this century. He has written two hundred published 
works for band and chamber groups. Several of his compositions are required works on state contest 
lists throughout the nation. 
Composed in 1926, Spiel fUr Blasorchester, op. 39 is written in the neo-classtc style. Its terse 
instrumentation. clarity of form, and lightness of style are owing to the era of Mozart and Haydn while 
its dissonance, rhythms, and melodic gesture are clearly of the early twentieth century. 
Golden Light - A Celebration Piece was commissioned by the South Shore Conservatory of Hingham. 
Massachusetts to honor its 20th anniversary. Golden Light is an energetic and joyous piece which 
evolved out of brisk walks in the woods of upper Manhatten near which I lived for many years. The 
title was inspired by the play of sunlight in the trees. especially in late afternoons. The mildly hypnotic 
state induced by walking at a rapid pace brought about a music of short, repetitive melodic fragments 
and interweaving polyrhythms. The influence is distinctly traditional African where many voices arise 
out of a stable tonality to weave and blend together. (Notes by composer). 
Jubilate is a joyous set of three continuous variations based on the melody, "Prospect". ''Prospect" is 
an American folk hymn that first appeared in print in the original 1835 edition of Southern Harmony, 
a shaped-note collection of melodies most frequently used in the southern singing school tradition. 
Fanfare for N.AB.B.A (North American Brass Band Association) is respectfully dedicated to all brass 
bands throughout North America; collegiate. community, professional, Salvation Army. et. al. Joseph 
John Richards was born in Wales on August 27, 1878 and came to the United States with his parents 
when he was four years old. He conducted and played in many bands and was admired and respected 
by all who played under his direction and by the countless audiences which attended his concerts. 
Richards composed about fifty marches with several of them still being popular and frequently 
performed. The "Midwest March" is popular with brass bands. This arrangement for brass band was 
done by Derek Broadbent. 
Danny Boy, also known as "Irish Tune from County Derry'' or "Londonderry Air" is a traditional Irish 
Melody. This arrangement for euphonium solo and brass band was published in 1990 by David R 
Werden, euphonium soloist with the United States Coast Guard Band and is exquisitely played by 
euphonium soloist Mr. Francis Laws. 
I..aude literally means hymns of praise. These four variations evoke the many moods of praise: from 
brilliant exultation to quiet reflection, concluding majestically with the main theme "Praise to the Lord, 
the Ahnighty, the King of creation." This work was written in 1987 to honor the lOOth Anniversary of 
the New York Staff Band and Male Chorus. 
Camivaj of Venice is probably the most well known of all cornet solos. This arrangement for brass 
band arranged by Alan Catherall is performed by cornet soloist Mr. Karl Sievers. 
The Poet and Peasant was written in 1854 by Franz von Suppe as incidental music to a play of the 
same name. The play is no longer performed but after more than a century, the Overture is very much 
alive, perhaps because it is a piece whose direct melodies and energetic rhythms have the virtue of 
sounding at home on every instrument, from a steam calliope to the full panoply of a symphony 
orchestra. 
Power and Glory march was written by John Phillip Sousa in 1923. It was originally published under 
the name March of the Mitten Men. Thomas E. Mitten was top executive of the Philadelphia Rapid 
Transit Company whose trolleys transported throngs of people to Willow Grove Park to here the Sousa 
Band. The march was dedicated to Mitten and his employees. Mitten's favorite hymn, "Onward 
Christian Soldiers" is the basis of the march's trio. A second edition of the march was published as 
Power and Glory. a "fraternal march". 
fLUTE/PICCOLO 
Michele Bird.• New Carlisle 
Jennifer Deeken. Fairborn 
Kelley Hively, Sprindield 
Holly Ann Keadle, XCnia 
OBOE 
Ronda Delaet. Fairborn 
CLARl'.NET 
Shane Anderson. Richwood 
Joelle Becher,• Dayton 
Veronica Cavanau~-Jany, Dayton 
Phyllis A Combs, Ruber Heights 
Pamela S. Miller, Dayton 
Kerri K. Schofteld, Fairborn 
BASS CLARINET 
Robyn L. Hapner, Springfield 





















Christopher M. Hammiel 
WSU SYMPHONY BAND 
Names are listed alphabetically in each section to emphasize each 
members contribution to the group. Asterisk denotes section leader. 
SAXOPHONE 
Christopher T. Centers, Springboro 
Cary L. May, Bellbrook 
David M. Sapp.• Dayton 
Jeffrey A. Spurlock, Dayton 
TRUMPET 
Christopher Ada.ms. Kettering 
Kimberly D. Ary. Springboro 
Jeffrey C. Curtin. Kettering 
Richard C. Edwards. Fairborn 
Chad Feller. Dayton 
Christopher M. Hammiel, Dayton 
JessicaM. Hendrickson. Lebanon 
Martin Saunders, Fairborn 
Chrtstopher C. Weddle, Fairborn 
Laura Lynn Weddle,• Fairborn 
J!Q!Y! 
Kimberly Fox. Fairborn 
Carla Thomas.• Enon 
TROMBONE 
Douglas E. Battson, Ttpp City 
Dou~ Bland.• Centerville 
TI.mothy J. Olt. Kettering 
OIDOVALLEY 
BRITISH BRASS BAND 
SQLQ ALTO HQRN 
Debbie Kahler 
lat ALTO HORN 
Ed Nagel 
Carla A. Thomas 














Dan Bentley. Dayton 
Brian M. Cooke, Kettering 
Edward A Miller, Kettering 
TUBA 
Eric Kinser,• Dayton 
Doug Probasco. Kettering 
MeliSsa Witte, Dayton 
J?ERCUSSION 
David Atha, Oakwood 
Jermaine Magee, Cleveland Heights 
Brian Miller. Dayton 
Timothy Parker, Middletown 
LmRARIAN 
Phyllis A Combs 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 























Thursday, April 22, 1993 
12:30 p.m. 
Concert Hall 




Sonatine No. V, Opus 96 
Adagio 
Allegro 
Solo De Concert 
La serenade interrompue 
Prelude. op. 11. no. 1 
Kim Ary. trumpet 
Joan Forbes. piano 
Tom Helm, baritone 
Joan Forbes. piano 
Kelley Hively, flute 
Holly Keadle, flute 
Jessi Hendrickson, trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Caroline Salido, piano 
Duo Concertant for Clarinet and Piano (1956) 
Joelle Becher, clarinet 


















Chrts Hammiel. trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Als Luise die Brlef e lhres ungetreuen Ltebhabers verbrannte 
(As Lutse burned the letters of her faithless lover) 
Steal Me. Sweet Thief from The Old Maid and the Thief 
Kristina Robertson. soprano 
Joan Forbes, plano 
Alexander Arutunian 
(b. 1920) 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
(1756-1 791) 
Gian Carlo Menotti 
(b. 1911) 
A music scholarship fund has been establ.Lshed to proutde assistance to deserving students. Your tax-deductible contribution will 
be gratefully received by the Department of Muslc, Wright State University, Dayton. Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic eq_uipment. audio recordlng equipment. and video recording equipment is prohibited during a performance 
without the prior written permission of the Music Deparl:rnent. 
GUEST RECITAL 




Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 




Mouvment de Menuet 
Anime 
Fantaslen, Opus 116 
Capriccio - Presto energico 
Intermezzo - Andante 
Capriccio - Allegro passionate 
Intermezzo -Adagio 
Intermezzo - Andante con grazia ed intlmissimo sentlmento 
Intermezzo - Andantino teneramente 
Capriccio - Allegro agitate 
Suite, Opus 14 
Alegretto ( ~ =120) 
Scherzo (d. =122) 
Allegro ( d = 124) 
Sostenuto (j =120-110) 

















James Tannenbaum is a member of the distinguished Cleveland Institute 
of Music Conservatory Piano Faculty and is Artist in Residence at the 
Willoughby School of Fine Arts. The renowned pianist and teacher has delighted 
audiences for over twenty-five years with a new recital program each season and 
has appeared regularly in concerto and chamber music settings with some of our 
finest musicians throughout the country. 
Mr. Tannenbaum has won numerous honors and awards including the 
prestigious Beryl Rubinstein Memorial Scholarship for degree study at the 
Cleveland Institute of Music and an appearance in the prominent West Shore 
Concert Series. His competition victories include first prize in the Battle Creek 
International Competition, first prize in the Michigan State University Concerto 
Competition, first prize in the Cleveland Institute of Music Solo Piano 
Competition, and first prize in the Cleveland Institute of Music Concerto 
Competition. Mr. Tannenbaum's advanced master's and doctoral studies were 
with Victor Babin and Vitya Vronsky. He also studied with Marianne Mastics, 
Pierre Luboschutz, Leonard Shure, Theodore Lettvin, and Mildred Kotora 
Snyder. 
Mr. Tannenbaum has been recognized by the Ohio House of 
Representatives with a special proclamation honoring 25 years as an outstanding 
concert pianist. 
Mr. Tannebaum has been a stalwart in the Cleveland Institute of Music 
distinguished Wednesday Night Concert Series, appearing with such artists as 
Eleanor Steber, Helen Vannni, Paul Sperry, Mo Sharp, and Franklin Cohen. He 
also has appeared regularly as soloist on this series. Also, Mr. Tannenbaum was 
piano soloist while on tour with the Michigan State Singers and was selected 
from among this country's finest young pianists to participate in the first two 
seasons of the Blossom Chamber Music Festival, later appearing as soloist at the 
Blossom Music Center. 
Mr. Tannenbaum's students have received many honors including a first 
prize in the Cleveland Orchestra's Young Artists Competition. 
Each Season Mr. Tannenbaum conducts master classes as well as performs 
recitals during his many visits to college campuses. 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC 
1993 SPRING CHORAL TOUR 
First Lutheran Church 
April 25, 1993 
Dayton, Ohio 
Beavercreek High School 
May4, 1993 
Beavercreek, Ohio 
Franklin High School 
May 5, 1993 
Franklin, Ohio 
Finneytown High School 
May 5, 1993 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
West Carrollton High School 
May 6, 1993 
West Carrollton, Ohio 
Lebanon High School and Berry Middle School 
May 6, 1993 
The Wright State Chorale 
Hank Dahlman, conductor 
Sharon Nelson, accompanist 
Caroline Salido, asst. accompanist 
Lebanon, Ohio 
Lebanon Area Community Chorus 
Presbyterian Church 
May 6, 1993 
Lebanon, Ohio 
Anderson High School 
May 7, 1993 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
University Madrigal Singers 
Hank Dahlman, conductor 
Caroline Salido, accompanist 
WSU Vocal Jazz Ensemble 
Mary Michenfelder, conductor 
] ohn Wright, accompanist 
PROGRAM 
Selections to be chosen from the following: 
The Wright State Chorale 
Ave verum corpus 
Ave Maria 
0 Sacred Head Now Wounded 
K yrie (from Mass in d minor, 'Nelson°) 
Geistliches Lied: Lass dich nur nicht nichts daruen, Op. 30 
I Love My Love, Op. 36, No. 5 
Psalm 117 0979) 
From Frostiana 
A Girl's Garden 
Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening 
The Road Not Taken 
Cindy (1989) 
Raise a Ruckus (1956) 
River in Judea (1991) 
From Pippen 
With You 
Comer of the Sky 
Fair Phyllis I Saw Sitting 
April is in My Mistress' Face 
Weep 0 Mine Eyes 
Mon coeur se recommande a vous 
Tritt auf den Riegel von der Tiir 
Ryan Holway, baritone solo 
University Madrigal Singers 
William Byrd 
(c. 1543-1623) 
Tomas Luis de Victoria 
(c. 1549-1611) 
Johann Sebestian Bach 
(1685-1750) 











arr. Robert de Cormier 
arr. John Leavitt 







Or land us Lassus 
(1532-1594) 
Or land us Lassus 
Tritt auf den Riegel von der Tiir 
II est bel est bon 
My Bonnie Lass She Smelleth 
It was a Lover and His Lass (1975) 
From Six Chansons 
La Biche 
Puisque tout passe 
And All That Jazz 
That's A Plenty 
I Got Rhythm 
Georgia on My Mind 
All The Things You Are 
The Shadow of Your Smile 
The Longest Time 
Juke Box Saturday Night 
SPECIAL THANKS TO: 
WSU Vocal Jazz Ensemble 
Dr. Perry Moore, Dean, College of Liberal Arts 
Dr. J. Alan Whiston, Chair, Department of Music 
Dr. Sharon Nelson, Faculty, Department of Music 
Ms. Mary Michenfelder, Faculty, Department of Music 
Mrs. Joan Forbes, Staff Accompanist, Department of Music 
Mrs. Rosi Arnold, Secretary, Department of Music 
Mrs. Kathie Barbour, Administrative Assistant, Department of Music 
First Lutheran Church, Dayton, Mrs. Linda Schutt, Director of Music 
Beavercreek High School, Mrs. Sharon Busch, Choral Director 
Franklin High School, Mrs. Paige Hunt, Choral Director 
Finneytown High School, Mrs. Teresa Merrill, Choral Director 
West Carrollton High School, Mrs. Pat Carson, Choral Director 
Lebanon High School and Berry Middle School, Mr. David Donovan, Choral Director 
Lebanon Area Community Chorus, Mr. David Donovan, Music Director 











arr. Kirby Shaw 
arr. Mac Huff 
arr. Jack Kunz 
arr. Gene Pu er ling 
arr. Gene Puerling 
arr. Gene Puerling 
arr. Roger Emerson 
arr. Anita Kerr 
The Wright State Chorale 
Soprano Alto Tenor Bass Jennifer Bruce Jodie Brown Michael Anderson Jim Brown Nancy Carter Michele Jacobs Scott Barnett Jim Byrnside Carisa Holmes Kim Osburn Benjamin Thomas Helm 
Cearhardt Marie Latendresse Caroline Salido Tom Harding ~an Holway f ennifer Pfile Lara Sa~r Maurice Harris rtin Jenkins oan Reynolds Sherry ott Steve Meier Geoffrey 
Linthicum Kristina Robertson Sheila Thomas Jeff Ricks Samuel Morgan Angela Sanders Emily Winks Sean Welsh Oifton Schneider Suzanne Stephens 
Chris Steward Emily Stevens 
Damon Williams 
The University Madrigal Singers 
Soprano Alto Tenor Bass Amanda Bogan Phyllis Combs Michael Andrews Jim Brown Jennifer Bruce Caroline Salido Jeff Ricks Ryan Holway April Tranter Tammy Stanze Chris Steward Damon Williams 
John Wright 
Vocal Jazz Ensemble 
Soprano Alto Tenor Bass Kristin Borgerding Shelli Jacobs Ben Gearhardt Rob Brown Marie Latendresse Tina Nocero Jeff Ricks Joe Fenimore Jennifer Pfile Kai Ransom Sean Welsh Todd Roeder Emily Rust John Wright Damon Williams 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC 
The Faculty String Quartet 
Richard G. Linn 
Beth Sievers 
Judi R. Smith 
Sarah Shifferd 
with special guest, 
Randall Paul, Clarinet 
Sunday, April 25, 1993 
8:00 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Creative Arts Center 
Program 





Allegretto con variazoni 
Three Divertimenti (1936) 
II. Waltz 
Alla Marcia (1933) 



















A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving students. J 
Your tax-deductible contribution will be gratefully received by the Department of Music, J 
Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment, and video recording 
equipment is prohibited during a performance without the prior written permission of the 
Music Department. J 
J 
The Strine Quartet 
1 hard G. Linn received his B.S. in Music Education from West Chester University and a 
Master in Performance from the University of Massachusetts. He holds a D.M.A. in 
~Eormance and Pedagogy from the University of Iowa. He has had extensive performing 
: conducting experience, and has taught in the Pennsylvania public schools. As an 
1 .. sistant Professor of Music at Wright State, his responsibilities include instruction in violin, 
string methods, performing with the Faculty String Quartet, the University Chamber Orchestra 
: conducting the University/Community Orchestra. 
kandall S. Paul, clarinet, has been a member of the music faculty since 1983. He came to 
Ohio from New York where he performed as principal clarinet of the Utica Symphony and 
: died at Ithaca College. While in New York, Randy recorded the work Piece for Clarinet 
ONE. Mr. Paul was a featured soloist with this work at the International Clarinet 
Conference, this past summer. Randy is an active soloist and symphony musician holding 
; sitions in the Dayton Philharmonic and Opera Orchestras. The New York Times called his 
o performance in Carnegie Hall "a dapper performance." Mr. Paul was invited to be a 
J.c tured soloist this June at the Oklahoma Clarinet Symposium. 
~ th Sievers received her Bachelor of Music in violin performance from the Indiana 
1 iversity School of Music, and recently completed her Master of Music in Violin 
Performance at the University of Missouri Conservatory in Kansas City. Her principal 
tefcchers have been Tiberius Klausner and Franco Gulli. Ms. Sievers has been active as a 
! fessional performer for many years, having been a member of the Charlotte Symphony 
_ C), and having been the solo violinist in a touring production of Stravinsky's L'Histoire du 
Soldat. In addition her album credits are extensive, having participated in the production of 
rnf1y contemporary Christian recordings . 
. Jdi R. Smith joined the Wright State University Faculty in 1991 as the Faculty Associate in 
Viola. She received her Bachelor of Music Education degree and her Master's degree in Viola 
£ormance from the Ohio State University. Ms. Smith's teaching experiences include : ing as Strings Specialist for both music instructor for the French Woods Festival of the 1-' rforming Arts in Hancock, New York. Ms. Smith has played in several orchestras 
throughout Ohio, including the Springfield Symphony, Westerville Civic Symphony, the Pro 
· sica Chamber Orchestra of Columbus, and Opera Columbus. 
Sarah S.hifferd comes to Wright State University from Cincinnati, where she is currently 
ripleting her studies at the University of Cincinnati's College-Conservatory of Music. She 
i studied with Janet Horvath, at CCM with Yehuda Hanani and Lee Fisher, and most recently 
b nt a year studying in London with the eminent pedagogue William Pleeth. She has played 
recitals and chamber music concerts throughout the Midwest, and participated in the Aspen, 
: I<! Hampden-Sydney Music Festivals. An avid chamber musician, she is also active in 
: Jlllentic performance practice. 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Music 
Presents 
TM 
THE CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 
Concert V 
William ]. Steinohrt, Conductor 
The Faculty Woodwind Quintet 
Laura Walter-Lakes, Flute 
Susan Eischeid, Oboe 
Randall Paul, Clarinet 
Jacqueline Henderson, Bassoon 
Lisa Helm-Hancock, Horn 
Tuesday, April 27, 1993 . 
8:00 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Creative Arts Center 
Woodwind Quintet Pro~ram Notes 
Trois Pieces Breves Jacques Ibert 
Tonight's program f atures two pieces from the standard repertoire for Wind Quintet. Jacques Ibert'f j 
Three Short Pi ces was composed in (1930) and follows a typical three movement format. The firs' 
movement i short, fast, and lively. The predominant rhythm is a triplet motive which is passed from 
player to player. You will notice sharp contrasts of dynamics and brilliant technical passages. The 
second movement is a departure from the others. It features the flute and clarinet in a slo\'\ 
intertwining, polyphonic melody which tests the performers skill of control and blend. The final~ 
begins with a slow introduction, but soon features the instruments with brilliant technical passages. 
Blaserquintett Es-Dur, Op. 88, Nr. 2 Anton Reicha 
Although Reicha's Wing Quintet derives its heritage from the classical masters Haydn and Mozart, i' l 
contains a richer harmonic language and performance techniques more akin to the Romantic spiri~ } 
Each instrument is featured at some point, delighting listeners with its schizophrenic mood shifts, 
tempo changes, and rapid scale and arpeggio figurations. 
Chamber Orchestra Pro~ram Notes \ I 
Symphony No. 5 in B flat Major Frans Schubert 
Schubert was born and died in Vienna. He was the only great Viennese composer native to the city. 
His B flat Symphony was composed in 1816 when Schubert was only nineteen years old. It was no• ~ 
published until 1885. } 
This symphony is probably one of the best loved pieces in the symphonic repertoire because of its 
ch rful serenity, engaging melodies, and crystal-clear structure. It is written for chamber orchestr• J} 
and is sometimes called "the Symphony without Trumpets and Drums." After Schubert's death, th, 
manuscript was lost for forty years to be rediscovered by Sir George Groves and Sir Arthur Sullivan. 
The first public performance of the work took place fifty-seven years after it was written. J 
Faniska Overture M. Luigi Cherubini 
Cherubini was an Italian composer, theorist, and teacher belonging mainly to the French School. H 
was a dominant figure in French musical life for half a century. He made a major contribution tv 
French operatic history and had a lasting influence on music education, both in France and abroad. A 
prolific composer, he already had 36 works to his credit by the time he was eighteen. 
The opera Faniska was written in Vienna in 1805-06 and was performed all over Germany in the first 
years after it's premiere. It was performed in German, French, Dutch, and Russian, but never i;--
Cherubini's native Italian. 
11 
1 





Ill. Assez lent - Allegro scherzando 
· 1 Blaserquintett Es-Dur, Op. 88, Nr. 2 
I. Lento - Allegro Moderato 
II. Scherzo: Allegro - Trio - Allegro 
Ill. Andante grazioso 
IV. Finale: Allegro molto 
lFaniska Overture 
·~symphony No. 5 in B flat Major 
Allegro 














The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment and video recording equipment is 
prohibited during a performance without the prior written permission of the Music Department. 
The Faculty String Quartet 
Th faculty Woodwind Quint t ha b en delighting audiences since 1987 with th ir bold and 
chall nging programs. B sides performing cone rts at Wright State, the ensemble performs 
frequently in local public schools and around the Dayton area promoting an interest in high quality j 
chamber music. The members of the quintet are all active solo and orchestral performers, as well as 
serving as the principal wind players in the Wright State Chamber Orcherstra. 
l Laura Walter-Lakes, flute, joined the music faculty at Wright State in 1990. She received her musical training at the University of Kentucky and her teachers include Kyril Magg, (Oncinnati Orchestra), 
James Galway, (recording artist), Louis Moyse, Julius Baker, Geoffrey Gilbert and Carol Wincenc. 
Besides her studio responsibilities, she also holds positions in the Lexington Philharmonic and the l 
Springfield Orchestra. The Just Wright Hute Choir, which she organized and conducts, was invited 
to perform at the Ameriflora Exhibit in Columbus. 
Lisa Helm-Hancock, horn, is completing her first year at Wright State. She joined our faculty from I 
Washington State University where she performed in their faculty quintet and held the position of 
principal horn in the Washington-Idaho Symphony. Lisa has recorded the Beethoven 9th Symphony 
with the Cincinnati Philharmonia Orchestra and has appeared on National Public Radio in Cincinnati 
and Washington. 
Jacqueline M. Henderson, bassoon, is also completing her first year at Wright State. She joins our 
faculty from Kansas City where she performed with the Kansas City Symphony and taught at the 
Kinhaven Music School. Jacqueline toured Europe with West Side Story and won the M.D.R.S. 
Young Artist Competition in 1989. She has appeared on Public Radio with the Amphion Wind 
Quintet and recently completed h r studies with William Winstead at the College - Conservatory of 
Music in Cincinnati. 
Susan Eischeid, oboe, joined the music faculty at Wright State in 1988. She came to Dayton from the \ 
Mexico City Philharmonic and also serves on the faculty of the Eastern Music Festival in North ( 
Carolina. Susan has performed with the Cincinnati Ballet, the Fort Wayne Philharmonic, and the 
West Virginia Symphony and is currently a member of the Eastern Philharmonic Orchestra. She has 
appeared as soloist with the Pittsburgh Symphony and received a grant in 1990 from the New Yor1' 
based Littauer Foundation to present a three month recital tour of Europe and Greece. Her teachers 
include Robert Bloom (NBC Symphony, Philadelphia Orchestra), and Thomas Stacy (New York ~ 
Philharmonic). ) 
Randall S. Paul, clarinet, has been a member of the music faculty since 1983. He came to Ohio from 
New York where he performed as principal clarinet of the Utica Symphony and studied at Ithaca 
College. While in New York, Randy recorded the work Piece for Clarinet ALONE. Mr. Paul was' 
featured soloist with this work at the International Clarinet Conference, this past summer. Randy is 
an active soloist and symphony musician holding positions in the Dayton Philharmonic and Operr. 
Orchestras. The New York Times called his solo performance in Carnegie Hall "a dapper performance.' 
Mr. Paul was invited to be a featured soloist this June at the Oklahoma Clarinet Symposium. 
) 
The Chamber Orchestra 
stablished in 1985, this orchestra performs a wide variety of chamber orchestra repertoire. 
Tonight's performance is the fifth concert in the Chamber Orchestra's eighth season. The series is 
·E shared with Wright State faculty ensembles and soloists. 
Of special significance is the active role that the music faculty play in this ensemble. Many of the 
rincipal chairs in winds and strings are filled by the faculty who also serve as teachers and leaders of 
their sections. The orchestra membership also includes scholarship recipients, university students, 
area music teachers, community musicians, and superior high school students. 
The Chamber Orchestra Scholarship Program 
!The Chamber Orchestra offers four-year scholarships to exceptional performers through the generous support of the President's Chamber Orchestra Scholarships, the Claru·s K. Sucher Chamber Orchestra 
Endowment, and the Paul Katz Chamber Orchestra Scholarship Fund. 
Contributions to the Paul Katz Chamber Orchestra Fund can be made to the Department of Music, 
Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. This important scholarship was established in honor of 
Dr. Paul Katz, founding conductor of the Dayton Philharmonic Orchestra. 
'l Presently, these scholarships are held by Jeanelle Braun, Melanie Clark, Denise Carter, Staci Cawley, 
Julia Stevens, and Rebecca Veley. 
The Chamber Orchestra Series 
Concert I with Karl Sievers, trumpet 
. t Tuesday, October 6, 1992 
Concert II with Faculty Brass Quintet 
Tuesday, November 3, 1992 
Concert III with Faculty String Quartet 
Tuesday, February 2, 1993 
I Concert IV with Jackson Leung, piano 
Tuesday, March 9, 1993 
J Concert V with Faculty Woodwind Quintet 
Tuesday, April 27, 1993 
j Concert VI with Jim McCutcheon, guitar 






Sara R. Morgan 
Ronnamarie Jensen 













*Sarah K. Shifferd 
Katherine Lanzotti 









1992-93 Chamber Orchestra 
Qh.Q.e 
*Susan Eischeid 
Candi Kirk Morris 
Amy Cotterman 
Clarinet 

















*Music Faculty and Faculty Associates 
I 
DIRECTORS 
Contributions to the Paul Katz 
Chamber Orchestra Scholarship Fund 
· ~ Mrs. Paul Katz 
BENEFACTOR 
Dr. and Mrs. Perry Moore 
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel Pitner 
PATRON 
, l Anonymous 
~ Anonymous 
Dr. Jerrie McGill 
L. David Mirkin, M.D. 
Mrs. Charles M. Michaels 
Alex and Eileen Roche 
Wayne and Anna Lee Russell 
Ralph and Marilyn Smith 
Dr. William Steinohrt 
Dr. Jeffery L. Traster 
Dr. and Mrs. J. Alan Whiston 
CONTRIBUTORS 
Caroline Burnet 
O Dr. SharonNelson 




Thursday, April 29, 1993 
12:30 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
11111 .... 1 ~I Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
The Hollow Men 
Friihlingsnacht 
Cabin 
Chris Adams, trumpet 







Veronica Cavanaugh-Jany, mezzo-soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Glgue from French Suite, no. 6 
Nocturne, op. 55,no. 1 
At the River (1952) 
Kathy Myers, piano 
Jeff Curtin, trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Five Bagatelles for Clarinet and Piano 
II. Romance 
Robyn L. Hapner, clarinet 
Joan Forbes, piano 








Sonata for Trumpet and Piano ( 1943) 
I. Sarabande· 
II. Intermede 
Andante et Scherzo 
Chad Feller, trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Michele Bird. flute 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Etude from Trois Nouvelles Et des, no. 1 in F minor 
Prelude in G minor. op. 28, no. 22 
John Wright, piano 
Seven Saxopbonian Folk Dances ( 1976) 
VII. Dance of the New Reeds 
Entry of the Gladiators 
Soprano Saxophone 
David M. Sapp 
Alto Saxophone 
Shane T. Anderson 
Joelle Becher 
Veronica Cavanough-Jany 
Phyllis A Combs 


















A TTUlSic scholarship Jund has been established to provide assistance to deserving students. Your tax-deducttble 
contribution wlll be gratefully received by the Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton • Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment, and video recording equipment is prohibited during a 
performance without the pi:tor written permission of the Music Deaprtment. 
SENIOR RECITAL 
Saturday, May 1. 1993 
8:00 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
KRISTINA ROBERTSON, Soprano 
Assisted by: Joan Forbes, Piano 
1 
........ 111 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
PROGRAM 
Care Selve from Atalanta 
Beloved woods. blessed shadows, 
I come in search of my love! 
Tornaml a vaghegglar from Alcina 
Come quickly back to court me, 
My faithful heart longs to love you alone. 
My dear one I have already gtven you my heart, 
I will never betray you. 




Tell me, what wonderful dreams are these 
that envelop my mind, and do not like empty bubbles 
vanish into mere nothing? 
Dreams. that each hour, each day, blossom more fair, 
and move with heavenly message, blissfully through my soul. 
Dreams, that like sacred rays. penetrate my soul, 
and paint an everlasting image there, forgotten, remembered! 
Dreams. that like sun in Spring, kiss the blossoms in the 
snow, and greet the new day with unsuspected rapture, 
to grow and flower and dreaming, spread the fragrance, 
then gradually fade at your breast and sink into the tomb. 
George Frederic Handel 
(1685-1759) 
George Frederic Handel 
Richard Wagner 
(1813-1883) 
Volkslledchen (Little Folksong) 
When I go into the garden in the early morning 
1n my green hat. I am thinking first of all. 
what is my sweetheart doing now? 
In the Heavens shines no star. 
that I would not wish for my friend. 
I would gladly give him my heart. 
could I but take it out. 
Aus melnen gros en Schmerzen 
Out of my great suffering, I make little songs, 
they lift their surrounding plumage and fly to his heart. 
They found their way to the beloved. 
and they come back and complain, 
complain and will not say. 
what they saw in hiS heart. 
Als Luise die Brlefe lhres 
ungetreuen Llebhabers verbrannte 
(As Luise Burned the Letters of Her Faithless Lover) 
Born of a fiery imagination. 
brought into the world in an hour of rapture! 
Go to destruction. you children of melancholy! 
You owe your existence to flames: 
now I give you back to flames along with all of 
the adoring songs, because. alas. 
he did not sing only to me. 
You catch fire and soon. you dear ones. 
there will be no trace of you. 
But, alas! The man who wrote you, 
may perhaps burn for a long tlme in my heart. 
-INTERMISSION-
m 
Steal Me, Sweet Thief 
from The Old Maid and the Thief 
The elderly Miss Todd and her young maid, Laetitia, have 
taken 1n a drifter named Bob. Both women have become 
captivated by Bob. and compete for his affections even 
though they suspect he is the thief who has escaped from the 
local jail. In this scene, Laetitia expresses her 
frustration and disappointment with Bob's lack of interest 





Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
(1756-1791) 







Night of stars, 
Under your veils, 
Amid your breezes and your scents, 
Sad lyre 
Sighing, 
I dream of my past loves. 
Serene sadness 
Blossoms at the bottom of my heart, 
And I hear the soul of my beloved, 
Trembling in the dreaming forest. 
I see again at our fountain 
your glances blue like the skies: 
This rose. it is your breath, 
And these stars are your eyes. 
Les Roses d'Ispahan 
The roses of Ispahan in their mossy sheath. 
The jasmines of Mossul. the orange blossoms. 
IV 
Have a fragrance less fresh. have a scent less sweet. 
Oh pale Leilah. than your soft breath! 
Your lips are of coral and your light laughter sounds 
Lovelier that the gay wind that rocks the orange tree. 
Lovelier than the bird singing on the rim of its mossy nest. 
Oh Leilah! Ever since on light wings 
All kisses have fled from your lips so sweet. 
There is no more fragrance in the pale orange tree, 
Nor celestial aroma in the roses in their moss. 
Oh! That your young love. this light butterfly 
Would come back to my heart, on wings quick and gentle. 
And that it would again perfume the orange blossoms, 
And the roses of Isapahan in their mossy sheath. 
SI tu le veuz: 
If you wish. oh my love, 
This evening as soon as the end of the day will have come, 
When the stars will rise, and put some nails of gold 
In the background blue of the skies, 
Alone. the two of us will go 
Into the dark night as lovers, 
Without being seen by anyone; And tenderly I'll sing to you 
A song of love where I'll put all my joy. 
But when you return home 
If anyone asks you. darling, why 
Your hair is more tousled than before, 
You will reply th<;1.t only the wind has disarranged it. 







Oh! quand Je dors 
Ohl when I sleep, 
come to my bed as Petratch appeared to Laura. 
And in passing let your breath touch me. 
Suddenly my lips will part! 
On my dreary brow. troubled perhaps too long 
By a dark dream which lasted too long. 
Let your gaze fall like light from a star. 
Suddenly my dream wll radiate. will radiate! 
Then on my Ups where floats a flame. 
flash of love that God himself purified. 
Place a kiss upon my Ups. 
Suddenly my soul will awaken. 
Oh! come! 
as Petrarch appeared to Laura! 
The Bird 
Take, 0 Take Those Lips Away 










I would like to give special thanks to Dorothy and Joanie. Where would I be without your 
guidance and support? I would also like to give thanks to my family, jrtends, and teachers 
who have encouraged and supported me though the years. In honor of Mother's Day, I 
dedicate theis recital to my mother (I love ya, Mom!) 
-There will be a recepttonfoUowing the recital in room M 152. 
A music scholarship fund has been established t.o provide assistance to deserving students. Your tax-deductible contribution 
will be gratefully received by the Department of Music . Wright State Universtcy, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording C?qUipment. and video recording equipment is prohibited during a 
performance witliout the prior written permission of the Music Department. 
SENIOR RECITAL 
Sunday, May 2, 1993 
7:00 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
KAREN SACHS, Bassoon 
Assisted by: Joan Forbes, Piano 
Nicole Landy, Bassoon 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
It is good to praise the Lord and make music to your name, 0 Most High 









Etudes to Spring (1970) 
I. Introduction 
VI. The Duck 
VII. Quiet Places 
X. The Spanish Dancer 
XV. On the Road & Finale 
INTERMISSION 






Georg Philipp Telemann 
(1681-1767) 
Wolfgang A. Mozart 
(1756-1791) 





You are invited to attend a reception immediately following the recital in room M 152. 
A music scholarshtpjun.d has been established to provide assistance to deserving students. Your tax-deductible contr.bution will be gratejully 
received by the Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton. Ohio 45435. 
11ie use of photographic equipment. audio recording equipment. and video recording equipment is prohibited during a peiforrna.n.ce wtthout the prior 
written permLssion of the Music Department 
SENIOR RECITAL 
Friday. May 7, 1993 
8:00p.m. 
Concert Hall 
ERIC KINSER, TUBA 
Assisted by: Joan Forbes, piano 
Rick Partida, trumpet 
Christopher M. Hammiel, trumpet 
Carla A Thomas, horn 
Brtan M. Cooke, euphonium 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
PROGRAM 
Concerto For Bass Tuba ( 1954) R. Vaughan Williams 
(1872-1958) I. Allegro Moderato 
II. Romanza 
Adagio and Allegro 
(from trumpet concerto in D) 
I. Adagio 
II. Allegro 





THE PREMIER BRASS QUINTET 
Symphony For Five Brass Instruments (1912) 
I. Moderato 
Shepherds Hey (1918) 






Percy A Grainger 
(1882-1961) 
arr. by M. Wallen 
A music scholarshtpjwu:I has been established to provide assistance ta deserving students. Your tax-deductible contribution wlll be gratejWly received by the Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment. and video recording equipment ts prohibited during a performance without the prior written permt.sston of the Music Department 
AMERICAN MUSIC JUBILEE 
Sunday, May 9, 1993 
3:00p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
PROGRAM 
Presented by Members and Friends of 
Phi Mu Alpha Sirifonia. Professional Music Fraternity 
Duet No. 14 (1969) 
The Lonely 
A Day In The City (1986) 
I. Another Sunrise 
II. Off to a Busy Day 
III. Lost Key Episode 
Eric Kinser, tuba 
Tim Olt, tuba 
*Lora Stone, mezzo-soprano 
*Veronica Cavanaugh-Jany. piano 
IV. The Waitln' in Line Blues 
V. Romantic Interlude 
VI. Sudden Storm 
VII. Out on the Town 
+David M. Sapp. soprano saxophone 
I Am A Poor Wayfaring Stranger 
The Riddle 
Phyllis A Combs, alto 
*Veronica Cavanaugh-Jany, mezzo-soprano/ guitar 
What Love Survives ( 1993) 
Carisa Holmes, soprano/piano 









A Medley of Twilight in Mexico, 
Velocity of Love, and Tuscany 
Here and Now (1991) 
Kai Ransom, piano 
Chris Steward, baritone 





Three Mood ( 976) Edward S. Solomon 
I. Sadness 
II. Reflect on 
III. Elation 
Brasslnlclty (1973) 
Go Out With Joy (1975) 
from In These Thin~ We Live 
•Kimberly Ary, trumpet 
Jessi Hendrickson. trumpet 
Kim Fox, horn 
Dan Bentley, euphonium 
Ted McBride, tuba 
Participants of the American Music Jubilee and 
Members or Friends of Phi Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota 
+ Denotes members of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia 




A Special 'Thank You" to all who made this recital possible, and may the spirit of American 
music be kept alive and well at Wright State University. 
Phi Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota would like to dedicate this concert to our mothers, for 
without them, where would we be? 
Happy Mother's Day! 
A music scholarship.fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving students. Your tax-deductible 
contribution wUl be gratefelly received by the Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment. and video recording equipment ts prohibited during a 
performance without the prior written pennission of the Music Department. 
STUDENT RECITAL 
Thursday. May 13, 1993 
12:30 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
Rondo for Clarinet and Plano 
Veronica Cavanaugh-Jany, clarinet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Variations on a Theme from Judas Maccabeus 
Concerto No. 3 tn Bb, Op. 11 
Allegro risoluto 
Melissa Witte, tuba 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Shane Anderson, clarinet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Per la glorla d'adorarvi from Grtselde 
Lonely People (1951) 






Damond Duke, baritone 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Valerie Johnson, euphonium 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Carl Maria von Weber 
(1786-1826) 
edited by Norman Helm 









Johann Ernst Gaillard 
(1687-1749) 
Variations for Clarinet and Plano 
Beau Solr 
Love's Philosophy 
Piece Concertante ( 1944) 
dans L'Esprtt "Jazz" 
Phyllis Combs, clarinet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Lora Stone, mezzo-soprano 
Joan Forbes. piano 
David M. Sapp, saxophone 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Gioachino Rossini 
( 1792-1868) 






A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deseroing students. Your tax-deductible 
contribution will be gratefully received by the Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment. and video recording equipment, is prohibtted during 
a perfonnance without the prior written permission of the Music Department. 
SENIOR RECITAL 
Frtday, May 14, 1993 
8:00p.m. 
Recital Hall 
AMANDA BOGAN, SOPRANO 
Assisted by: Joan Forbes, piano 
Karen Sachs, bassoon 
Julie Stevens, violin 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
PROGRAM 
I 
n fervldo desiderlo 
When will come the day that I will see you again? 
My heart desires it so, I will receive you on my breast. 
beautiful flame of my soul. 
Intomo all ' idol mio 
Around my idol. blow then breezes, blow 
sweet and welcome on his dear cheek. 
Kiss him for me, kind breezes. 
To my darling who rests, on the wing of silence, 
welcome dreams be present and my suppressed ardor 
reveal to him my spirits of love. 
Deh plu a me non v'ascondete 
Do not hide yourself from me 
in thy wayward beams, my sun. 
By revealing yourself, 
you can end my suff ertng. 
Un moto di gloja 
from La Nozze di Figaro 
I feel joy in my breast 
announcing pleasure in the midst of fear. 
I hope to see the end of sorrow 
and of the tyrarmy of fate and love. 
Vincenzo Bellini 
(1801-1835) 








Sweet Silence. gentle source of calm composure. 
My soul will rejoice when I am no longer plagued with vanity. 
Place that cahnness before my eyes. 
I am eternally awaiting it's arrival. 
m 
Heidenrtisleln 
Once a boy saw a wild rose growing on the heath. 
She was so young and morning-fair. 
He ran fast to look at her from nearby 
and saw her with great joy. 
Little rose on the heath. 
Said the boy. "I'll pluck thee. little rose on the heath." 
Said the rose, "I'll prick thee that you will eternally think of 
me and suffer it I will not." 
And the wild boy plucked the little rose. 
and the rose def ended herself and pricked him. 
Oh-ing and Ah-ing helped not at all. 
She just had to suffer. 
Little rose on the heath. 
Nacht und Traume 
Hallowed night. you sink down. 
Dreams too, float down 
Like your moonlight through space 
Through the silent hearts of man. 
They listen with delight, 
Crying out when day awakes: 
Come back, holy night! 
Fair dreams, return! 
Das Vellchen 
A violet stood in the meadow, stooped and unknown. 
It was a sweet violet. 
There came a young shepherdess, 
With light step and lively spirit, 
Hither, towards the meadow, and sang. 
"Ah!", thinks the violet, "were I only the most 
beautiful flower of nature. 
Ahl Only a little while 'till the darling plucked me, 
and pressed me to her bossom. 
Ah! Only a quarter hour long!" 
Ah! But Ahl The maiden approached and no attention 
to the poor violet paid; she 
trampled the poor violet. 
It sank and died and yet is delighted! 
"And died I then and die I through her, at her feet nevertheless." 
The poor violet! It was a sweet violet. 
George Frederick Handel 





Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
(1756-1791) 
IV 
Reclt: Glunse alfln il momento Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
Arla: Deh vleni, non tardar from Le Nozze di Fi2arO 
Susanna, who has changed clothes wih the Countess for her 
assignation with the Count, finds herself alone, among the pines 
in the gazebo in the garden. She sings this aria 
of supreme beauty and joy about meeting with her beloved, apparently to the 
Count, but knowing full well that Figaro is eavesdropping, hidden in the 
bushes nearby. 
Recitative 
The moment has finally arrived 
That I will enjoy without uneasiness in the arms of my idol. 
Timid fears, leave my breast, 
Do not come to disturb my delight. 
Oh, hour it seems that to the amorous fire 
The pleasantness of the place, the earth and the sky respond. 
As the night assists my deceptions. 
Aria 
Come. don't be late, beautiful joy. 
Come where love is calling you to pleasure. 
The nocturnal torch shines not yet in Heaven. 
The air is still murky and the earth silent. 
Here the brook murmurs, the breezes play 
and with gentle sighing refresh the heart. 
Here the flowers are laughing and the grass is cool. 
All things beckon to love's delights. 
Come, my dearest, within this hidden grove. 




If the voice of a child can rise up to you, Oh my Father, 
Listen to Jesus before you on his knees, in prayer. 
If you have chosen me to teach your laws on the earth, 
I shall know to serve you, Holy King of Kings. Oh Light! 
On my lips, Lord, place the truth salutary, 
So that he who doubts, with humility honors You. 
Abandon me not, give me the grace necessary 
To reduce suffering, to relieve pain, the misery. 
Reveal Yourself to me, Lord in whom I believe and hope. 
For You I want to suffer and die on the cross at Calvary. 
Here are the fruits, flowers, leaves and branches. 
And then here is my heart which beats only for you. 
Do not destroy it with your two white hands, 
And to your eyes so beautiful may the humble gift be sweet. 
I come still covered with dew, 
Which the morning wind has chilled OJ) my brow. 
Allow my fatigue, resting at your feet. to 
Dream of the precious moments which will brtng it repose. 
On your young breast let my head rest. 
Still all sonorous from your last kisses. 
Let it rest from the good tempest. 





The moon white shines in the woods; 
From every branch parts a voice under the bough. 
Oh well loved, the pond reflects, deep mirror. 
the silhouette of the black willow where the wind cries. 
Let us dream, it is the hour. 
A vast and tender peacefulness seems to descend 
From the firmament that the star illuminates. 
It is the exquisite hour. 
Mandollne 
The serenaders and the lovely listeners exchange idle banter 
beneath the singing branches. 
There is Tircls and Amlnte and the eternal Clitandre, 
And there ls Damis, who wrote tender verses for many cruel women. 
There are short Jackets of silk, their long dresses with trains, 
Their elegance, their joy and their soft blue shadows 
Whirl in the ecstasy of a pink and gray moon, 
And the mandolin chatters amid the shivers of the breeze. 
VI 
Heavenly Grass ( 1946) 
Early In the Morning ( 1958) 
Spring Sorrow 
Psalm 148 (1951) 
Matthew 19:26 With God all things are possible. 
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JUST WRIGHT FLUTE CHOIR and the 
UNIVERSITY CLARINET CHOIR 
TUESDAY, MAY 18, 1993 
CONCERT HALL 
8:00PM 
Laura Walter-Lakes, Conductor 
Randall Paul, Conductor 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
Weep, 0 Mine Eyes 







Veronica Cavanaugh Jany 
PROGRAM 
Brian Cooke, euphonium 









arranged by R. Cavally 
Thomas Morley 
(1557-1603) 











Grand Serenade (1939) 
Allegro marciale pomposo e con fuoco 
Allegro ma non troppo 
Andantino 
Finale-Allegretto 
Romance in F for Hom 




Ro s Cali 
Alto Clarinet 
Jeanette Dotson 
Shane T. Anderson 
Carla A. Thomas, Horn 
Nora and Randall Paul, Clarinets 
Dr. Jeffrey Traster, Conductor 
PERSONNEL 
Second Clarinet 





Pamela S. Miller 
Carla A. Thomas 
J arnes Waterson 
Camille Saint-Saens 
(1835-1921) 
arranged by L. Calliet 
Amilcare Ponchielli 
(1834-1886) 
arranged by C. Anderson 
Third Clarinet 
Robyn Hapner 








A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deserving students. Your tax-deductible contribution 
will be gratefully received by the Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
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STUDENT RECITAL 
Thursday, May 20, 1993 
12:30 p.m. 
Recital Hall 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
Bastien often stole my flowers 
from Bastien and Bastienna 




As Dew in April (1960) 
The Willow Song 
Sandmann ch en 
Kristen Borgerding. soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Connie Bensman, contralto 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Angela Sanders, soprano 
Chad Fourman, clarinet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Nancy Carter, soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Nel cor piii non mi sento from L'amor Contrasto 
Sigh No More, Ladies (1916) 
Non posso disperar from Eraclea 
Who'll Buy My Lavender? 
Kristen Erdman, soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Tina Nocero, mezzo-soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
























The Sum of Love 
Chi ml vuol bene from La Finta Semplice 
Marie Latendresse, soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Reclt: Then shall the eyes of the blind 
Aria: He Shall Feed His Flock from Messiah 
Das Vellchen 
Vergin, tutt'amor 
Mi helle Gibson, mezzo- oprano 
Jo n Forbe , piano 
Nancy Hank (Abraham Lmcoln's Mother) (1941} 
Deh vieni, non tardar from Le Nozze di Fi~aro 
Music when soft voices die 
Peggy Bauer, soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Jennifer Pille, soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Charles Wakefield Cadman 
( 1881-1946} 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozar 
(1756-1791) 
Georg Friderlc Handel 
(1685-1 759· 
Wolfgang Amadeu Mozari.. 
(1756- 1791) 
France o Durante 
( 1684- 1 755· 
Katherine K. Davi~ 
(b. 1892) 
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Wright State University 
Department of Music 
Presents 
Wright State University 
Gospel Choir 















Thursday, May 20, 1993 
Concert Hall 
















The Gospel Choir 
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J emirna West 
Trever Thomas 
Glory Hallelujah Keith Dobbins 
I Myron Davis 
Resurrection Mass 




You Don't Know Richard Smallwood 
I 
Chris Reid 
It Is Well Philip Bliss 
Arr. Walt Whitman 
I Followers of Christ Oscar Hayes 
India Taylor 










. J Right Now Marvin Winans and Perfected Praise 
MarQuettia Rupert 
Story of Jesus Joseph Price 
Thurron Barnett 
That You Know Willimington Chester 
Mass 
Rita Hawkins Jackson 
J Holy Ghost Resurrection Mass 
J I Just Can't Tell It All Edwin Hawkins 
Jemima West 
Edward Bak.er 
J Joy Ricky Dillard Arr. Thurron Barnett 
Sunday, May 23, 1993 
3:00P.M. 
Featuring 
The University Chorus 
James Tipps, Conductor 
Joan Forbes, Accompanist 
The University Madrigal Singers 
Hank Dahlman, Conductor 
Caroline Salido, Accompanist 
The University Vocal Jazz Ensemble 
Mary Michenfelder, Conductor 
John Wright, Accompanist 
The Wright State Chorale 
Hank Dahlman, Conductor 
Joan Forbes, Accompanist 
with 
The Fourth Avenue Men's Quartet 
Concert Hall 
Creative Arts Center 
Secret Garden Medley 
Opening 
The House Upon the Hill 
I Heard Someone Crying 
A Bit of Earth 
Lily's Eyes 
The Girl I Mean to Be 
Wick 
Come to My Garden 
Hold On 
How Could I Ever Know 
Selections to be announced 
II est bel est bon 
It Was a Lover and His Lass 
My Bonnie Lass She Smelleth 
PROGRAM 
The University Chorus 
Jennifer Pfile, Soprano 
Veronica Cavanaugh-Jany, Alto 
Benjamin Gearhardt, Tenor 
Fourth Avenue 
The University Madrigal Singers 
Caroline Salido, Synthesizer 
Sean Hill, Electric Bass 
Hillary Koogler, Drums 
from The Triumphs of Thusnelda, S.1601 
Have You Seen My Man 
The Shadow of Your Smile 
The Longest Time 
That's a Plenty 
With You from Pippin 
Cindy 
River in Judea 
The University Vocal Jazz Ensemble 
Solo: Marie Latendresse, Soprano 
Solos: Ben Gearhart, Tenor 
Damon Williams, Baritone 
Chris Steward, Baritone 
The Wright State Chorale 
Lucy Simon/arr. Ed Lojeski 
Passereau/arr. Ward Swingle 
JolmRutter 




arr. Gene Puerling 
Billy Joel 
arr. Roger Emerson 
Lee Pollack 
arr. Mac Huff 
Stephen Schwartz/arr. Jolm Leavitt 
arr. Mack Wilberg 



















































































































































SPECIAL THANKS TO: 
Dr. Perry Moore, Dean, College of Liberal Arts 
Dr. J. Alan Whiston, Chair. Department of Music 
Dr. Jam es Johnson, Faculty, Department of Music 
Dr. Sharon Nelson, Faculty, Department of Music 
Mrs. Rosi Arnold, Secretary, Department of Music 
Mrs. Kathie Barbour, Admin.Asst., Department of Music 
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Wright State University/Community Orchestra 
Dr. Richard G. Linn, Conductor 
Presents 
An Evening of Russian Music 
with Cellist 
Sarah Shifferd 
May 24, 1993 
8:00 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Creative Arts Center 
PROGRAM NOTES 
The Suite The Comedians was taken from Kabalevsky's music for the play, "Inventor and 
Comedian" staged at the Central Children's Theater in Moscow. The composer's intent was to 
use the wide variety of pieces in the Suite to depict the life of an itinerant company of comedians. 
Initially written with a children's audience in mind, the Suite aroused the interest of adults as well. 
The Comedians was written in 1939 and first performed in Leningrad in 1940. 
Tchaikovsky wrote variations on a Rococo Theme in 1876 and dedicated it to Wilhelm 
Sitzenhagen, a fellow professor at the Moscow Conservatory. Although Tchaikovsky built the 
varjatjons on a theme of his own, he was agreeable that the experienced instrumentalist 
Sitzenhagen should make careful modifications to the score. However in preparing the 1878 
edition for cello and piano, Sitzenhagen made such broad use of this authorization that he changed 
the order of the variations and removed the eighth variation entirely. The success of a perfonnance 
in Wiesbaden appeared to justify this and he told Tchaikovsky, "I caused a sensation with your 
variations. The audience liked the piece so much that they called me back three times, and 
applauded wildly after the d minor variation." It was only when the complete score appeared 10 
years later that Tchaikovsky realized the extent of the changes. A visitor found him in a highly 
agitated state. "That idiot Sitzenhagen was here. Just look what he did to my piece! He changed 
everything!" Sitzenhagen's edition has since become the accepted concert version. 
Rimsky-Korsakov wrote "The Great Russian Easter" Oyerture as a reflection of popular 
Russian feelings on the highest of Christian feasts. The themes were taken from the Obikhod, a 
collection of canticles of the Greek Orthodox Church. Rimsky felt very strongly that in order to 
fully appreciate his Overture, it was necessary for the listener to attend an Easter morning service in 
a great Orthodox cathedral. The Overture was completed in 1888 and premiered that same year in 
St. Petersburg under the composer's direction. 












Variations on a Rococo Theme, Op. 33 
Sarah Shifferd-Violoncello 
Intermission 
Russian Easter Overture, Op.36 
Dmitri Kabalevsky 
( 1904-1987) 




Sarah Shifferd comes to Wright State University from Cincinnati, where she recently completed 
her studies at the University of Cincinnati's .College-Conservatory of Music. She has studied with 
Janet Horvath, at CCM with Yehuda Hanani and Lee Fiser, and most recently spent a year studying in 
London with the eminent pedagogue William Pleeth. She has played recitals and chamber music 
concerts throughout the Midwest, and participated in the Aspen, and Hampden-Sydney Music 
Festivals. An avid chamber musician, she is also active in authentic performance practice. 
A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance ro deserving students. Your tax-deductible 
contribution will be gratefully received by the Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment, and video recording equipment is prohibited during a 
performance without the prior written permissiun of the Music Department. 
1992-93 University/Community Orchestra 
Violin I 














































































WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Music 
Presents 
THE CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 
Concert VI 
William J. Steinohrt, Conductor 
SOLOIST 
Jim McCutcheon, Guitar 
Tuesday, May 25, 1993 
8:00 p.m. 
Concert Hall 








Gavotta- Non troppo allegro 
Finale- Molto Vivace 
The Impressarlo Overture, K 486 
Fantasia para un Gentilhombre 
Intermission 
Villano y Ricercare- Adagietto. Andante moderto 
Espafioleta y Fanfare de la Caballeria de Napoles-
Adagio, Allegretto 
Danza de las Hachas- Allegro 
Canario- Allegro ma non troppo 
Jim Mccutcheon, Guitar 
The Soloist 
Franz Schubert I 
( 1797-1828) 
Serge Prokofieff _ 1 
(1891-1953) 






Jim Mccutcheon received both a Bachelor of Music Degree in Performance and Master of 
Music degree in Music Education from Wright State Univer.sity. He also holds a degree i1 J 
Physics from the University of Dayton. Jim is a faculty associate in music at Wright Stat 
and has a music studio in Centerville. He has written two beginning guitar books and has 
two recordings to his credit. Very visable in the Dayton community, Jim presents programs 
in area schools, has organized a junior music club in the Ohio Federation of Music Club~ J 
performs on WDPR. Dayton's classical radio station and performs weekly at the Peasan_ 
Stock Restaurant. He is President of the Dayton Classical Guitar Society. Last year Jim 
was selected as the first recipient of the Wright State University Distinguished Music Alumr~ 
1 
Award. 
Chamber Orchestra Pro"ram Notes 
Overture in the Italian Style Franz Schubert 
In November, 1817, Schubert composed two overtures in the Italian style. both of which were 
influenced by the popularity of Rossini. The Italian operas of Rossini were popular internationally and 
were enthusiastically received by Viennese audiences. Schubert, too, was moved by Rossini's works; 
the Italian influence is evident in his Sixth Symphony, as well as this overture. The composer 1 arranged the overture for piano duet after its premiere performance. 
j I 
. I 
Symphonic Classique Serge Prokofieff 
Serge Prokofieff is considered one of the most influential Soviet composers of the 20th century. His 
musical roots stem from Pre-revolutionary Russia, and among his influences were composers such as 
Tchiakovsky, Rimsky-Korsakoff. Debussy. and Ravel. 
The "Classical Symphony" was first performed in St. Petersburg in 1918 With Prokofiev conducting. It 
won immediate acclaim and today remains one of his most popular works. The first movement is a 
miniature Sonate-Allegro form that includes light hearted themes and a surprising key change. 
Movement 2. Larghetto, is graceful and reminiscent of an elegant court dance, The Gavotte changes 
the mood completely as it is a bubbling and energetic dance that, to the dismay of the composer, took 
on a popularity of its own. The finale features bright scales and thematic material that are traded 
back and forth by various solo instruments and sections with lively abandon. 
Impressario Overture Wolfgang A. Mozart 
The Impressario Overture serves as the overture to Mozart's German comic opera, Der 
Schauspieldirektor, also known as the Impressario. Completed in 1786, the opera is a short comic 
opera that deals with an impressario's troubles dertved from the jealousy of prima donnas. The work 
features Mozart himself as a character. 
Fantasia para un Gentilhombre Joaquin Rodrigo 
Rodrigo was born in Sagun to in the province of Valencia, Spain. He began studying composition With 
the composer Paul Dukas at an early age . Although he was blind since the age of 3. Rodrigo's talent 
for composition took him to France and Germany to further his studies and gain new influences. He 
returned to Spain in 1939 as a leading Spanish nationalist composer. 
Fantasia was written for the famous Spanish guitarist. Andres Segovia, in 1954 and is based on a set 
of dances that were written in the 1600's by guitarist Gaspar Sanz. Rodrigo once wrote. "My ideal was 
that if Sanz could hear this work, he would say. While it isn't exactly me, I can recognize myself .... .' 
The Fantasia is written in 5 movements. The opening Villano is developed monothematically within a 
melodic framework appropriate to the period. "Following is a Ricercare in which I have worked out the 
fugue which Sanz had only sketched." La Espafloleta is interrupted by an episode which serves as 
trio. Toques [Fanfare] de la Caballeria de Napoles (Bugle Calls of the Naples Cavalry) obviously makes 
reference to the time when that kingdom was in close contact With Spain. The Danza de las Hachas 
(Hachet Dances), With it's great rhythmic animation, is like a duel between the guitar and the 
orchestra. The work ends With a Canario, a popular folk dance full of forced gayety." 
11 
The Chamber Orche~tra 
Established In 1985. this orchestra performs a wide variety of chamber orchestra repertoire. j 
Torught's performance ts the last concert tn the Chamber Orchestra's eighth season. The \ 
series is shared with Wright State faculty ensembles and soloists. , 
Of special significance ts the active role that the music faculty play in this ensemble. Many 
of the principal chairs in winds and strings are filled by the faculty who also serve a~ I 
teachers and leaders of their sections. The orchestra membership also includes scholarshii: 
recipients, university students. area music teachers, community musicians, and superior 
high school students. 
The Chamber Orchestra Scholarshlo Proeram 
The Chamber Orchestra offers four-year scholarships to exceptional performers through th( 
generous support of the President's Chamber Orchestra Scholarships, the Clarus K. Suche1 
Chamber Orchestra Endowment. and the Paul Katz Chamber Orchestra Scholarship Fund. 
Contributions to the Paul Katz Chamber Orchestra Fund can be made to the Department oi 
Music, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. This important scholarship wa~ 
established in honor of Dr. Paul Katz, founding conductor of the Dayton Philhannonic 
Orchestra. 
Presently, these scholarships are held by Jeanelle Braun, Denise Carter, Staci Cawley, Ann 
Smith. Julia Stevens. and Rebecca Veley. 
The Chamber Orchestra Serles 
Concert I with Karl Sievers, trumpet 
Tuesday, October 6, 1992 
Concert II with Faculty Brass Quintet 
Tuesday, November 3, 1992 
Concert III with Faculty String Quartet 
Tuesday, February 2, 1993 
Concert IV with Jackson Leung. piano 
Tuesday, March 9, 1993 
Concert V with Faculty Woodwind Quintet 
Tuesday, April 27, 1993 
Concert VI with Jim Mccutcheon. guitar 
Tuesday. May 25, 1993 
J 
J 




















*Sarah K. Shifferd 
Leah Hecht 






























*Music Faculty and Faculty Associates 
DIRECTORS 
Mrs. Paul Katz 
BENEFACTOR 
Contributions to the Paul Katz 
Chamber Orchestra Scholarshlo Fund 
Dr. and Mrs. Perry Moore 




Dr. Jerrie McGill 
L. David Mirkin, M.D. 
Mrs. Charles M. Michaels 
Alex and Eileen Roche 
Wayne and Anna Lee Russell 
Ralph and Marilyn Smith 
Dr. William Steinohrt 
Dr. Jeffery L. Traster 
Dr. and Mrs. J. Alan Whiston 
CONTRIBUTORS 
Caroline Burnet 
Dr. Sharon Nelson 
Gordon and Ruth Price 
The Chamber Orchestra Concert Series has become a tradition at Wright State. The 1993-94 Serie~ 
will again feature a wide variety of Chamber Orchestra literature and performances by our faculty 
ensembles and soloists. We hope that you will consider purchasing season tickets or a contribution ti ( 
our Chamber Orchestra Scholarship Fund. We appreciate your interest in and support of th1 I 
Department of Music at W.S.U. 




Please send me information about the 1993-94 Chamber Orchestra Concert Series. 
Please give this form to an usher or mail to: 
WSU Chamber Orchestra 
Music Deparment 
Wright State University 
Dayton. Ohio 45435 
' ) 
WRIGHT STATE lfNIVERSITY 
Department of Music 
Presents 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 
CONCERT BAND 
Samuel D. Reynolds, Conductor 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 
BRASS CHOIR 
Karl Sievers, Conductor 
Wednesday, May 26, 1993 
8:00 p.1n. 
Concert 1-Iall 
Creative Arts Center 
Wright State University Concert Band 
Program Notes 
The music from the movie "ROBIN HOOD" was arranged for concert band 
by Paul Lavender, a noted arranger of popular music for the wind band. 
This score includes the Main Title - Prince of Thieves - Everything I Do I 
Do For You - The Abduction - and the Final Battle at the Gallows. 
l 
GALOP was written by Dmitri ShostakoVich and is from the musical -J 
comedy, Moscow Cheremusky. Shostakovich studied at the Leningrad 
Conservatory and composed his first symphony at the age of nineteen. His 
1 Symphony No. 5 met with unusual approval from the Soviet press and is his most well known work. 
SINFONIA NOBILISSIMA is an overture in a neo-romantic style and is in 
three sections. After a short introduction, a dramatic and syncopated fast 
section begins. Later on, the slow, more emotional middle section begins 
and in the final part, a fast style returns and the overture ends with 
several deceptive, then complete chords. 
FANFARE was arranged by John Tatgenhorst a graduate of The Ohio State 
University. Mr. Tatgenhorst lives in Columbus, Ohio, where he works as 
an arranger and composer. He has twenty original compositions and 
thirty-two arrangements published for band. His specialty is writing light 
entertaining pieces for band, and he also composes music for films and 
television commercials. 
Alfred Reed has over 200 published works for concert band and is one of 
the most prolific and frequently performed composers of our time. 
RUSHMORE was commissioned for the Mount Rushmore summer music 
camp. The music is meant to symbolize the inner strength and calm 
majesty represented by the four great faces carved in stone gazing over the 
plains of our country. "America, the Beautiful" brings the work to a close. 
A music scholarship fW1Cl has been est.a.blished to provide assistance to deserving students. Your tax-
deductible contribution will be gratefully received by the Department of Music, Wright State University, 
Dayton. Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment., audio recording equipment.. and video recording equipment is 











. Wright State University Concert Band 
ROBIN HOOD Prince of Thieves (Symphonic Sutt.el ( 1991) written by Michael Kamen 
Arranged by Paul Lavender 
GALOP 




Transcribed by Donald Hunsberger 
Robert Jager 
Hugo Montenegro 
arr. by John Tagenhorst 
Conducted by Chris Weddle, Graduate Assistant 
RUSHMORE (1981) Alfred Reed 
INTERMISSION 
Wright State University Brass Choir 
Suite For Double Brass Choir 
I. Allegro 
II. Molto Sostenuto 
III. Allegro 
The Strenuous Life 




Conducted by Martin Saunders, Graduate Assistant 
The Lost Chord 
Dan Bentley, eu/Jhoniwn 
Mr. Jums (1980) 
Arthur Sullivan 
(1842-1900) 
arr. by Tim Olt 
Chris Hazell 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY CONCERT BAND PERSONNEL 
Names arc listed alphabetically In each section to emphasize each member's contribution lo the ensemble. 
FLUTE/PICCOLO 
Michele R. Bird - New Carlisle 
Regina D. Crawford - Fairborn 
Deanna Oyko - Xenia 
Christina McNeal - Kettering 
ALTO SAXOPHONE 
Tracey Elliott - Springfield 
Tom Harding - Yellow Springs 
Ryan Swart - Casstown 
EUPHONIUM 
Valerie Johnson - New Carlisle 
Carla A. Thomas - Enon 
TROMBONE 
Tracey Oxley - Wright Patterson AFB 
Michele V an1ce - Xenia 
TENOR SAXOPHONE 
Helen Newkold - Beavercreek 
William Quinn - Willard 
Blaine Bower - Fairborn 
Brian Cooke - Cincinnati 
Jason Jensvold - Anna 
Ed Miller - Kettering OBOE 
Carolyn Fisher - Franklin 
CLARINET 
Lara Adrian - Marysville 
Shay Beesley - Centerville 
Kristin Benson - Cincinnati 
Phyllis Combs - Huber Heights 
Melissa Elliott - Tipp City 
Belinda Getman - FairbOrn 
Cindy Goecke - Kettering 
Bill Hart - Centerville 
Caroline Hoadley - Centerville 
Melissa Lucas - Centerville 
Stacy Ludington - Beavercreek 
Jennifer Pfile - Grafton 
Jennifer Plemons - Kettering 
Joy Pollarad - Northrldge 
BASS CLARINET 
BARITONE SAXQPUONE 
Mikael Geese - Beavercreek 
FRENCH HORN 
Korbert Finley - Dayton 
Darlene Pacha - Marysville 
Loli Richmond - Springfield 
Bill Sanders - Cincinnati 
Melissa Witte - Medway 
TRUMPET 
Nathaniel E. Bauerle - Dayton 
Ch ristopher Houser - Xenia 
Carl Johnson - New Carlisle 
Mike Kepler - Dayton 
'nJBA 
Ahearn Murphy - Fairborn 
Doug Probasco - Kettering 
PERCUSSION 
Jon Carroll - Vandalia 
Nancy Carter - Covington 
Randy Grogean - Lewisburg 
Steve Hardisty - Brandt 
Matthew W.A. Hurley - Dayton 
Mark Platzer - New Carlisle 
Todd Weatherbie - Willard 
LmRARIAN 
Phyllis Combs - Huber Heights 
GRADUATE ASSISTANT 
Chris Weddle - Fairborn 
Veronica Cavanough-Jany - Huber Hts. 
Chris Centers - Springboro 
Jill M. Smith - Dayton 
Scott Miller - Cincinnati 
Michelle Mitchell - Columbus 
Michelle R. Ringer - Batavia 
Greg Stelz - West Jefferson 
Chris Weddle - Fairborn 
Charles Wentling - Dayton 
James Wittmann - Dayton 























Thursday. May 27, 1993 
12:30 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
Cangla, cangla tue vogue 
Psych~ 
Lawrence Carley. tenor 
Joan Forbes. piano 
Nocturne No. 9 ln B Major, Op. 32, No. 1 
Paula Grimes, piano 
There ls a Lady Sweet and Kind ( 1948) 
Toma a Surrlento 




Maurtce Harris. tenor 
Joan Forbes. piano 
Lara Sayer. mezzo-soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Rusty Myers, tenor 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Romance, Op. 28, No. 1 in Bb minor 
Doctor Gradus ad Parnassum 
Katja Koch, piano 






N onnan Dello J oio 
(b. 1913) 














The Silver Swan 
Music Shall Live 




Joan Forbes. piano 
Promenade from Pictures at an Exhibition 
Alleluia 






University Tuba Ensemble 






arr. Timothy J. Olt 
William Boyce 
(1710-1779) 
arr. Francis H. Laws 
Joe Garland 





A music scholarship fund has been established to provide assistance to deseroing students. Your tax-deductible 
contribution will be gratefully received by the Department of Music, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment, audio recording eq_uipment, and video recording eq_uipment is prohibited during a 






Andante molto sostenuto 
Largo 
Sonate IV in E minor, K. 304 
Concert - Fantasie 
Etudes I and VI (1972) 
Concertstiick ( 1955) 
AndanteinG 
Concerto ln Eb 
Largo 
Vivace 
Impromptu No. 2, Op. 36 
STUDENT RECITAL 
Tuesday, June 1. 1993 
12:30 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
CarlJohnson,tnunpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Julia Stevens, violin 
Bernadette O'Conner, piano 
Matthew W. A Hurley, trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Chris Earl. guitar 
Chris Centers, saxophone 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Chris Earl and Ron Steck, guitar 
Rick Edwards, trumpet 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Bernadette O'Conner, piano 
Jean Baptiste Loeillet 
(1680-1 730) 













A mustc scholarship Jund ha.s been establLshed to provide assistance to deserving students. Your ta.x-deducttble contrtbutton wdl be gratefally recet.ued by the Department of 
Music, Wright State Unl»ers1ty. Dayton. Ohio 45435. 
The use of photographic equipment. audio recordtng equipment. and utdeo record.Ing equipment '5 prohibited durtng a perjormonce WUhout the prlar written permLssfon of the 
Music Department. 
STUDENT RECITAL 
Thrusday, June 3, 1993 
12:30 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
Presented by the Department of Music Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 
Adagio 
Prelude In B minor, Op. 38, No. 6 
Romance and Scherzo ( 1941) 
Le charme 
Glenda Hoop, piano 
Ahearn Murphy, tuba 
Joan Forbes, piano 
O palllda, che un gtomo ml guardasti 
from L'Amico Fritz 
Chant for Marimba 
Chaconne 
Sonata In c# minor, Op. 27, No. 2 
I. Adagio sostenuto 
II. Allegretto 
III. Presto agitato 
Sheila Thomas, soprano 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Tim Parker, marimba 
David Douglas Probasco, tuba 
Joan Forbes, piano 
Christopher O'Neill, piano 
Baldassare Galuppi 
( 1 706-1 785) 
Dmitri Kabelevsky 
( 1904-1987) 









Ludwig van Beethoven 
(1770-1827) 
A music scholarship.fund has been established to proLJide assistance to deserving students. Your tax-deductible contribution wtll be gratefully 
received by the Department of Music. Wright State University. Dayton. Ohio 45435. 
'The use of photographic equipment, audio recording equipment, and video recording equipment is prohibtted durtng a performance without the prior 
wrttten pennission of the Music Department. 
BAND IN THE PARK: 
A Sousa-Style Concert 
THE WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 
SYMPHONY BAND 
Dr. Jeffrey L. Traster, conductor 
and 
Laura Walter-Lakes, Flute Soloist 





Commons and Concert Hall 
Creative Arts Center 
Wright State University 
PROGRAM 
The National Anthem 
Songs of the West 
Concerti no, op.107 
Laura Walter-Lakes, flute 
Flnale from Symphony No. 4 In F Minor 
-Intermission· 
Fandango (1952) 
Baroque and Blue from 
Suite for Flute and Jazz Plano ( 1973) 
Beauty and the Beast ( 1991 ) 
Bugler's Holiday 
Golden Jubilee March 
Laura Walter-Lakes, flute 
Brian M. Cooke, euphonium 
Edward A. Miller, euphonium 
Dan Bentley, euphonium 
John Stafford Smith 
( 1750-1836) 
Lyrics, Francis Scott Key 
arr. John Philip Sousa 
Gustav Holst 
(1874-1934) 
arr. Jim Curnow 
Cecile Chaminade 
( 1857-1944) 
arr. Clayton Wilson 
Peter I. Tchaikovsky 
( 1840-1893) 
arr. V.F. Safranek 
Frank Perkins 
arr. Floyd E. Werle 
Claude Bolling 
arr. Robert O'Brien 
Alan Menken 
arr. Calvin Custer 
Leroy Anderson 
( 1909-1975) 
John Philip Sousa 
( 1854-1932) 
The Sign Girl 
~ight's Music Shoppe 
,Jiggle rs 
"Thank You" To Our Cast and Crew 
Miss Elizabeth Dodds 
Mr. Francis Laws and Ms. Victoria Ullery 
Mr. Kenneth and Mr. Michael Bindner 
. burth Avenue .. (Barbershop Quartet) Maurice Harris, Chris Steward, 
Ryan Holway, and Jim Brown 
}wnfolk 
Stage and Recording Booth 
I 
April Tranter, Laura Stone, and Sheila Thomas 
Kim Osburn, Dan Bumbarger, 
Chris Baker, Todd Roeder, Julie Wilt 
Special Thanks To: 
The Wright State University Theater Department for the use of stage sets and costumes. 
Mr. David M. Spitzer and Ms. Barb Siler, Band Directors at Bellbrook High School, for donation of the j gold shoulder braid. 
Dr. J. Alan Whiston, Chair, Department of Music 
Kathie Barbour, Administrative Assistant 
j Rosi Arnold, Music Department Secretary 
Instrumental Music Faculty 
Laura Walter-Lakes, flute 
Susan Eischeid, oboe 
Jackie Henderson, bassoon 
Randall Paul, clarinet and saxophone 
Karl Sievers, trumpet 
Lisa Hancock, horn 
Francis Laws, trombone and euphonium 
Jeffrey Traster, tuba 
Jane Varella, percussion 
Members of the WSU Symphony Band 
for commons and stage decorations, 
and their dedication and commitment to the art of music. 
BAND IN THE PARK is part of the "Green and Gold" concert series sponsored by the Wright 
State University Department of Music. The "Green and Gold" concert series was developed by 
Dr. J. Alan Whiston, Chair of the Department of Music, to benefit music scholarships for 
outstanding students. For more information about this concert series or other Department of 
Music performances, call (513) 873-2346 between 8:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. 
WSU SXMPHONY BAND 
Names are listed alphabetically in eaclt section to emphasize each 
member's contribution to the group. Asterisk denotes section leader. 
FLlITF/PICCOLO 
Michele R. Bird,• New Carlisle 
Jennifer Deeken, Fairborn 
Kelley Hively, Springfield 
Holly Ann Keadle, Xenia 
Q.ltQE 
Ronda S. Delaet, Celina 
CLARINET 
Shane Anderson, Richwood 
Joelle Becher,• Uniontown 
Veronica Cavanaugh-Jany, Huber Heights 
Phyllis A. Combs, Huber Heights 
Pamela S. Miller, Dayton 
Kerri K. Schofield, Fairborn 
Larry Earick, Troy 
BASS CLARINET 
Robyn L. Hapner, Springfield 
Julia L. Stevens, Centerville 
SAXOPHONE 
Ouistopher T. Centers, Springboro 
Gary L. May, Bellbrook 
David M. Sapp,• Dayton 
Jeffrey A. Spurlock, Dayton 
TRUMPET 
Ouistopher Adams, Kettering 
Kimberly D. Ary, Springboro 
Jeffrey C. Curtin, Kettering 
Richard C. Edwards, Fairborn 
Glad Feller, Dayton 
Cllristopher M. Hammiel, Dayton 
Jessica M. Hendrickson, Lebanon 
Martin W.Saunders, Gastonia, N.C. 
Cllristopher C. Weddle, Fairborn 
Laura Lynn Weddle,• Fairborn 
llillW 
Kimberly Fox, Fairborn 
Carla A. Thomas,• Enon 
TROMBONE 
Douglas E. Battson, Tipp Gty 
Douglas Bland,• Centerville 
Timothy J. Olt, Kettering 
EUPHONIUM 
Dan Bentley, New Carlisle 
Brian M. Cooke,• Kettering 
Edward A. Miller, Kettering 
ll.!BA 
Eric Kinser,• Huber Heights 
Doug D. Probasco, Kettering 
Melissa L Witte, Medway 
PERCUSSION 
David Atha, Oakwood 
Jermaine Magee, Oeveland Heights 
Timothy Parker, Middletown 
Patrick S. Smith, Beavercreek 
LIBRARIAN 
Phyllis A. Combs 
GRADUATE ASSISTANfS 
Christopher C. Weddle 
Martin W. Saunders 
Wright State University Department of Music 
GREEN AND GOLD CONCERT SERIES 
to benefit the Department of Music 
UNIVERSITY/COMMUNITY ORCHESTRA 
CONCERTO NIGHT 
Dr. Richard Linn, conductor 
Chris Weddle, trumpet; Denise Carter, violin 
8:00 p.m, Monday, March 8, Concert Hall 
UNIVERSITY JAZZ BAND 
Karl Sievers, conductor 
7:00 p.m., Friday, March 12, Concert Hall 
ALL AMERICAN RECITAL 
An afternoon of music by American Composers 
3:00 p.m., Sunday, May 9, Concert Hall 
FINALE! 
An afternoon of popular choral favorites featuring: 
University Chamber Singers, University Madrigal Singers 
University Chorus, Vocal Jazz Ensemble 
Hank Dahlman, James Tipps, Mary Michenfelder, conductors 
3:00 p.m., Sunday, May 23, Concert Hall 
BAND IN THE PARK 
UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY BAND 
A tum of the century concert featuring marches, 
soloists and many musical surprises 
Dr. Jeffrey L. Traster, conductor 
3:00 p.m., Sunday, June 6, Concert Hall 
Ticket Price per Concert 
Family $10 Adult $5 Student/Senior Citizen $2 
For information, call 873-2346 

